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Romanian

Osmanlı-Türk modernleşmesi 19. yüzyılda sosyo-ekonomik ve siyasal zorunlulukların sonucunda ortaya çıkan sancılı bir süreç olmuştur. Batı’nın etkisi
yalnızca devletin siyasi kurumlarında değil, kültürel anlamda da hissedilmeye başlanmıştır. Müzik, mimari ve edebiyat başta olmak üzere, Batı’dan
gelen düşünsel ve estetik unsurlar, özellikle müzik kültürü üzerinde belirleyici bir rol oynamıştır. Geleneksel müziğin patronaj ve icra kaynaklarını
yitirmeye başlaması Osmanlı-Türk müziğinin yaşadığı dönüşümde etkilidir. Bütün bu süreç, Cumhuriyet döneminde gerçekleştirilen kültürel
planlamacılığın ve müzik politikalarının altyapısını oluşturmuştur.
In this article the writer investigates the relations between perceptions of the East and the West in nineteenth century Greece, their connection to
national identity, to the language question and to political tendencies. The composer Manoles Kalomoires was influenced by a group of progressive
intellectuals striving to liberate Greek literature and language from its dependence on Ancient Greek legacy, a dependence motivated by Western
idealists (who saw in the Greek Revolution of 1821 a renaissance of Ancient Greece). Most were educated in the West, but promoted an oriental image
of Greeks. Kalomoires' musical expression of this image was inspired by Rimsky-Korsakov's Sheherazade and the Golden Cockerel. In 1909-910 he
wrote an unfinished opera, Mavrianos and the King, on the model of the Golden Cockerel. He later used this music in his best known opera, The
Mother's Ring (1917). In the present article the similarities in the three works are for the first time shown. An essential influence from Rimsky-Korsakov's
work is the contrast between the world of freedom, nature and fantasy and that of oppression.
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In the article the author presents a comparative analysis of Manolis Kalomiris‟s opera the ConstantinePalaeologus and Cemal Resid Rey‟s symphonic
poem Fatih Sultan Mehmet from the point of view of national canons, political backgrounds and aesthetics. Both pieces deal with the lastsiege of
https://www.academia.edu/1999058/The_fall_of_Constantinople_in_music_o
Constantinople (1453), which ended in the victory of the Ottoman army. This historicturning point inspired very sophisticated, interpretative
f_1950?email_work_card=title
compositions on both of sides of theformer frontline. In the epilogue of the article this horizon is widened by the Hungarian musical reading of this great
historical event.
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This article aims to present the ongoing project “European Influences in the Modern Urban Music Culture in the Balkans. Bibliographic Research”. The
main objective of this interdisciplinary project is to conduct a bibliographic study of European influences in the modern urban music culture in the
Balkans. Research activities involve searching and reviewing of bibliographic sources and published materials on the subject, their description,
annotation, systematization, and classification. A significant part of the materials collected during the implementation of the project are digitized and
will be integrated into national and international e-infrastructures for the purpose of Digital Humanities. Many of these documents will be available to
researchers and the public for the first time. The article presents, on the one hand, the project objectives, approaches for accomplishment of the
research goals, as well as expected outcomes. On the other hand, it shows the current state of the research and the challenges faced by the team in
time of COVID-19.
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Opera music may be much more central to our understanding of urban modernity than is habitually thought. Since its beginnings in Bulgaria around
1890, opera has had a strong relationship with urban space and the public sphere. Most opera houses were built in urban centers and came to be
seen both as secular temples and sites of entertainment, in which the appreciation of high art coexisted with conviviality.
This paper aims at demonstrating that development of opera art is inextricably linked to the process of modernization of Bulgarian cities. By addressing
the impact of this classical art on urbanity, the paper will also attempt to show how opera houses have been among important in towns“ transformations
and alteration from the late 19th to the second half of the 20th c. By studying the inception and development of opera theaters in particular Bulgarian
cities and through its focus on the liaison between music and localities, this paper should add to the vast body of scholarship in social and cultural
history to do with the city, and the meaning of urbanity in Bulgaria.
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The Athens Conservatoire Symphonic Orchestra became the State Orchestra of Athens (initially named Symphonic Orchestra of Athens) during the
Occupation period, a fact that has been treated differently from official bodies or persons who either debate for their influence on this decision or who
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpbelieve that they know exactly the reasons why this nationalization has occurred. Therefore, one of the goals of this paper is to fully examine the
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
possible political links of this act and to record all the possible perusals that have being proclaimed over the years. The paper also researches the
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
content of the orchestra’s repertoire during the Occupation years, trying to extract some conclusions referring to the, probably expected, interference of
the occupation forces to the choices made.
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Music, without any doubt, has been one of the main features during both the opening ceremony and on the concert that was given in the end of the first
day in the Olympic Games of 1896 in Athens. Actually, there were two new works commissioned for performance during that first day: the Olympiakos
Ymnos (Olympic Hymn) by Spyridon Samaras in a text of Kostis Palamas and Pentathlon by Dionysios Lavrangas in poetry of Ioannis Polemis. Here,
we show the cultural and social trends that are implied in these two works and are characteristic of the developing ideologies in Greece of that time.
Furthermore, we emphasized our scope towards the impact that these two works had on the contemporary Athenian society of that time.
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This opera was the swan song for Manolis Kalomiris (a work that he dedicated to the Greek nation) and consecutively an end-of-an-era work, the era of
the Greek National School. Konstantinos Palaiologos recounts the last days of Constantinople, reflecting the heroic and devastating end of the
Byzantine Empire. This paper will fo- cus on characters such as Konstantinos and Charkoutsis that stand out as archetypal heroic figures.
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Taking the regional music event “Balkan Music Awards” – presented as the Eurovision of the Balkans – as a case study, the article explores the ways
in which the assumed exotic value of Balkan music and the existing sonic image of the Balkans
are employed with the aim of invigorating the regional music market as a process of reorganizing “post–national” musical productions.
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In this chapter the author discusses the issues related to those former-Yugoslav cultural practices that have been regarded as being between (or
beyond) the poles of East and West, by looking into the life and career of Đorđe Marjanović as a case study, since he is one of the most famous
Yugoslav pop singers of all time and a representative figure of Yugoslav culture.
This essay deals with the twofold and ambiguous reception of Đorđe Marjanović’s performances both in Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union. Starting
from the recent developments of popular postcolonial musicology and sociology of popular music, Ana Petrov analyses the data found in the printed
and online press, Internet forums, fan pages and similar online sources. She also refers to a very informative book edited by Dimitrije Panić (2001)
which contains the singer’s recollections, as well as texts taken or transcribed from the newspapers, radio and TV shows and interviews.
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The early British period (1878–1914) laid the groundwork for seminal changesin the socio-political, economic and cultural life of Cyprus. Thus, the
arrival ofthe British signalled the beginning of a long transition from a ‘traditional’ societyto a modern European state on the model of the capitalist
https://www.academia.edu/27655892/Hasikou_A_2015_The_Emergence_of
western world. 1 TheBritish system of administration decreased the privileges and powers of theisland’s Orthodox Church, effectively widening the gap
_European_Music_in_Jim_Samson_and_Nicoletta_Demetriou_eds_Music_i
between church and state,while at the same time increasing the economic obligations – through heaviertaxation – of the peasant population (the
n_Cyprus_London_Routledge_pp_103_128
majority of Cypriots) towards the state.Moreover, the development of communications, the establishment of a modern banking system and the growth
of the manufacturing sector all contributed to thegradual modernization of Cyprus.Against this background, it is hardly surprising that British
https://www.routledge.com/Music-in-Cyprus/Samsoncolonialismalso shaped many aspects of Greek-Cypriot musical culture. One of the mostnoteworthy developments was the beginning of Cypriot
Demetriou/p/book/9780367598082
participation in Europeanmusical traditions. Reports in the island’s urban press during the last two decadesof the nineteenth century document the
appearance in all cities of ‘philharmonicorchestras’ ( de facto wind ensembles), as well as of mandolinates (small string ensembles).
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The early British period (1878–1914) laid the groundwork for seminal changes in the socio-political, economic and cultural life of Cyprus. Thus, the
arrival ofthe British signalled the beginning of a long transition from a ‘traditional’ society to a modern European state on the model of the capitalist
western world. The British system of administration decreased the privileges and powers of the island’s Orthodox Church, effectively widening the gap
https://www.academia.edu/27655892/Hasikou_A_2015_The_Emergence_of between church and state, while at the same time increasing the economic obligations – through heavier taxation – of the peasant population (the
_European_Music_in_Jim_Samson_and_Nicoletta_Demetriou_eds_Music_i majority of Cypriots) towards the state. Moreover, the development of communications, the establishment of a modern banking system and the growth
n_Cyprus_London_Routledge_pp_103_128?email_work_card=title
of the manufacturing sector all contributed to the gradual modernization of Cyprus. Against this background, it is hardly surprising that British
colonialism also shaped many aspects of Greek-Cypriot musical culture. One of the most noteworthy developments was the beginning of Cypriot
participation in European musical traditions. Reports in the island’s urban press during the last two decades of the nineteenth century document the
appearance in all cities of ‘philharmonic orchestras’ ( de facto wind ensembles), as well as of mandolinates (small string ensembles).
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This essay analyzes ways in which music becomes attached to the growing demand for national culture by the Greek middle class since the last
decades of the nineteenth century.
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This essay analyzes ways in which music becomes attached to the growing demand for national culture by the Greek middle class since the last
https://www.academia.edu/27857661/Music_in_the_Imaginary_Worlds_of_th decades of the nineteenth century. In modern Greece of that period, the predominant notions of ‘historic continuity’ and ‘Hellenism’, or ‘Greekness’,
e_Greek_Nation_Greek_Art_Music_during_the_Nineteenth_Centurys_fin_d interpret Greek history as an uninterrupted evolution from the classical past to Byzantium. In terms of music, continuity was believed to be found from
e_si%C3%A9cle_1880s_1910s_
ancient Greek music to Byzantine hymns and folk songs. This theory, supported by important scholars and composers both in Greece and abroad,
placed tradition in a privileged position both in composition and reception of music; composers incorporated rhythms, scales and the character of
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/nineteenth-century-musicGreek folk songs and Byzantine hymns in their works and the middle-class audience was eager to accept folkloristic styles and the embodiment of
review/article/abs/music-in-the-imaginary-worlds-of-the-greek-nation-greek- tradition in art music because they reflected the notion of ‘national’. Musically, the theory of ‘historic continuity’ was strengthened by the links between
art-music-during-the-nineteenthcenturys-fin-de-siecleGerman romanticism and attitudes to ancient culture. Moreover, German models, or the organic romantic perception of music, influenced
1880s1910s/46C3F274ADB04BD0E081D5D180787F5C
representatives of the so-called National School of Music; the consequence was a growing alienation from Italian music in terms of offering aesthetic
standards to composition and reception.
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Nikos Skalkottas’s (1904-1949) first ballet score, The Maiden and Death, was written in 1938. It is one of his most important tonal works, its plot being
derived from a well-known folk-poem with the same title. Antiochos Evangelatos’s (1903-1981) homonymous symphonic ballad, written three years
later, uses verses from the same folk-poem. The present comparative study attempts to analyze aesthetic aspects of these two works which are viewed
moreover, as aesthetic entities in music history of a wider cultural background.

https://m-logos.gr/issues/i0000/a0005-siopsi/

Ionian composers have set to music Dionyssios Solomos’s poetry, contributing thus by means of their art to spreading his work not only in the Ionian
islands but also in other parts of Greece. This essay attempts to outline the history of setting to music Dionyssios Solomos’ poetry in the Ionian islands
by art music composers, starting with Nikolaos Halikiopoulos Mantzaros (Νικόλαος Χαλικιόπουλος Μάντζαρος), and focusing on Mantzaros’ students
(Francesco Domenigini (Φραγκίσκο Δομενεγίνη), Spyridon Xyndas (Σπυρίδωνα Ξύνδα), Rafaelle Parisini (Ραφαήλ Παριζίνι) and Pavlos Carrer (Παύλο
Καρρέρ));·at the same time, it questions these developments in relation to a wider cultural frame regarding reception of Solomos’s poetry. Similar
questions are formed, subsequently, for twentieth-century composers in an attempt to create a wider spectrum of ideas concerning the ways that music
and Solomos’s poetry are united into a whole.
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This article develops a critique of aspects of the ideologies that led to, and were developed by, the revival of ancient Greek drama as music drama at
the closing of the long nineteenth century in Greece. The focus is on Romantic aspects of interpretations of Ancient Greek music and of music written
for Ancient dramas in the period, taking into account broader Greek historical and cultural environment.

Изданието включва докладите от конференция, проведена в Шведския изследователски институт в Истанбул (Турция) в периода 27-29
ноември 1997 г. Тематиката на включените в сборника текстове е разнообразна. В изданието намират място и изследвания, свързани с
европейските (предимно западни) влияния в градската музикална култура в Турция и Близкия изток.

Los ensayos aquí reunidos abarcan un amplio espectro de argumentos y puntos de vista acerca de la vida musical en las ciudades de Europa
Occidental y de la América colonial entre los siglos XV y XVIII. La ciudad aparece aquí como entorno privilegiado de la creación musical, poniendo al
descubierto el complejo entramado de relaciones personales e institucionales que la hacía posible.
Desde la rica experiencia de la historia local a los nuevos enfoques sociales, culturales y antropológicos, el volumen refleja las actuales inquietudes
interdisciplinares en relación a las prácticas musicales en las ciudades de Europa y América.
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Such as other music periodicals of the Nineteenth century, the Gazzetta musicale di Milano does not devote much space to the news from Greece. The
attention of the periodical is, of course, to those that, at the time, are the capitals of music in Europe: London and, above all, Paris. In 1866 (when the
Gazzetta musicale di Milano, under the direction of Giulio Ricordi, resumes the publications after a suspension of three years and a half and gradually
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek
increases the number and variety of the news from abroad) the articles from the French capital are ten, which become twenty-four in 1870, thirtyseven
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth
in 1875 and even forty-four in 1884, almost once a week. In this year the first official correspondence from Corfu appears, that is a report on a concert
ors
of bow instruments at the Philharmonic Society. Later, while articles from Greece (mainly from Corfu and Athens) remain sporadic, Paris maintains its
primacy, but in the Nineties other cities in Europe (Brussels, Lisbon, Barcelona, Munich, Berlin, Dresden and Warsaw), North America (New York and
San Francisco), South America (Buenos Aires) and Africa (Alexandria) overtake it.
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This collection of essays locates, investigates and challenges the manner in which the Balkans and the West have constructed each other since 1945.
Scholars from the two sections of the continent explore a wide range of fiction, film, journalism, travel writing and diplomatic records both to analyse
Western European balkanism and to study Balkan representations of the West over the last fifty years. The first section looks back to the Cold War,
examining the divergent, often favourable images of the Balkans that existed in Western culture, as well as the variety of responses that appeared in
South-East European writings on the West. The second section analyses the transitions that took place in representation during the 1990s. Here,
contributors explore both the harsh denigration of the Balkans which came to dominate western discourse after the initial euphoria of 1989, and the
emerging tradition of contesting Western balkanism in South-East European cultural production. Through this dual emphasis, the volume exposes the
representational practices that help to maintain a deeply divided Europe, and challenges the economic and political injustices that result. Despite the
rise to prominence of postcolonial theory, with its awareness of global inequality, the current crises in many parts of South-East Europe have received
scant attention in literary and cultural studies. The Balkans and the West addresses this deficiency. Ranging in focus from Serbian cinema to
Romanian travel literature, from Western economic writings to Yugoslav fiction, and from public discourse in Albania to NATO's vast propaganda
machine, the essays offer wide insight into representation and power in the contemporary European context.
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Τhe paper focuses on the heralding of Hellenic opera towards the East during the 20th century under the prismatic dominating national ideas of the
era. Among the daring pioneers, the Eptanesian Dionysios Lavrangas, Spyridon-Filiskos Samaras and Apostolos Kontaratos have dominated the
enforcing. Their work was distinguishly acclaimed by the nationally inspired populations even far beyond the narrow boarders of the Hellenic kingdom.
Starting with opera, the extended operatic actions --exercised by the very early operatic companies from Eptanisos under the baton of D. Lavrangas-are forcefully presented to the theatres from Corfu to the East. As S. F. Samaras was gloriously fighting a duel with Giaccomo Puccini in European
scenes, his appeal to theatre audiences in the East increased until the final settlement of the composer in Athens being supported by the crown. Within
the con- text of the upstaging and prolonging nationalism from Athens, the emphasis on national extensions for operatic activities (performing and
composition) is set within the font of the West-European cultural domination during the 1st Balkanic war. Reference to national contents is not omitted
when they are associated with operetta. The for- warding of the gender by the substantial royalist Apostolos Kontaratos is considered to have highly
enforced the contribution of national intentions to it. Having being performed by the Hellenic opera companies, operetta is nowadays examined under
politico-historic and socio-economic aspect for its extraordinary presence in the Eptanesian repertoires.
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Both Russian and non-Russian composers and music critics willingly used the notion of Russian exoticism to differentiate the Russian musical legacy
from the (western) European tradition, especially in the 19th century. At the same time, various Russian musical practices were considered to be exotic
in Russia itself. In this article it is suggested that these two perceptions of Russian music influenced each other, having an impact on the formation of
Russian national music. It is further claimed that Russian music served both as an internal and external tool for defining the country’s musical culture
on the multicultural map of Europe.

Bulgarian

The appropriation of music for ideological purposes has been a characteristic feature of repressive political regimes. The military dictatorship in
Greece (1967–1974) was no exception. The article explores the ways in which the military dictatorship in Greece (1967-1974) used folk music for the
purposes of legitimation, examining its role in the intricate nexus of power, ideology and cultural policy. It explores the various ways in which folk music
was used to aesthetically propagate the ideological fantasies concerning national purity and cultural continuity, looking at a range of sources,
https://www.academia.edu/39543597/_Folk_Music_and_the_Cultural_Politic
including newspapers, the magazine "Radioprogramme" (and later "Radiotelevision") and television, as for instance the documentary "Dances and
s_of_the_Military_Junta_in_Greece_1967_1974_Mousikos_Logos_2_2015_
Costumes of our Country" produced by the Ministry of State (1969). The Colonels’ nationalist discourse is analyzed in context, illuminating the Junta’s
50_62?email_work_card=title
appropriation of the folk studies that emerged during the 1821 struggle for independence. Also discussed are the formative qualities which the
Colonels attributed to music through speeches, the banning of the music of leftwing composer Mikis Theodorakis, as well as its use for the "reeducation" of political prisoners at the Giaros prison camp (1967-1968). Lastly, it discusses how divergent and conflicting accounts of folk music
advocated by the regime and its sympathizers and by leftwing musicians constituted a struggle over the appropriation of the Greek cultural tradition.
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In modern Greece of that period, the predominant notions of ‘historic continuity’ and ‘Hellenism’, or ‘Greekness’, interpret Greek history as an
uninterrupted evolution from the classical past to Byzantium. In terms of music, continuity was believed to be found from ancient Greek music to
Byzantine hymns and folk songs. This theory, supported by important scholars and composers both in Greece and abroad, placed tradition in a
privileged position both in composition and reception of music; composers incorporated rhythms, scales and the character of Greek folk songs and
Byzantine hymns in their works and the middle-class audience was eager to accept folkloristic styles and the embodiment of tradition in art music
because they reflected the notion of ‘national’. Musically, the theory of ‘historic continuity’ was strengthened by the links between German romanticism
and attitudes to ancient culture. Moreover, German models, or the organic romantic perception of music, influenced representatives of the so-called
National School of Music; the consequence was a growing alienation from Italian music in terms of offering aesthetic standards to composition and
reception.
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When a group of high-ranking military officers, commonly referred to as ‘the Colonels’, seized power in Greece through a coup d’état in the early hours
of 21 April 1967, one of their first moves was to capture the headquarters of the Hellenic Broadcasting Corporation (EIR). From the very beginning,
regime-controlled radio played heavy doses of marches and Greek folk songs. Aware of the power of music and radio to influence situations of political
instability during and after a coup, the Junta made extensive use of mass media, such as radio and television; music institutions, such as song
contests; and specific music genres, such as demotiko tragoudi (folk song) and elafro tragoudi (light song). Its aim was to manipulate the public by
restoring a sense of normality and creating a feeling of prosperity. The use of demotiki mousiki (folk music), intrinsically linked with Greek national
identity, also aimed to legitimate the Junta’s regime.
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On the basis of analytical results concerning Shostakovich's First Symphony and its relevant musical texts in periodicals, the public reception of the
composer and his work was observed. For this purpose, concert programme notes of the Slovenian Philharmonic as well as music reviews in daily
newspapers, published from 1947 to 2001, were analysed. All these "cognitions" reflect a rather superficial understanding of the composer and his
musical creations. Many judgements mention only "partial truths", whereas only a few manage to present the essential elements of the composer's
endeavours, i.e. to understand Shostakovich's place and that of his First Symphony in the history of music by getting to the heart of his compositional
thinking, and thus detecting the aesthetics of time and their individual derivative – the composer's poetics.
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The thesis investigates the impact of western art music (‘classical’) upon the construction of Greek-European identity in the 19th century. Through the
examination of institutions such as the Theatre of Athens that hosted the Italian opera for the better part of the 19th century, the Conservatory of Athens
(1873), the Conservatory of Thessaloniki (1914), various 19th century literary societies, press content, scores, publications on music, and state
regulations on education, the thesis utilizes both musical, as well as extra-musical material to construct a cultural and social history of Greece’s
understanding of the ‘European’ in relation to local Greek society through music between 1840 and 1914. At the same time, it highlights the
importance of transnational institutional and interpersonal musical networks between Greece and Europe (mainly England, France, and Germany), to
demonstrate how political and aesthetic preferences influenced long-term policy, cultural practice, and musical tradition.
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In this study Türkü Bars are considered as mediation places, meaning places of transition from rural identity to urban identity in Istanbul, so people who
visit these bars and the music itself have important functions. Factors of people and music would become aspects of popular or hybrid culture. By
observing the performers and the listener demands, doing formal interviews, recording the repertoires of performers, data are obtained to determine
the relations between the people who identify themselves with these places and the outsiders who come just for entertainment.
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Bulgarian popular music, the meanings it articulates, and the infrastructures of its creation, operates within a web of inter-dependencies with changing
social and political contexts. Positioned on the edge of Europe, between the cultural constructs of the 'East 'and 'West', Bulgarian popular music
negotiates the complexities of perceived 'global 'values and specificities of the 'local'. This book takes an ethnographic approach to qualitative
methodologies to create a mosaic of perspectives through the participation of music artists, critics, business figures, copyright specialists, and young
audiences. It employs the metaphor of the 'crossroads' to describe the realities of the contemporary Bulgarian popular music field, developed amidst
the prolonged transitions that followed the communist era. In the context of struggles for social change, popular music has participated in the creation
of rituals and symbols of protest and resistance. At the same time, the new market environment created opportunities for popular music to formulate a
business approach to producing standardized content. The Balkans, are a melting pot of music traditions, but are also framed as pathologically
different from the rest of Europe. This book suggests that an internalized negative stereotype adds tacit complexities to Bulgarian popular music, while
at the same time, expressive markers of identity, such as folklore and language, are celebrated.
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This announcement examines the Trois Chansons Macédoniennes (Three Macedonian Songs) in poetry and music by Emilios Riadis in all their
surviving versions. These songs were published twice in Paris in 1914 by the house of Maurice Senart, first incorporated in the collection entitled Cinq
Chansons Macédoniennes (Five Macedonian Songs), with edition number M.S. & Cie 3432 and the second time independently, with M.S. & Cie 44394441 - 3432, but with significant changes in the musical and poetic text. Also, in the Archive of Riadis at the State Conservatory of Thessaloniki,
reprints of the two editions with various autograph interventions of the composer are preserved. In addition, in the Archive of the State Conservatory of
Thessaloniki and in the Archive of the Great Music Library of Greece "Lillian Voudouri" are kept various handwritten versions (designs) of the three
works, all different from those contained in the two editions.
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With this doctoral dissertation was carried out the first detailed approach to the life and artistic creation of the composer from Patras, Andreas Nezeritis
(1897-1980), who was active throughout the course of his main creative career in Athens, for a period of over fifty years dating back to the middle of the
20th century (1920-1980). Andreas Nezeritis was born on November 30, 1897 in Patras. He attended the first piano lessons with the pianist and
composer Antigoni Papaikropoulou from Patras. In 1913, at the age of 16, he composed his piano pieces, which he later named "Protocol". When he
moved to Athens, in 1917, he continued his music studies at the Athens Conservatory, where he enrolled in the class of Lida Evlapiou - Votier on
piano. When Eulapiou left the Athens Conservatory, he was transferred to the class of Ludovic Wassenhoven and then to the class of Spyridonos
https://www.academia.edu/42787058/%CE%91%CE%9D%CE%94%CE%A1 Farantatos. Starting from his period in Patras (1913-16), we observe the composer's initial devotion to the principles of Romanticism through the piano
%CE%95%CE%91%CE%A3_%CE%9D%CE%95%CE%96%CE%95%CE% pieces, all written as "character pieces" according to Romantic standards, and his songs in German poetry according to the characteristics of
A1%CE%99%CE%A4%CE%97%CE%A3_1897Schubert's Lieder. After a four-year pause (1917-1920) the first renewal of his synthetic style (1922-23) is presented with piano works whose
1980_%CE%97_%CE%96%CE%A9%CE%97_%CE%9A%CE%91%CE%9 characteristics date back to the middle romantic period (third relations, increased use of foreign sounds and "parenthetical" chords, piano writing with
9_%CE%A4%CE%9F_%CE%95%CE%A1%CE%93%CE%9F_%CE%A4% influences from Chopin and Schumann). Therefore, already during the two years 1924-25, one finds in his work the characteristics of late romanticism,
CE%9F%CE%A5
given mainly through an intense color, while the choice of impressionist features is already visible. In the following two years (1926-27), the use of the
Impressionist characteristics is clear. During the next two years (1928-29) the Impressionist characteristics of Nezeritis acquired more personal
features. By 1930 Nezeritis had developed a purely personal Impressionist style, linking elements of "classical" Impressionism by the standards of
Debussy and Ravel with others of his personal choice. After 1931, Nezeritis essentially abandoned the Impressionist idiom, to which he was oriented
in order to start a series of orchestral works, which have the characteristics of national music. National elements since the 1940s. in Nezeritis's work
they take second place. The special weight he gives to the form and its characteristics, turns him to neoclassicism. In the late period of his work,
neoclassicism rather gives way to neo-romanticism.
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Marios Varvoglis (1885-1967), composer and educator, is one of the pioneers of the Greek National Music School. Among other works he wrote
several songs for voice and piano.In this study are examined two of his songs for voice and piano: “The Muleteer Song” (1905 or 1906) in poetry of
Sotiris Skipis and “Eurycome” (1906) in poetry of Dionysios Solomos. Some information is given about Varvoglis and the two poets and the poems
that were set to music by Varvoglis. The poems are examined as to their meaning, form, poetic meter, rhyme and number of syllables. The songs
are analyzed as to the musical parameters: morphological structure, tonality – harmony, tempo, meter, melody, rhythmic schemes, dynamic
and piano accompaniment. Moreover, the relationship between music and poetry is pointed out and the elements that express the Greek
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpcharacter of the songs are examined.Dionysios Solomos (1798-1857) is the pioneer of Modern Greek poetry and literature whereas Sotiris
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. Skipis (1881-1952) is an important Modern Greek poet contemporary with Varvoglis. They both wrote in the spoken folk Greek language (demotic). In
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
the two poems that Varvoglis set to music the verses follow the same poetic meter throughout the poem (iambic fifteen – syllable meter in “Eurycome”
and trochaic with varieted number of syllables in “The Muleteer song”) and they rhyme.The songs have a non-strophical structure and are divided
into four parts following the meaning of the verses. They are based mostly on major and minor scales and on Greek modes. Impressionistic
characterictics, such as the use of chords in long-lasting arpeggios and the parallel movement of similar chords in seconds (chord planing), are
obvious. The Greek character of the songs is not very obvious. It is mainly expressed by means of certain modes, corresponding to Greek modes, and
by the use of pedal in certain points. The piano accompaniment, often using chords in arpeggios, creates a poetic sensation in several sections of the
songs.

The present monograph records mainly the first European teachers of music theory and composition and the first European bandmasters who came to
Hellas, from its establishment as state until the Second World War and were teachers or directors of various music foundations (Philharmonic
Societies, Conservatories, Bands etc), or music departments of various educational institutions (Schools, Orphanages etc). At the same time, this
monograph records also the first Hellenes colleagues of the above-mentioned European teachers, who either studied in Europe and returned to
Hellas to offer their knowledge, or they studied with these first European teachers in Hellas. The Annex of this paper presents the total of the up to now
recorded Hellenes composers of modern history. The bulk of the record is attributable to Thomas Tamvakos and a smaller contribution to the research
of Dr. George Constantzos and the writer.
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In the wider geographic region of Macedonia and the Balkans trade and transport were developed in late 19th and early 20th century. This kind of
development enabled Hellenic wealthy bourgeois to settle in central Europe so as to study and even find better living prospects at that time.
Respectively, the well-off Hellenes of the Diaspora contributed to the education and development of their compatriots in their ancestral homes,
transferring there the western culture. In this context, the region of Macedonia is a large and central area of the Balkan Peninsula, which encloses a
coastal zone, lowland and a mountainous area. Consequently, it contains urban centres of all categories in terms of their location. The essay focuses
https://www.academia.edu/42787278/Hellenic_Music_Education_and_Practi
on the study of the original proliferation of western music in the Hellenic population of Macedonia, which took place during the late Ottoman Empire.
ce_in_Macedonia_during_the_Ottoman_Empire
The cases of the Hellenic schools, in which music was taught, are examined from a historical and musical-pedagogical point of view. The proposal
also examines the contributions of the Associations and Philharmonic Societies, where various musical groups were operating and with the help of
specialized music instructors taught their members (adult and minors) music theory and practice. The study involves significant urban centres of
Macedonia, in which Hellenic communities developed substantial educational and cultural activities such as Thessaloniki, Serres, Veria, Monastir,
Kozani, Choristi, and Kavala, despite the fact of whether those cities were eventually incorporated into the Hellenic national space or not.
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George Lambelet has been a pioneer in the systematization of the study for the creation of Greek music, according to the standards of national
schools. A multifarious personality, he has been active in Athens in the first half of the 20th century as a composer, a columnist, an author, a music
educator and a music philosopher. He bequeathed to us his vast work –theoretical, aesthetic, literary and musical– which not only has never been
evaluated but also not in the least registered. By critics and colleagues he has been characterized as “a milestone” of his era, as a “nobleman
composer” who had lived with dignity and moral values. Lambelet was the first to point out that Greek music should be based on the studies of folk
songs and their melodic, rhythmic and other textural features. At the same time he expressed his views concerning the use of elements from the
Western music culture in Greek National Music. In this study is attempted a collective survey of the composer’s views, concerning the subject of
national identity in music, as they are deriving from his writing, at a theoretical level, as well as at a practical level, as they are applied in some of his
characteristic works. Attempted is also a first comprehensive assessment of these views, taking into account the general historical frame, as well as the
particular conditions in the Greek state of his times.
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German

The influence of Western music on art music in modern Greece, though granted, has not been studied but only occasionally, through the work of very
few Greek composers. A complete study of the aforementioned relationship is therefore the main objective for the integration of Greek art music
creation in the Western-European musical map. Aim of this proposal is the research, registration and presentation of Greek composers in the 20th
century, who have studied in countries of the European Union. In this paper the following parameters will be examined: a) the preferences of Greek
composers with regard to the place of their studies. An effort will be made to develop a relative argumentation for the justification of their choices
https://www.academia.edu/36757754/Greek_composers_in_the_20th_centur
(correlation with purely musical and aesthetic criteria regarding specific European schools, choices suggested by professors or imposed, e.g. by an
y_European_influences_in_their_work
establishment offering scholarships, etc.). b) the changes during the century in the aforementioned preferences, and eventually their correlation with
socio-political phenomena (financial crisis, world wars etc.) c) the fluctuation of the number of composers who had studied in Europe during the
century, related to the standard of living in the urban centres, the gradual development of the industry of sound and the resulting possibility for the
dissemination of the art of music in wider social strata and, finally d) the influences they were subject to, depending on the country where they had
studied, the Faculty, the Professor and the main streams that were prevailing.
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In the wider geographic region of Macedonia and the Balkans trade and transport were developed in late 19th and early 20th century. This kind of
development enabled Hellenic wealthy bourgeois to settle in central Europe so as to study and even find better living prospects at that time.
Respectively, the well-off Hellenes of the Diaspora contributed to the education and development of their compatriots in their ancestral homes,
transferring there the western culture. In this context, the region of Macedonia is a large and central area of the Balkan Peninsula, which encloses a
coastal zone, lowland and a mountainous area. Consequently, it contains urban centres of all categories in terms of their location. The essay focuses
https://www.academia.edu/42787278/Hellenic_Music_Education_and_Practi
on the study of the original proliferation of western music in the Hellenic population of Macedonia, which took place during the late Ottoman Empire.
ce_in_Macedonia_during_the_Ottoman_Empire?email_work_card=title
The cases of the Hellenic schools, in which music was taught, are examined from a historical and musical-pedagogical point of view. The proposal
also examines the contributions of the Associations and Philharmonic Societies, where various musical groups were operating and with the help of
specialized music instructors taught their members (adult and minors) music theory and practice. The study involves significant urban centres of
Macedonia, in which Hellenic communities developed substantial educational and cultural activities such as Thessaloniki, Serres, Veria, Monastir,
Kozani, Choristi, and Kavala, despite the fact of whether those cities were eventually incorporated into the Hellenic national space or not.
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This paper shows the parameters of the development of the Greek National Music School in the beginning of the 20th century, partly evolving as a
historic command and partly as a conscious transfer of European practice to the Greek realm. In parallel, many Greek composers who continue their
studies in one of the biggest European centres, assimilate different tendencies of modernism and introduce them in Greece upon their return home.
Few of them will be totally able to avoid the use of national elements, while most of them will try to integrate them, even fragmentarily in their works.
The already existing conflict among traditionalists since the foundation of the National Music School, regarding the criteria for the “Greek character” of
music composed in Greece, is shifted among conservatives and avant-garde. Unfortunately, in certain cases the conflict was so strong that drove
prominent composers who embraced modernism either to obscurity (e.g. Skalkotas) or discouraged them and turned them towards other music
https://www.academia.edu/36786451/Nationalism_and_Modernism_as_para activities (e.g. Mitropoulos). The ones who chose to stay abroad (e.g. Xenakis) had the best of luck. During the first half of the twentieth century almost
llel_and_interactive_mainstream_in_the_works_of_Greek_composers_of_th the total of Greek composers in the interior of the Greek domain are influenced by the prevailing trend, which promoted the idea of Greek music
e_20th_century
creation, resulting in the standard development of selective conduct and properties in which national elements co-exist, mingled with impressionistic,
expressionistic, neoclassic, twelve-tone and other European techniques as well as elements mostly correlated to the rest of the national schools of
eastern Europe (modal characteristics, oriental scales, etc.). This paper also looks into the progress during the second half of the 20th century when
national music goes down. The new European trends are steadily gaining ground. The pace of information transfer is increased by contemporary
means of communication. Greece is assessed into the west and does not suffer the dry censorship of eastern communist regimes. More and more
contemporary Greek composers are imbued according to the avant-garde trends of Western Europe and diffuse those in the interior of their country.
Establishing music faculties in Greek universities since the ’80s contributed greatly to the above. Concluding, the nationalistic spirit of another era gave
way to the genuine Greek spirit whose aim has always been the demand for quality and artistic value.
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The career of Greek pianist and composer, Rena Kyriakou (1917-1994), exemplifies the obstacles placed before foreign-trained women musicians
who aspired to be taken seriously as composers in twentieth-century Greece. By all accounts Kyriakou was a remarkable musician who demonstrated
an early talent for both composing and playing the piano. Nevertheless, by her late twenties she decided to forego her promising future as a composer
and instead limit herself to the career of a performing virtuoso.
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‘The very most that can be expected of music for girls is that it isn’t totally bad’.1 This statement by an anonymous reviewer of Bidenbenz’s Leichte
Klavierstücke in 1799 could summarize the music world’s assessment for the vast majority of music compositions aimed to be performed by women
throughout Europe, from the end of eighteenth until the first decades of the twentieth century. The term “Salon music” that is frequently used to describe
music performed in the nineteenth century upper class salons is neither musicologically accurate nor exclusively associated with music for women.
However, its usual pejorative implication often refers to music that is gentle, intimate, and sentimental – qualities customarily associated with the fair
sex; albeit the occasional superficial brilliance required the contribution of a skilled performer.
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Modern idea of nationalism narrates us similar stories with different actors in diversegeographies. Even though each case has its own particularities
and it is really hard to gener-alize any social reality, such narratives mainly point out the power relations between certaingroups, institutions and
https://www.academia.edu/28430027/Stigmatized_Melodies_Comparative_A nations. This time, the story of nationalism recites us a harsh chap-ter from Turkey and Greece. As there is an adequate research on comparing and
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commonalities and contrasts between these two neigh- boring states: national musical policies. Adopting historical analysis as the
methodologicaltechnique, this research is developed on the question of “How Turkish and Greek scholarsand law makers constructed cultural
continuity and applied such a thesis on musical poli-cies, in defense of their national identities between 1923 and 1945?”
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The article presents the history of the opera The Parliamentary Candidate by Spyridon Xyndas and its importance the Greek musical scene and for the
two dynamic Greek opera companies of that era, which frequently revived it for a series of performances and tours. It was the ideal repertoire choice,
as it was a Greek-speaking opera, concise, with relatively easy parts for the vocalists and the orchestra, melodies in major keys, and merry and
“catchy” parts. Although it had been composed in the mid-19th century, it was easily incorporated into the aesthetics of the fin de siècle, which was
formed first by the Vaudeville and then by the operetta and the “epitheorisis”.

In the summer of 1873, Pavlos Carrer agrees with his friend, poet Conte Giorgio D. Roma, to work together on the libretto of a new opera based on the
“episode of the French Revolution concerning Marie Antoinette”. The choice of the subject raises questions, since it forms the only exception among
the five Greek national operas that Pavlos Carrer composes from 1868 until the end of his life. The composer does not state, his sources, therefore we
do not know whether he and Roma studied the history of the French Revolution and, consequently, drew the inspiration for their libretto from it or
worked on a literary text. Further below, we will examine that both may be the case.
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Romanian

Nineteenth-century salon studies traditionally have centred on musical activity in western European urban centres, particularly in Paris and Berlin. The
disproportionate focus on such metropolises has meant that less attention has been paid to the curation and collection of the music and cultural
histories of parallel salon cultures in smaller cities or those that have been less centrally embedded in the narratives of western musical history. Coeditors Avra Xepapadakou and Alexandros Charkiolakis work towards remedying this imbalance in this anthology, which contextualizes the growth of
salon culture after the Greek Revolution and presents 15 piano and vocal works deemed representative of the movement. The sceptic might easily
view the Greek salon to be anachronistic because it solidified decades later than its European counterparts did. Moreover, the salon sets the familiar
narratives into motion, such as expanding the public’s musical literacy, establishing networks of patronage, and creating an arena where women were
cultural leaders. Looking beyond the traditional emphases in salon studies, Xepapadakou and Charkiolakis also highlight the notion that the salon
was a cultural tool through which the Greek population enacted a rapid cultural assimilation to western European customs after obtaining
independence from Ottoman control. To this point, the anthology is illustrative of the ways that the salon institution could propel cultural-political
change at local and national levels. Organized into two distinct sections, the first portion of the book written by Xepapadakou offers a historical
overview of Hellenic salon culture. The second portion presents scores of selected salon pieces edited and discussed by Charkiolakis who includes
biographies of the composers and descriptions of the music. Two appendices, a pronunciation key and reproductions of the original scores published
in nineteenth-century journals follow the body of the book.

Romanian

The subject matter of the present book is the music of the salon, a frequently misunderstood institution that came into its own in the early nineteenth
century as a key component of formalized sociability. The salon embraced a diversity of activities and a diversity of social groups, from bourgeois
https://www.academia.edu/35322358/Avra_Xepapadakou_and_Alexandros_
soirées to dazzling aristocratic gatherings where the most famous personalities of the day would assemble. But common to most was music. This book
Charkiolakis_2017_._Interspersed_with_Musical_Entertainment._Music_in_
illuminates one corner of a larger story of musical patronage that extends from the early nineteenth to the early twentieth centuries, a story in which
Greek_Salons_of_the_Nineteenth_Century
women really do occupy centre stage. The anthology provided here helps to restore something of the immediacy of musical practices that are ‘of their
time’ and ‘of their place’. It constitutes an act of recovery, and it makes concrete the ‘little stories’ of multiple Hellenic cultures relayed by our authors
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Diverse musical cultures of migrant and minority communities have existed in Europe for centuries and shaped its countries significantly. As part of an
EU-funded project this volume deals with the musical activities of minorities and their impact on musical traditions in Europe. It also raises questions
such as: How are musical traditions of minorities integrated in education and the public music life? Can music facilitate transcultural dialogue? And to
what extent do musical practice and performance reassert the own cultural tradition in a foreign environment? Answers to those and similar questions
as well as a review on what can be observed in the 21st century Europe are gathered in various thematic approaches. The book also provides model
projects with a practical insight into the life and work with music of migrant and minority cultures across Europe.
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Reger’s Student Milenko Paunović: A lonely and silent voice from the ‘musical periphery’
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The process of professionalization and the increasing complexity of musical practices in the Serbian capital at the beginning of the 20th century were
marked by numerous structural problems and various attempts to expand the hitherto narrow framework of Serbian music and to institutionalise and
incorporate it into the social and state structures. The choice of some concert repertoires with works of the international canon of classical music
pointed to changes compared to the previous century. This field, however, was still in the process of being established and the sporadic appearance of
a small number of solo, chamber, symphonic and vocal-instrumental works by local composers represented only a minor part of it. At the same time,
the streams of the commercialisation of music were strengthening and, thus, this period of time further testified to the first noticeable separation
between high and popular culture in the musical context of the Serbian capital. In such circumstances, the central streams of the creation of national art
music in Serbia unfolded within the framework of choral singing. Almost all composers were contributing to this field and the criteria established within
it were set as standards and norms in the production of national art music. In the field of choral practice, the earliest to form were the artisticprofessional, ideological-strategic and performing-technical conditions for a selective and hierarchical attitude towards heritage and, accordingly, for
the first opuses of composers in which high national and aesthetic values were sought and attained. Garlands by Stevan Stojanović Mokranjac
(1856–1914), the works that, even today, have the status of national classics, were at the centre of these processes of the late 19th and early 20th
century. This opus, comprising fifteen choral cycles, had already, during Mokranjac’s lifetime, been seen as the most successful musical authentication
of the nation, securing its reputation by way of performances and public acknowledgment and reconfirming its significance through the work of younger
composers, institutional and pedagogical practice, musicological narration and the audience’s reception in succeeding generations.
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The expression ‘disciplining the nation’ connotes here a set of strategies whose collective aim is to explore how ideological, and in particular national,
projects associated with an official political discourse resonated within a much broader concept of culture (here musical culture), one that could
influence the minds and hearts of individuals, and could thus create a homogeneous body of experience and knowledge identifiable as ‘the nation’. I
begin, then, with the roles of political, social and historical contexts – roles that have perhaps been somewhat overemphasized in earlier writing – in
https://www.academia.edu/44876857/DISCIPLINING_THE_NATION_MUSIC enabling and establishing a European musical culture in Serbia, starting from the 1830s. However, since these contexts involved processes of
_IN_SERBIA_UNTIL_1914
modernization, ‘disciplining the nation’, which was primarily about exercises in being a good Serbian, also involved exercises in being a modern
citizen. This by no means implies a reinvestment in older musicological discourses premised on a binary opposition of Serbia and Europe. Local
musical practices in Serbia, like other cultural practices, and indeed like the modern concept of the nation itself, were initially
formed in the context of so-called Europeanization. Thus, I understand them as parts of a much broader process, one that Edgar Morin defines as a
cultural dialogue within the system of a European polyculture.
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The article was conceived as a guided tour through the Balkan Peninsula including descriptions of two selected towns from Hungary, Croatia,
Rumania, Bulgaria, Greece, Albania, Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. It gives a summary of Western perceptions of the
Balkan towns as noted by Western Europeans who visited the area in different periods from the seventeenth century onwards. The civilization they
found and described there was a part of an entity encompassing the material and spiritual culture of urban life in the Near East. During the nineteenth
century the Balkans underwent major political changes and contemporary travellers' reports were rich with observations about the process of
‘Europeanization’ of the Balkan towns. During the process which meant nationalism and fragmentation in what had been a fairly uniform culture area,
paradoxically, ‘Balkanization’ was the final result.
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« Sans la musique, la vie serait une erreur », affirmait Nietzsche. Art du son et du temps, la musique occidentale se distingue des musiques ethniques
par son incessante évolution liée à son système de notation. Cette musique savante est à la fois art, science et philosophie. Vocale ou instrumentale,
elle accompagne les sociétés dans leurs rituels et dans leurs festivités.
Cet ouvrage retrace l’histoire de la musique européenne, du IVe au XXIe siècle, au fil de trois parties chronologiques : l’âge modal, l’âge tonal, l’âge
de la « tonalité suspendue ».
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Osmanlı Devleti'nin kurulduğu dönemden başlayarak Türklerin tarihini, devlet, toplum, hukuk ve askerlik düzenini, gelenek ve göreneklerini, dil ve
kültürlerini bir araştırma konusu haline getiren Avrupalılar, Türklerin musıkisini de incelemekten geri kalmamışlardır. Bu kitap, seyahatname, anı,
günlük, mektup gibi canlı gözlem ürünü Avrupa kaynaklarında yer alan, Türklerin musıkisiyle ilgili malzemeyi değerlendiriyor. XV. yüzyıldan
başlayarak XIX. yüzyıl sonlarına kadar başka Istanbul olmak üzere çeşitli Osmanlı şehirlerine gelen gezginlerin Türk musıkisi tarihine ışık tutabilecek
gözlemlerini yorumlarken, bir yandan da Avrupalıların Türk musıkisine nasıl bir kültürel mercekten baktıklarını gösteriyor. ''Batı'daki Türk imgesi''
konusunun ilgi odağı olduğu günümüzde bu araştırmanın da kitaplığımızda bir yeri olduğuna inanıyoruz.
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Die Reflexion des Krieges als Faktor musikalischer Strukturgeschichte wird in der Musikwissenschaft eher ausgeklammert. Dahinter steht die Idee von
der "relativen Autonomie der Musikgeschichte". Ein buchstäblich einschneidendes Ereignis wie der Erste Weltkrieg jedoch liegt quer zur Idee einer
relativ autonomen Selbstentfaltung von Musikgeschichte, die mehr, als es gut war, den Sinn für die Kontingenz von Geschichte verschüttet hat, den
Sinn für das, was Historiker an einem Ereignis wie dem Ersten Weltkrieg in der Tat auch interessiert: die unvorhergesehenen und unvorhersehbaren
Ereignisse und Entwicklungen, die Verwerfungen, die sich nicht als "notwendige" Stationen in einem übergreifenden Prozeß verstehen lassen,
sondern gerade in ihrer Unabsehbarkeit oft weitreichende Folgen hatten. Eine wichtige Unterscheidung ist allerdings zu machen: Die
musikgeschichtlichen Konsequenzen von Krieg und Kriegsfolgen sind nicht zu verwechseln mit der Spiegelung des Krieges in musikalischen Werken.
Sicher gibt es auch hier Desiderate. Der Ausgangspunkt des vorliegenden Bandes war jedoch ein anderer. Denn die oberflächlichen "emotive
analogies", vor denen Arnold Whittall gewarnt hat, sind nicht die einzige Möglichkeit, Krieg und Musik aufeinander zu beziehen. Spezifische
Arbeitsbedingungen, die die politischen, ökonomischen, sozialen, mentalitäts- und kulturgeschichtlichen Kontexte der musikalischen Produktion zur
Verfügung stellen, bieten unter Umständen konkretere Ansatzpunkte. Dabei ist der Blick auf die nationalen, regionalen und lokalen Kontexte von
Musik zu werfen und zu fragen, wie die geopolitischen Folgen des Ersten Weltkrieges das Musikleben und damit die Musikgeschichte Europas
verändert haben. Die Orte und Ausprägungen unterschiedlicher Avantgarden in Verbindung mit diesen Veränderungen sind ebenso Teil des Themas
wie die Diskussion von Strategien des Festhaltens an Traditionen beziehungsweise deren Neudeutung. Damit kann beispielhaft die Perspektive auf
eine europäische Musikgeschichtsschreibung eröffnet werden, die sich nicht nur auf die bekannten Zentren konzentriert, sondern auch
musikgeschichtliche Daten und Fakten aus vermeintlich ereignislosen oder unbedeutenden Regionen sammelt und untersucht. Gerade in einem zwar
geeinten, gleichzeitig zunehmend vielgestaltigen Europa kann dieser Ansatz dazu beitragen, kulturgeschichtliche Entwicklungen und
Zusammenhänge, aber auch Verwerfungen und Verschüttungen klarer darzustellen.
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The rise of the bourgeoisie in Greece played a very important role in the evolution of the song as it was its main recipient. The education (general and,
mainly, music) of this social class is the one that determined in part the character of Greek song, mainly at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the
20th century. There were many Athenian families who around the beginning of the 20th century had a piano which was usually the main means of
entertainment for the whole family. This is evidenced, among other things, by the many surviving handwritten scores, which come from copying the
song, usually with a metaphorical base (trasporto), so that it is easier to perform by family members or a companion. The fact that Greek song was
addressed to such a wide audience - as that of the Greek bourgeois family - contributed to the increase of its production.
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Greek Composers of the Romanian Islands in Italian Musical Life During the 19th Century

During the 19th century most of the Ionian islands played a leading role in the Greek musical life. The vicinity of the islands with Italy combined with the
Venetian domination were two facts that helped the creation of strong links between the Ionian islands' and the Italian cultures. The phenomenon of
the visits of Greek composers to Italy during the 19th century in order to study at the principal conservatories of the country is one of the most
interesting aspects of the history of Ionian music. The relations of individual composers with Italian composers, professors and music institutions are
http://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/img/doi/1450-9814/2003/1450-98140303057V.pdf considered together with relevant aspects of Greek and Italian musical ties. The traveling of Greek composers to Italy for educative purposes is
regarded not only as a historic phenomenon but also as a major step in their career. References are made regarding their contacts with distinguished
Italian composers and intellectuals. Furthermore, the success of Greek composers in Italy is an undoubtful fact. A considerable part of Greek
composers' musical works was performed and published in Italy. Facts indicating the success and the effect of Greek composers' work on the Italian
musical life are given with references to primary music and literary sources.
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The paper examines the importance of the fragment in early 20th century composition in Europe. It outlines the wide range of music of this period that,
in one form or another, embodies a fragmentation of the musical material as a way of deconstructing the traditional structure of the musical work. It
suggests that these approaches to composition are often based on antithetical understandings of the modern world, in its sonic dimension, but also on
https://www.academia.edu/43205396/Shrapnel_the_fragment_in_western_m
radically different narratives which underlie the compositional strategies involved
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Текстът е представен по време на Международния конгрес на Дружеството за музикални изследвания, проведен в гр. Хале (Германия)в
периода 29.9. - 4.10.1998 г. Статията се основава на два феномена, които се оказват в много отношения решаващи за културното развитие
през ХХ век и особено след Втората световна война. Единият е процесът на глобализация, непознат по своите мащаби в предходните епохи.
Другото явление е младежката култура, която от 60-те години на ХХ век става все по-разпознаваема в глобален мащаб. Текстът се фокусира
върху един-единствен аспект от младежката култура в България в точно определен исторически период, илюстрирайки диалога между
глобалното и локалното, между националното и международното. Авторът насочва вниманието си към чуждите влияния в българската рок
музика и към начина, по който те намират израз в композицията и изпълнението.
Expressionism in Romanian music in the first decades of the 20th century is not a novelty, because of the meticulous musicological research
belonging to Clemansa Liliana Firca. We list the sections devoted to the particular manifestation of this orientation in the volumes Directions in the
Romanian Music (1900-1930), Modernity and Avant-garde in the Pre- and Inter-war Music (1900-1940) or the study Resonances of Expressionism
Esthetics in the Romanian Musical Creation, which proved phenomenon’s viability in certain creations of the orchestral (suite), scenic (ballet) sphere,
and whose echoes were partially felt in the opera genre. Starting from the researcher’s pertinent remarks, this article aims at highlighting the
adaptation of the European current features in the Romanian scenic area in the first half of 20th century, on the line of the exaggerated realism in The
Misfortune (Sabin Drăgoi, 1927), of Igor Stravinski’s influence with his stille barbaro veiled in A Stormy Night (Paul Constantinescu, 1934), to the
musical-dramatic peculiarities which attest the sublimated expressionism of Oedipus masterpiece (George Enescu, 1931).
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Thanks to the works of George Enescu, Romanian music achieved its first breakthrough onto the European scene in the years preceding World War I.
In the inter-war period the number of Romanian composers who joined modern trends, often without breaking their links with nationalism, significantly
grew in number: Mihail Jora, Sabin Dragoi, Mihail Andricu, Marcel Mihalovici, among others. The music of Stravinski and Bartók produced the
strongest impact on Romanian music of the 1920's and 1930's.
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L’auteur s’attache à analyser les influences de la musique savante française sur son homologue roumaine au tournant du XXe siècle, en insistant sur
deux points : la formation parisienne des principaux noms de la musique roumaine de ce temps, et l’influence décisive des conceptions de d’Indy. The
author analyzes how far the French art music influenced the Rumanian one at the turning of the 20th c., emphasizing two points: the fact that the most
prominent Rumanian composers of that time studied in Paris, and the decisive influence of Vincent d’Indy.
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"A British Journalist on Modern Romanian “Music and Manners”

English

Nikos Skalkottas, the highly acclaimed pioneer of Greek musical modernism, used folk or folk-like musical elements (melodic and rhythmic material) in
a considerable number of tonal or atonal works, while employing a great variety of compositional techniques for the exploitation of the embedded folk
elements. The present paper examines a representative of the category of "Theme & Variations" works that, although based on modal Greek folk
melodies, are overall atonal. The piece under examination is the Thema con Variazioni (thème grec populaire), second part of his Suite for Piano No. 3
(1940). The analysis focuses on the harmonization of the original folk melo- dy for the creation of the theme, on its transformation during the variations
- while functioning as melodic and structural core -, as well as on the evolution of the musical texture throughout the unfolding of the variation form. The
analysis reveals Skalkottas' outstanding capacity to fuse traditional formal elements with modern harmonic and transformational techniques and
connects this category of piano pieces with his other atonal variation-type works (such as the 15 Little Variations and the Passacaglia) not based on
Greek folk tunes. Aside from the analyti- cal approach described above, the paper also attempts a compositional one, with the latter based on the
composi- tional and stylistic features disclosed by the former. The output of the compositional procedure is a piano minia- ture in the style of Nikos
Skalkottas, based on a Greek folk tune from Macedonia. The step-by-step explanation of the compositional procedure complements and verifies the
results of the performed analysis.
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"Orthodox Church Music and Europe in Nineteenth-Century Wallachia and Moldavia"
Urban popular song genres drawing upon what is often described as the "oriental" musical heritage in Greek musical production have been constantly
re-invented and variously revived throughout the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries (see e.g. Holst-Warharft 2002). Ever since the mid-twentieth
century, "art song" (entechno), among other scenes, has variously incorporated rebetiko song aesthetics, a cosmopolitan genre formulated within the
musical networks of the Eastern Mediterranean during the early twentieth century - by-now a cross generational genre mostly remembered as one
voicing the subaltern world of impoverished populations and the social outcasts of the modern Greek nation-state, a genre upon which the formation of
laiko in the 1950s was mainly grounded. This chapter explores such rebetiko and laiko, "present pasts" in Hyussen's terms (Hyussen 2003), in the
music of the renowned songwriter and lyricist Sokratis Malamas (b. 1957), one of the most popular representatives of the entechno laiko (art-popular)
genre in contemporary Greece.
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Book

English

Тhe book involves an ethnography of contemporary rebetiko revivalist music culture based on field research the author conducted in the city of
Thessaloniki, the capital of Northern Greece. The fieldwork was carried out in two phases: (a) a short period of preliminary research (November https://www.academia.edu/5944585/Rebetiko_Worlds_Ethnomusicology_an
December 1997) and, (b) a period of research during which the author concentrated on particular rebetiko performance contexts (December1997 d_Ethnography_in_the_City_Cambridge_Scholars_Publishing_2007_?email
December 1998). The second period of research was interrupted by a three-month interval that is, the ‘summer season’ of music making—stretching
_work_card=title
from June to early September 1998—during which the rebetiko venues the author conducted her research were closed down. The author spent these
three months organizing the field data gathered so far and transcribing various tape-recorded discussions.
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La variedad geográfica de los territorios habitados por los rumanos justifica el carácter más importante de su música - la heterogeneidad, que reúne
un gran número de influencias de las culturas de los pueblos vecinos o de los que solo estuvieron de paso. Esta tesis se puede aplicar
principalmente a la música folclórica rumana, que presenta características muy diferentes a nivel regional. La práctica de la música culta - al estilo
occidental - dentro del territorio rumano no se ha manifestado constantemente antes de la segunda mitad del siglo XIX, que es el momento de la
creación de una escuela musical nacional.
A partir de este momento y durante varias décadas se hacen grandes esfuerzos para sincronizar el panorama musical local con el de la Europa
occidental, en todos sus aspectos: compositivo, interpretativo, pedagógico, o propagador de la música culta y de entretenimiento.
Los resultados de este complejo e intenso proceso llegan a su máximo alcance alrededor del año 1940, aunque luego, después de la guerra, serán
aniquilados por el régimen comunista creado en el país. En las más de cuatro décadas siguientes, el sincronismo con los centros musicales de la
Europa occidental se ve interrumpido por razones políticas. Después de la desaparición del régimen comunista, en 1989, se vuelve a retomar el
proceso sincrónico interrumpido al final de la segunda guerra mundial,
El Concertstück de George Enescu y Arioso y Allegro de Concert de Stan Golestan, son dos obras para viola y piano que trataré de analizar de punto
de vista formal, musical y técnico, tanto desde una perspectiva académica, como desde la del intérprete de viola. Ambas forman ya parte del
repertorio universal de la viola y están compuestas en el periodo de entreguerras, el más efervescente de la creación artística rumana de todos los
tiempos y a todos los niveles. Las artes plásticas, la arquitectura, la literatura, la poesía, la filosofía, el teatro, y desde luego, la música llegaron a
desarrollarse de una manera explosiva, como jamás había ocurrido antes, buscando su propia identidad nacional.
Comenzaré por exponer las principales orientaciones que han determinado las tendencias y el desarrollo de la cultura rumana en general y la
musical en particular en el periodo de tiempo comprendido entre el final del siglo XIX y la primera mitad del siglo XX y analizaré musicalmente y
formalmente las dos obras para viola y piano anteriormente mencionadas. Después de presentar sus principales dificultades técnicas, intentaré
ofrecer algunas soluciones prácticas que faciliten el alcance a la expresión artística, a la extraordinaria riqueza musical de estas dos obras, lo que
constituye el principal objetivo del presente análisis.
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The notion of “multiculturalism” has been used in academic discourse for more than half a century, especially in the humanities, so it is hardly a
surprise that there now exist a number of syntagms which incorporate this term or its derivatives, e.g. “multicultural society,” “politics of multiculturalism”
and suchlike. However, there is still no consensus about their true meaning. First, in its essence we find a fundamental concept whose interpretation,
description, and attempts at definition have a long history that could fill several libraries, yet there is no “end” to the debate in sight, as observed by
Vincenzo Matera, alluding to the words of Clifford Geertz from 1973 (Matera 2016: 23). Furthermore, today the “rise and fall of multiculturalism” is being
discussed in the sense of the evolution of contemporary debates on diversity (Kymlicka 2012: 2). Within the field of ethnography of communication, this
term is used in relation to culturally heterogeneous, polyethnic and multinational societies, i.e. societies which are characterized by “sophisticated
ethnographic profiles” (Tishkov 2002, c.f. Grishaeva 2012: 917). The idea of multiculturalism as a grouping of cultures defined in Herder’s terms as
closed spheres or autonomous islands, the existence of such cultures within one state, and even the idea of interculturality, if refering to culture as a
concept of internal homogeneity and external separation, is criticized as means of ghettoization, cultural fundamentalism and encouragement of
chauvinism (Welsch 1999). As an alternative, the notion of “transculturality” has been proposed as more adequate in relation to the reality of inner
differentiation and the complexity of modern cultures which are interwoven, interpenetrate, or emerge from one another, at the same time
acknowledging their external interwovenness (Welsch 1999). Some scientific literature demonstrates an insistence on the difference between the
concepts of multiculturalism and interculturalism, on the basis of passive vs. active relationships between the cultures involved. This is regarded as
particularly relevant in cultural and educational policies (cf. Adlešić 2011: 37; Koković 2011: 44). Nevertheless, with respect to more recent discussions
on the topic of cultural diversities in the field of cultural anthropology, where one speaks about Culture (in the singular) when referring to some basic
characteristics and processes of
human beings but about cultures (in the plural), concerning the social distribution and organization of cultural meanings (Matera 2016), it seems that
the fundamental meaning of multiculturalism (a plenitude of cultural patterns as a reflection of communities) does inevitably connote dynamism.
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Garden of the Carpathians is a collection of original compositions inspired by four separate explorations of Romanian cultural elements, rural and
urban landscapes, and an American perception of dualism within their historical aesthetic. The four pieces (Țuică, Troubled Splendor, From Unknown
Heights, and Modistoric) each emphasize a different aspect of this dichotomy. Țuică focuses on the social traditions of Romania by examining
customary meal-time interactions that are now influenced by Western culture and commercialism. Troubled Splendor acknowledges the typical
stereotypes of communism, gypsy life, and poverty, but then highlights the hard-working, curious, and
motivated enlightenment that the people truly project. From Unknown Heights, based on Carmen Sylva’s poem, Down the Stream, also concentrates
on the resilience and strength of the Romanian people but through the lens of the natural beauty of the Balkan landscape. Modistoric paints a picture
of the architecture and civic design of the urban areas by drawing attention to the unique juxtaposition of 18th century edifices, communist era concrete
slab building, and the modern glass and steel mega-structures that line the streets of Bucharest. This particular piece showcases an assortment of
popular Romanian folk songs compiled and arranged by Şafak Alicioğlu that are then extrapolated, developed, and recomposed into a progressive
setting.
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In the history of western music, Greek antiquity was an inexhaustible source of inspiration, for its musical system and mythological and literary tradition
as well, since no other civilization in history has made a more frequent reference to music and musical activity in its literature and art. From the
most significant efforts at restoring the ancient Greek music that had ever been made, emerged the genesis of Opera, although the revival of the plain
style of an idealized Greek antiquity was accomplished through the sounds of late 16th century musical vogue. Tetrachord had been the base of the
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpmusical system in Ancient Greece and the archetype structural composing unit as well. Furthermore, all the gamut of the modal systems which
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
developed in Europe and in eastern and southern surrounding regions, derived from this Ancient Greek invention, and expanded all over the world
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
through the domination of European culture. The present paper, within the bounds of a short analysis, comparatively looks into the diverse
peculiarities of tetrachords and consequential modes as they are met in the operas. The tetrachord is viewed as an aesthetic element of
folklorism, orientalism, exoticism and an inspiring resource for great European composers, as well as an experiential element of national identity or,
especially, as a mannerism tool for Greek composers.
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Croatian

Die 1960er Jahre waren für Rumänien Jahre des Aufbruchs, der nicht zuletzt auch die junge Komponistengeneration erfasste: Vom innovativen Geist
Georges Enescus geprägt machte sie sich auf die Suche nach einer neuen Sprache für die zeitgenössische Musik ihres Landes. Mitten unter ihnen
ragt eine Frau hervor, die 1931 in Bukarest geborene Myriam Marbe. Und auch nach den kurzen Jahren des Aufbruchs blieb Myriam Marbe in
Rumänien, lebte und komponierte trotz aller Schikanen des diktatorischen Ceausescu-Regimes und versuchte in ihrer Musik immer wieder,
Rumänien mit seiner ganz eigenen Tradition im europäischen Kontext zu verankern.
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Die ersten Auftritte der Komponistin außerhalb Rumäniens sorgten für Furore. Ihre Musik galt als avantgardistisch und traditionsverbunden
gleichermaßen. Sie schöpfte aus archaischen Ritualen und Mythen, ging den Spuren der rumänischen Volksmusik nach, ließ sich von europäischer
Literatur inspirieren und formte daraus eine eigene Tonsprache – unverwechselbar, neu, unerhört.
The paper deals with the relations between the Kingdom of Serbia / Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes / Kingdom of Yugoslavia and Great Britain
with special emphasis on their ‘encounters’ in the field of music and culture during the First World War and then between the two wars, which drew the
two fairly mutually distant and insufficiently known ‘worlds’ closer. That music was an integral part of all major social and state events staged by the two
countries at different moments and in different situations throughout the mentioned historical periods can be observed. The paper also shows that
research into the role and significance of music in the relations between the two countries and its influence on them was continuously permeated, like
a particular ‘red thread’ – which sublimated the most significant mutual effects of Serbian-British music relations in those times – by the creative work
and enthusiasm of Oxford graduate Kosta Manojlović. There is no doubt that all this contributed to a more profound mutual understanding of these
peoples and their countries.
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Georgios Sklavos was born in Vraila (in 1888). When he was a student, he started to attend classes at “Lyra,” the music School of Vraila.12 In the year
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek 1905, a diplomatic crisis ensued between Greece and Romania. As a consequence, many Greek schools in Vraila had their operations suspended.
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth Probably, this could have been a serious reason for a young man to move to another place to complete his studies in music. According to research
ors
data, Georgios Sklavos arrived in Greece somewhere between 1905 and 1906. It is not yet confirmed whether he moved together with other members
of his family or he travelled alone.
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Cultural exchange, the dynamic give and take between two or more cultures, has become a distinguishing feature of modern Europe. This was already
an important feature to the elites of the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and it played a central role in their fashioning of self. The cultures
these elites exchanged and often integrated with their own were both material and immaterial; they included palaces, city-dwellings, paintings,
sculptures, ceramics, dresses and jewellery, but also gestures, ways of sitting, standing and walking, and dances. In this innovative and well-illustrated
volume all this lively exchange is traced from Bruges, Augsburg and Istanbul to Italy; from Italy to Paris, Amsterdam, Dresden, Novgorod and Moscow;
and even from Brazil to Rouen. As transfer points between different economic and cultural zones, cities are crucial to shaping processes of cultural
exchange. This volume compares and contrasts the spaces, sites and buildings which expressed and shaped inter-cultural relationships within the
cities of early modern Europe and looks at the central role of foreigners.
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After the mid-19th century there was an active exchange between the music of Bohemia and those of Slovenia, Croatia, and Serbia. Czech musicians
found good working conditions in the south, and young southern musicians chose to study in Czech conservatories. The number of Czech emigrants
decreased between the two world wars, but the Prague conservatory remained an important music school for composers from the south. After World
War II the Yugoslavs quickly absorbed the newest European trends, putting an end to the earlier Czech influence.
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In Greece, the monophonic chant of the Orthodox church and itsneumatic notation have been transmitted as a popular tradition up to the firstdecades
of the 20th century. The transformation of Greek musical tradition to aWestern type of urban culture and the introduction of harmony, staff notation
andwestern instruments and performance practices in the country, began in the 19th century. Italian musicians played a central role in that process. A
large number of them lived and worked on the Ionian Islands. Those Italian musicians have left aconsiderable number of transcriptions and original
https://www.academia.edu/2154271/Italian_musicians_in_Greece_during_th compositions. Quite adifferent cultural background existed in Athens. Education was in most casesconnected to the church the institution that during
e_nineteenth_century
the four centuries of Turkishoccupation kept Greeks united and nationally conscious. The neumatic notationwas used for all music sung by the people,
music of both western and easternorigin. The assimilation of staff notation and harmony was accelerated in the lastquarter of the 19th century. At the
beginning of the 20 th century in Athens aviolent cultural clash was provoked by the reformers of music education, all of them belonging to German
culture. The clash ended with the displacement of theItalian and Greek musicians from the Ionian Islands working at the time in Athens, and the
defamation of their fundamental work in music education.

English

In Greece, the monophonic chant of the Orthodox church and its neumatic notation have been transmitted as a popular tradition up to the first decades
of the 20th century. The transformation of Greek musical tradition to a Western type of urban culture and the introduction of harmony, staff notation and
western instruments and performance practices in the country began in the 19th century. Italian musicians played a central role in that process. A large
number of them lived and worked on the Ionian Islands. Those Italian musicians have left a considerable number of transcriptions and original
compositions. Quite a different cultural background existed in Athens. Education was in most cases connected to the church - the institution that during
http://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/img/doi/1450-9814/2003/1450-98140303043R.pdf
the four centuries of Turkish occupation kept Greeks united and nationally conscious. The neumatic notation was used for all music sung by the
people, music of both western and eastern origin. The assimilation of staff notation and harmony was accelerated in the last quarter of the 19th century.
At the beginning of the 20th century in Athens a violent cultural clash was provoked by the reformers of music education all of them belonging to
German culture. The clash ended with the displacement of the Italian and Greek musicians from the Ionian Islands working at the time in Athens, and
the defamation of their fundamental work in music education.
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This chapter concerns a selection of events regarding the life and work of a Heptanesian composer, Spiro Samaras, to be used as a learning scenario
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek narrating sociopolitical, historical and cultural events. An attempt is made to link the subject areas of History and Modern Greek Literature with the
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth teaching of Music through the actual practice of the latter. In the present proposition, we approach analytically the educational process from the aspect
ors
of the Music class. During the school year, the students are prompted to look for resources, listen to melodies, lend an attentive ear to sociopolitical
narratives as well as synthesize attitudes, ideologies and trends of the late 19th century era.
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La Serbie et la France - une alliance atypique : relations politiques, économiques et culturelles, 1870-1940

Hrvatska glazba prati slijed povijesnoga razvoja hrvatske glazbe, počevši od prethistorijskih relikata pa sve do modernoga glazbenog izričaja.
Knjiga obiluje mnoštvom do sada neobjavljenih autografa, neumatskih zapisa, tekstovnih arhivskih dokumenata i drugih priloga u boji, a obuhvaća
prethistoriju - antiku, srednji vijek, renesansu, barok, klasiku, XIX. stoljeće (hrvatski narodni preporod, romantizam) te kazalo imena i kratku
bibliografiju. Hrvatska glazba je važan korak naprijed u svjedočenju vlastitih vrijednosti hrvatske glazbene baštine.
Prema načinu obrade građe i sadržaju knjiga je ponajprije namijenjena širokom krugu čitatelja, svim ljubiteljima glazbe, hrvatske kulture i povijesti, ali
i učenicima glazbenih škola, gimnazija i studentima Muzičkih akademija, muzikolozima i stručnjacima za povijest hrvatske glazbe.
This book is the first more comprehensive effort dedicated to the interdisciplinary study of Renaissance music in Croatia. On the pages of this book the
dramatis personae comprise priests and heretics, noblemen and tradesmen, men of learning and illiterate fishermen, ladies from high society and
courtesans, printers and scribes, patrons of the arts and their protégés - in other words, people participating in one way or another in cultural and
artistic events. In spite of grave political problems during the 15th and 16th centuries (the Turks established their power in the north and eastern
regions), the Croatian soil was a theatre of vivid musical life. The variety of cultural influences (most important coming from Italy) has been reflected in
some specific phenomena in the Croatian cultural and musical life. Among them are the Catholic liturgy in the native language, the Petrarchan poetry
in the Italian language, with which some Dalmatian poets managed to attract the attention of contemporary Italian composers, and finally, the fact that
the Croatian coastland was the extreme south-eastern point reached by the widely spreading Netherlandish Renaissance polyphony. This book
focuses on identifying, contextualising and presenting this less known European musical heritage to the wider international public.
Тhe grand narratives of European music history are informed by the dichotomy of placements and displacements. Yet musicology has thus far largely
ignored the phenomenon of displacement and underestimated its significance for musical landscapes and music history. Music and Displacement:
Diasporas, Mobilities, and Dislocations in Europe and Beyond constitutes a pioneering volume that aims to fill this gap as it explores the interactions
between music and displacement in theoretical and practical terms. Contributions by distinguished international scholars address the theme through a
wide range of case studies, incorporating art, popular, folk, and jazz music and interacting with areas, such as gender and post-colonial studies, critical
theory, migration, and diaspora. The book is structured in three stages_silence, acculturation, and theory_that move from silence to sound and from
displacement to placement. The range of subject matter within these sections is deliberately hybrid and mirrors the eclectic nature of displacement
itself, with case studies exploring Nazi Anti-Semitism in musical displacement; musical life in the Jewish community of Palestine; Mahler, Jewishness,
and Jazz; the Irish Diaspora in England; and German Exile studies, among others. Featuring articles from such scholars as Ruth F. Davis, Sean
Campbell, Jim Samson (Balkans), Sydney Hutchinson, and Europea series co-editor Philip V. Bohlman, the volume exerts an appeal reaching beyond
music and musicology to embrace all areas in the humanities concerned with notions of displacement, migration, and diaspora.
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Nikos Skalkottas is perhaps the last great 'undiscovered' composer of the twentieth century. In the 1920s he was a promising young violinist and
composer in Berlin, and a student of Schoenberg, who included him among his most gifted pupils. It was only after his return to Greece in 1933 that
Skalkottas became an anonymous and obscure figure, working in complete isolation until his death in 1949. Most of his works remained unpublished
and unperformed during his lifetime, and although he is largely known for his folkloristic tonal pieces, Skalkottas in fact concentrated predominantly on
developing an idiosyncratic dodecaphonic musical language. Eva Mantzourani provides here a comprehensive study of this fascinating yet underresearched composer.

Romanian

Nikos Skalkottas (1904-49), perhaps the last great ‘undiscovered’ composer of the twentieth century, is an individual and enigmatic figure in
the Western art music canon. The established historiographical discourse about the composer has somewhat distorted both Skalkottas’s image
and his legacy, and certain inaccuracies also extend to analyses of his twelve-note music. Skalkottas has written a prodigious number of largescale works of enormous complexity. Although he never abandoned tonal composition, the vast majority of his surviving works use predominantly
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wptwelve-note idioms. It is perhaps because of the wide range of his output that the subtleties and evolutionary stages of his dodecaphonic technique
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
have not been widely understood. Yet, deciphering and mapping out the technical parameters of this technique is necessary for any informed
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
future discussion of s dodecaphonic music and its historical and theoretical contextualization. The present paper provides a reappraisal of
Skalkottas’s twelve-note compositional practices, and is partly drawn from the author’s new monograph on the composer, which establishes an
authoritative introduction to his life and a thorough investigation of his twelve-note compositional processes. It presents concisely both the structural
features of his twelve-note composition and contextualizes the development of his dodecaphonic technique.
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In 1927, Europe marked the centennial of the death of one of its greatest composers, Ludwig van Beet ho- ven. At the same time, Bosnia and
Herzegovina within the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (later the Kingdom of Yugoslavia) was building the foundations of its musical
institutions and trying to follow up with the more advanced cultural centers of the new state, Zagreb, Ljubljana, and Belgrade. The main feature of
Bosnian musical life of the time (1918–1941) pertains to the establishment of the new musical institutions such as the National Theater (Narodno
pozorište) and the Sarajevo Philharmonic Orchestra (Sarajevska filharmonija), the fundamental institutions of musical culture in Bosnia and
Herzegovina even today. This paper aims at providing an insight into the presence of Beethoven’s works in concert repertoires in Sarajevo
(1918–1941), especially of the Sarajevo Philharmonic Orchestra but also to point out the special occasion of Beethoven’s anniversary in 1927. The
Sarajevo Philharmonic Orchestra was the only musical institution of this kind, and the most important musical society for the development of musical
culture of the time; consequently, the research is based on the analysis of the society’s concert repertoire and reviews from the daily newspapers.

Онлайн ресурс

Karel Moor (Lázně Bělohrad, 1873 - Prague, 1945), conductor, music critic and composer, worked in the former Yugoslav republics from 1909: Zadar,
Sinj (Croatia), Belgrade (Serbia), Štip (Macedonia), Ljubljana (Slovenia) and Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina). During his short stay in Sarajevo,
from autumn 1921 to 1923, Moor worked as a conductor of the Croatian Singing Society “Trebević” (1921-1922), and as a conductor and composer of
the National Theatre in the 1922-1923 season. For the National Theatre he composed music for the plays Snješka (1922) and Hajduk Veljko (1922).
He left Sarajevo in 1923, because of health problems that forced him to go back home. The paper tries to reconstruct Moor’s work in Sarajevo on the
basis of archival
researches, made in the context of the institutions he had been working. Since Moor is one of the many Czech musicians working in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, his short-term activity in Sarajevo is considered inside the context of the general contribution of Czech musicians to the development of a
Western European musical culture in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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This insightful remark, albeit biased by the perennial romanticized mythology surrounding the Greek composer Nikos Skalkottas (1904-1949),
summarises Hans Keller’s admiration for perhaps one of the twentieth-century’s most ignored and misunderstood musical figures. Norman Lebrecht ’s
entry in The Companion to 20th Century Music encapsulates Skalkottas’s image as ‘a pupil of Schoenberg, who returned to Athens with a gospel noone wanted to hear, played violin for a pittance and died at 45’.2 Yet in the 1920s Skalkottas was a promising young violinist and composer in Berlin,
and a student of Schoenberg between 1927 and 1932.3 It was only after his return to Greece in 1933 that he became an anonymous and obscure
figure, who lost touch with Schoenberg and his circle and worked in complete isolation until his death in 1949.
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The expression "Ecole de Paris" was born in the visual arts milieu of the 1920s to designate foreign artists established in the metropolis. Applied to
music, it was used to indicate realities as different as the group of composers who immigrated to Paris in the interwar period (C. Beck, T. Harsanyi, B.
Martinu, M. Mihalovici, A. Tansman and A. Tcherepnine ) and all of the composers who have lived at least part of their life in the City of Light. A survey
through the press, correspondence, radio broadcasts, scores and scholarly works reconstructs the origins, history and challenges of this versatile
label. A new look at the cosmopolitan reality of musical Paris between the wars is thus offered to the reader: xenophobia, internationalism, defense of
the "genius of the race" and fascination for exoticism coexist in discourse and in fact. This work sheds light on the issues concerning the place
occupied by the works of foreign composers in Paris within French music, thus offering a new perspective on the history of immigration in France.
French Description: L'expression Ecole de Paris est nee dans le milieu des arts visuels des annees 1920 pour designer les artistes etrangers installes
dans la metropole. Ensuite appliquee a la musique, elle a ete employee pour indiquer des realites aussi differentes qu'un groupe de compositeurs
immigres a Paris dans l'entre-deux-guerres (C. Beck, T. Harsanyi, B. Martinů, M. Mihalovici, A. Tansman et A. Tcherepnine) et l'ensemble de tous les
compositeurs de toute epoque ayant vecu au moins une partie de leur vie dans la Ville Lumiere. Une enquete a travers la presse, les
correspondances, les emissions radiophoniques, les partitions et les ouvrages savants reconstruit les origines, l'histoire et les enjeux de cette
etiquette polyvalente (d'ou le pluriel du titre). Un nouveau regard sur la realite cosmopolite du Paris musical de l'entre-deuxguerres est ainsi offert au
lecteur: xenophobie, internationalisme, defense du genie de la race et fascination pour l'exotisme coexistent dans le discours et dans les faits. Cet
ouvrage eclaire les enjeux concernant la place occupee par les oeuvres des compositeurs etrangers a Paris au sein de la musique francaise, offrant
ainsi un regard inedit sur l'histoire de l'immigration en France.
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At the beginning of the 19th century, two traditions of music existed side by side in the Ottoman Empire: the music of the peasants and the traditional art
music. The traditional art music was – at least for the last four centuries – the most developed and most influential school of Near Eastern art music. Of
its original six branches,1 the music of the traditional Ottoman military band, today called as mehter musikisi, had already ceased to exist in the middle
of the 19th century, as a result of the disbanding of the Janissary troops. Western music was adopted as a substitute for the military music of the
Janissaries. By the end of the century, Western music was represented not only by military, operatic, dance and entertainment music, but also by
classical and romantic masterworks like the symphonies of Beethoven.
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In the last decades of the nineteenth century, two widely different attitudes regarding local music were evident in the Romanian musical press. One
viewpoint had an obviously nationalist character, and was manifested in an apologetic idealization of Romanian music – especially folklore – but also
in calls for the improvement of composition and performance in the local music scene. The other attitude revealed a pronounced inferiority complex
connected to everything that contemporary Romanian music represented. This was manifested especially in the (sometimes harsh) criticism of
Romanian musical life, and in a hostile position towards or ignorance of Romanian musicians, composers or interpreters, except when they attained
success and recognition abroad – and sometimes not even then. The two extreme attitudes are not mutually exclusive, but complement each other;
essentially, they can be seen to be in a cause–effect relationship.
These two faces of nationalist propaganda are reflected by publications such as Lyra română – foaie musicală şi literară, a weekly magazine
published between 2 December 1879 and 31 October 1880, and România musicală, which appeared twice a month between 1 March 1890 and 28
December 1904.
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This paper mainly investigates the way Beethoven’s image was turned, during the totalitarian political regimes of twentieth-century Romania, into a
tool of propaganda. Two such ideological annexations are striking: one took place in the period when Romania, as Germany’s ally during World War II
and led by Marshall Ion Antonescu, who was loyal to Adolf Hitler, to a certain extent copied the Nazi model (1940–1944); the other, much longer,
began when Communists took power in 1947 and lasted until 1989, with some inevitable continuations. The beginnings of contemporary Romanian
capitalism in the 1990s brought, in addition to an attempt to depoliticize Beethoven by means of professional, responsible musicological enquiries, no
longer grounded in Fascist or Communist ideologies, another type of approach: sensationalist, related to the “identification” of some of Beethoven’s
love interests who reportedly lived on the territory of present-day Romania.
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The author discusses the whole historical development of Slovenian music from its beginnings in the sixth century (immediately after the settling of the
Slovenians) to the current era. He also discusses important historical events connected with the development of music life in Slovenia. Important
stylistic development trends are mentioned and for the modern era, the article serves as a checklist for the most important new and upcoming
composers.
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Capitalizing on a wealth of previous publications, Friedrich Lenger’s study, written especially for an English audience, is an extremely ambitious work
aiming to synthesize work published in German, French, English and Italian on European urban developments during one of the most momentous
periods in their history. By contrast to Andrew Lees and Lynn Hollen Lees’ recent synthesis of European
urban history (Cities and the Making of Modern Europe, 1750–1914 (Cambridge, 2007), which focused mostly on Britain, France and Germany,
Lenger’s work is geographically much more inclusive, with the author making a constant effort to go beyond these core countries to discuss urban
developments at length in Spain, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, Hungary, Russia, the Balkans and Scandinavia. The book ) is organized in seven
chapters dealing with the role of capital cities (chapter 1), economy and demography
(chapter 2), immigration and suburbanization (chapter 3), urban housing (chapter 4), administration and reform (chapter 5), culture (chapter 6) and
social protest (chapter 7). The last two chapters shift the discussion to matters of urban culture and social protest. While opera and theatre represented
the cultural preserve of the middle class, European cities were also the sites where avant-garde works in the field of art and literature, together with
new varieties of working-class, popular and commercialized mass culture fed the divide between elite and mass culture that characterized turn-of-thecentury urban modernity. With its panoramic survey of European urban history between 1850 and 1914, the book will enable many readers to acquire
a bird’s eye perspective of developments at a continental scale, before delving deeper into specific topics. As such, it will fulfil an important role in
attracting new practitioners to the field, as well as being a text that could be successfully assigned to undergraduates.
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The text examines the intermediary role of The Representative Brass Band of the National Guards Unit of Bulgaria in the folklore and urbanism in the
early XXI century. The Guards Band mainly performs ceremonial and concert music. The subject of the research
is the concert performance. For the first time, it has been studied the background, repertoire, stage and media implementation of the folklore embodied
in the Representative Brass Band of the National Guards Unit concert performance as elements of the urban culture – national and European. In the
course of the research, the following
tasks are implemented, which also determine the structure of the text: the Representative Brass Band of the National Guards Unit – function and place
in culture; conductor – professional appearance; repertoire – the role of the folklore in it; mission – the creative vision and projects; stage performances
– national and European
performances; media – productions of stage concert performances. The focus will be on critically based issues related to the conductor’s mission,
trying to impose not only the Guards Band ceremonial and concert performances, but also the band’s successful musical projects, which are based on
folklore and released as a stage and media product.
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Until the early 1980s, musicological research on the work of Nikos Skalkottas had been confined to his atonal and mostly his twelve-tone
compositions. Research on his tonal music, and especially on works containing elements derived from Greek folk music (older and recent), only
started in the mid 1990s, thus revealing aspects of his work untraced till then. The way Skalkottas uses elements from Greek music (folk or urban
popular) is not uniform, as is the case of other composers of the National School of music; rather, it varies from work to work, depending on the
individual composition’s musical idiom (twelve-tone or tonal), as well as the period the work was written. In the present paper we shall attempt to
highlight the kinds of Greek musical elements used and their interconnections with the European tonal and atonal/twelve-tone idioms, as well as trace
any developments concerning the choice and the uses of these musical elements.

German

Nikos Skalkottas (1904-1949) and Iannis Xenakis (1922-2001) are not only two among the most important composers of the twentieth century; their
work represents also two amongst the better examples of a deep interaction between the musical traditions of Greece and Western Europe. In
contrast to the composers of the Ionian islands and the so called Greek National School of Music, who were either simply participating in the
Western music or adhered to the ideals of Western National Schools, Nikos Skalkottas and Iannis Xenakis, as the author is trying to show,
were active participants of Western music life and, moreover, they expressed through their creations their objections on the principles
governing the dominant trends of their times: Skalkottas broadened Schoenberg’s austere twelve tone method, by his systematic application of
more than one series, while Xenakis opposed total serialism of the early ‘50s, counter proposing (at that early stage of his creative path) the
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpindependence of musical parameters, through the use of the probability theory. However, as it will be hopefully shown in the paper proposed,
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
their partial diversion from the work of their European colleagues is not limited to those points only. In Skalkottas, one witnesses the unique case
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
of a composer who expresses his self in varied and totally different musical idioms simultaneously (twelve tone method, atonality, twelve tone
method in conjunction with elements from folk music), heralding at the same time the appearance –mainly after the 60s– of music pluralism and
exposing the possible weakness of the idioms applied unilaterally to satisfy his multifaceted expressive impetus. The corresponding uniqueness in
Xenakis’ case consists in the broadening of the sound universe and in the incessant search for originality, characteristics which are conquered by the
combination of fields of human activities that seem incongruent, such as ancient Greek philosophy and music, contemporary achievements in
architecture and theories of mathematics and physics especially of the two past centuries, fields that nonetheless are successfully unified by the
Greek composer.
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The article is an attempt to summarize and present the bibliographic records of some of the main research publications on the topic of European music
and its influences in the Greek urban culture during the aforementioned period. The aim is to provide information about the method of collecting and
sorting those bibliographic records, which include various types of literature published in the last couple of years, mainly books, articles, personal
blogs, journals, etc.
Bibliographic descriptions comprise name of the author (or authors), title of the publication as well as its general availability in online databases, and to
a lesser extent in national libraries, archives and academic institutions. In this context, the scope of the article is to provide valuable, well-structured
and systematized information as part of a broader activity of creating comprehensive catalogue based
on collected bibliographic records. This catalogue will be valuable for researchers, students and the public interested in this subject.
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This research has been conducted in the Greek press that circulated in Smyrna in the 19th century and aims to present the opera performances in the
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek
city in order to broaden the appeal and the popularity of the genre to the Smyrnian public. Smyrna had a rich artistic life and according to Kalyviotis the
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth
musical theater in Smyrna, the operetta and the melodrama, had a great impact on the audience. However, due to the limited time we will focus on the
ors
performances given by traveling operatic troupes (Italian, French, Greek and Armenian).
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Solon Michaelides was a great admirer and connoisseur of vocal music, and it comes as no surprise that his compositional output includes a
considerable number of works for voice. He had a particular affection for choral music and he was continuously striving for a long-lasting interaction
with choral groups and other stakeholders related to that repertory. As a matter of fact, one of Michaelides’s great achievements was the foundation of
what was probably the most important choral ensemble in Cyprus, the Aris Choir, which he conducted until his relocation to Greece in 1957.
Furthermore, he often served as a jury member for choir competitions, including in international locations such as Wales, Italy, and Romania.

English

https://akjournals.com/view/journals/6/61/1-2/article-p149.xml

The focus of this paper is the reception of Ludwig van Beethoven’s works at the turn of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, from the establishment
of symphony orchestras and other cultural institutions. These works include symphonic and chamber music, performed in the framework of symphonic
concerts as presented by the Cyprus Symphony Orchestra and chamber music as presented by chamber music festivals. This paper will shine a light
onto the preserved concert programs of the orchestras, as well as other concerts that can be traced in newspapers and other printed magazines, in
order to demonstrate how Beethoven’s compositions became part of the concert programming. The rapid but simultaneously abrupt growth of the
cultural scene in the twentieth century, was interweaved with what kind of compositions and what composers could be included in concert programs,
taking into consideration the restrictions that governed large performances such as performers’ numbers and the diversity of instrumental players, who
would support the staging of certain works. The reception of Beethoven’s works is studied in the changing local political, historical, social and cultural
context.

English

The Cypriot literary journal Κυπριακά Γράμματα ( “ Cypriot Letters ” ) was being publishedin Cyprus from 1934 – 37, with a short cessation between
1937 and 1939, when it resumed its publicationuntil 1956. Among the contributors, we find the musician Solon Michaelides, whose essays
appearregularly and steadily in the journal, even from the first issue of 1934 up to the final issue of 1956. Ata time when musicological activity in
https://www.academia.edu/37858333/Solon_Michaedlies_The_First_Contem
Cyprus was, if not non-existent, extremely limited and at a foetal status, Michaelides’s articles, essays, speeches at various events and conferences,
porary_Cypriot_Musicologist_and_his_contribution_to_Cypriot_Literary_Jour
reviews and reportscover a variety of issues. There are texts regarding and presenting music of other countries and musicof world-known composers,
nals?email_work_card=title
presentations of internationally acclaimed festivals and symposia, as wellas number of essays on the music of Cyprus and Greece. What amazes the
reader is the composer’s knowledge on a diverse and multifarious range of subjects. A knowledge that is deeply rooted onscientific findings, but at the
same time expressed through a rich, expressive language, being thus a testimony of Michaelides’s musicological identity.
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This innovative collection of articles offers a major comprehensive overview of new developments in cultural theory as applied to Western music.
Addressing a broad range of primarily twentieth-century music, the authors examine two related phenomena: musical borrowings or appropriations,
and how music has been used to construct, evoke, or represent difference of a musical or a sociocultural kind.
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The essays scrutinize a diverse body of music and discuss a range of significant examples, among them musical modernism's idealizing or ambivalent
relations with popular, ethnic, and non-Western music; exoticism and orientalism in the experimental music tradition; the representation of others in
Hollywood film music; music's role in the formation and contestation of collective identities, with reference to Jewish and Turkish popular music; and
issues of representation and difference in jazz, world music, hip hop, and electronic dance music.
Written by leading scholars from disciplines including historical musicology, sociology, ethnomusicology, anthropology, popular music studies, and film
studies, the essays provide unprecedented insights into how cultural identities and differences are constructed in music.
This collection provides a sophisticated model for using theory to interrogate music and music to interrogate theory. The essays both take up and
challenge the dominance of notions of representation in cultural theory as they explore the relevance of the concepts of hybridity and otherness for
contemporary art music. Sophisticated theory, erudite scholarship and a very real appreciation for the specificities of music make this a powerful and
important addition to our understanding of both culture and music.
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English

The reformation of Athens Conservatory in 1891, followed by significant aesthetic and cultural changes as regards the indigenous perception of
western-European music, and the formation of the first orchestral ensem- bles contributed to an inceptive promotion of symphonic music in Greece
between 1890-1910. However, it was due to the continuous efforts of Dimitri Mitropoulos, mainly between 1924-1939, to establish a steady full orchestral ensemble and expand the repertory of performed works that brought the Athenian audience closer to the Western-European symphonic repertory.
Important Greek symphonic works had already emerged after the second half of the 19 th century (i.e. by Dionysios Rodotheatos and Demetrios
Lialios), while the preceding sinfonias by Mantzaros, Padovanis, Metaxas and other Ionian composers were more related to the pattern of the italian
https://www.academia.edu/27265542/The_Greek_symphony_1900_1950_os
overture. The Greek symphony, originating from 1920 onwards, combined romantic aesthetics and ideals (mainly of Austrian – German orientation),
cillating_between_Greek_nationalism_and_Western_art_music_tradition
(neo)classical structural features and indigenous characteristics of musical folklorism, national identity and tradition (initially modelled after 19 th
century European national schools). Manolis Kalomiris and Petros Petridis comprised prime symphonists, followed by an important number of
composers more or less attached to the ideals of the Greek Na- tional School. While examining the existing repertory of Greek symphonies during the
first half of the 20 th century, both historically and analytically, this paper also aims at corellating landmark works and composers to important social,
politi- cal and even military events in Greece, up until World War II. The invasion of modernism after 1950 in Greek art music and its repercussions to
the production of post-war Greek symphonies will be also commented upon.

English

The presence of many young talented composers outside Greece, studying in prominent European music centres during the 1920s and 30s, set them
free from the ideologicalcompulsions of Greek musical nationalism prevailing in Athenian musical life during the first decades of the 20th century. The
creative approach and adoption of aspects of musicalmodernism, having been established around the same period in western music, are
http://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/img/doi/1450-9814/2012/1450-98141200009S.pdf subsequentlycommented upon in the works, style and ideology of four different Greek composers: the pioneer of atonality and twelve-note technique in
Greece, Dimitri Mitropoulos (1896–1960);the innovator and descendant of the Second Viennese School, Nikos Skalkottas (1904–1949);the ardent
supporter of timbral innovation into new instruments and ensembles, Dimitrios Levidis (1886–1951); and, finally, the ascetical and secluded Harilaos
Perpessas (1907–1995), another pupil of Schoenberg in Berlin.

English

After his three-year sojourn in Berlin (1921-24) Dimitri Mitropoulos returns to Athens ready to embark upon his conducting career, while cultivating his
aspiration for composition. Deeply influenced by ideas, teachings and aesthetics primarily deriving from the progressive musical circles of
Busoni and Schoenberg he was probably associated with, Mitropoulos becomes the first Greek composer to introduce Athenian audiences to atonal
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpexpressionism with three important works: Passacaglia, Intermezzo e Fugafor piano (1924), 14 Invenzioni for voice and piano (1925) and Ostinata in
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. tre parti for violin and piano (1926-27), the latter comprising the first work by a Greek composer where 12-tone technique is systematically
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
incorporated.In the present paper, Mitropoulos’ Ostinata is examined under a twofold scope. First, an analytical review is applied, aiming at the
elucidation and function of the structural elements that constitute the whole work. Then, Ostinata, one of the first 12-tone works in Europe outside
the private circle of Schoenberg’s immediate students, is placed under a more critical appraisal, the purpose of which is to comprehend the ideological
and stylistic influences of Mitropoulos, applied within the historical, aesthetic and cultural context of the Athenian musical life in 1920s.

English

Avant-garde trends of the 1950s-Ô60s are generally evaluated by todayÕs history and criticism as the normof that period, as regards art and culture
being cultivated into social and political reforms. Musical genres andaesthetics of the first half of the 20 th century (or prior) that were incorporated into
a new stream after 1950, arenowadays examined either under a touch of academic conservatism, or as new prospects of experimentation withinthe
very trends of avant-gardism.The violin concerto encompasses a 200-year period of continuous development within tonal traditions of Westernmusic,
ranging from the late Italian baroque period to belated romanticism of the early 20 th century (Sibelius,Glazunov). Between 1920-1950, it was
https://www.academia.edu/19524943/Aspects_of_neoclassicism_within_post
reintroduced as a paradigm of neoclassicism within new tonalities (Bart—k,Prokofiev, Stravinsky, and many others), and also as a trend of atonal
_war_Greek_musical_avant_garde_the_violin_concertos_by_Dimitri_Dragat
expressionism (Berg, 1935 and Schoenberg,1936). After World War II (and particularly after 1970) many composers consecutively employed the genre
akis_1969_Yannis_A_Papaioannou_1971_and_Yorgos_Sicilianos_1987_?
of violinconcerto, involving miscellaneous aspects of form, notation and performance practice that sometimes resulted inimpressive and innovative
email_work_card=title
works. As concerns the post-war context of neoclassicism within concerto form, it wasexpanded, restrained, innovated, misinterpreted or even postmodernly reapplied.Greek avant-garde composers also delivered exceptional examples. Dimitri DragatakisÕ (1969), Yannis A.PapaioannouÕs (1971)
and Yorgos SicilianosÕ (1987) violin concertos are reviewed, in order elements of compositionalstructure, texture, aesthetics and style to be defined
into ( or out of) the avant-garde norms of the period. Moreover,through a personalized approach on each composerÕs musical language, special
aspects of Greek art music after 1950are being reconsidered.
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The present volume is the outcome of a workshop, "Music Migrations: from Source Research to Cultural Studies", held at the Johannes GutenbergUniversität in Mainz from 24 to 25 April 2014"--Page 9
. - Includes bibliographical references and indexes
"During the 17th and 18th century musicians' mobilities and migrations are essential for the European music history and the cultural exchange of
music. Adopting viewpoints that reflect different methodological approaches and diversified research cultures, the book presents studies on central
scopes, strategies and artistic outcomes of mobile and migratory musicians as well as on the transfer of music. By looking at elite and non-elite
musicians and their everyday mobilities to major and minor centers of music production and practice, new biographical patterns and new stylistic
paradigms in the European East, West and South emerge.
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The presence of many young talented composers outside Greece, studying in prominent European music centres during the 1920s and 30s, set them
free from the ideological compulsions of Greek musical nationalism prevailing in Athenian musical life during the first decades of the 20th century. The
creative approach and adoption of aspects of musical modernism, having been established around the same period in western music, are
subsequently commented upon in the works, style and ideology of four different Greek composers: the pioneer of atonality and twelve-note technique
in Greece, Dimitri Mitropoulos (1896-1960); the innovator and descendant of the Second Viennese School, Nikos Skalkottas (1904-1949); the ardent
supporter of timbral innovation into new instruments and ensembles, Dimitrios Levidis (1886-1951); and, finally, the ascetical and secluded Harilaos
Perpessas (1907-1995), another pupil of Schoenberg in Berlin.
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Musik in der europäischen Gesellschaft des 18. Jahrhunderts

The first of two volumes which explore the music of the Posavina region, part of the Sava river basin in Bosnia. This volume looks at the people and
their instruments, playing techniques, and songs. With an introduction and bibliography. Music examples. Plates. Includes two DVDs of video
examples.
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La Posavina bosniaca è una regione culturale situata nel lembo nordorientale della Bosnia, addossata al tratto del fiume Sava che oggi demarca la
linea di separazione con la Croazia. Una storia lontana ha visto quel corso d’acqua dividere piuttosto che unire le opposte sponde in unità
amministrative autonome e in spazi culturali distinti. Tuttavia la Posavina in particolare ha trattenuto i caratteri peculiari di una terra di frontiera, dove
l’influenza occidentale ha potuto spingersi, per poi diradare a poco a poco e fronteggiare infine un moto contrario in risalita dal Medio Oriente. Quel
perdurante flusso di correnti contrapposte ha generato un’areale contatto e la condensazione di elementi diversi. Il libro ne affronta il complesso
riflesso sul terreno delle espressioni sonore, seguendo processi di ibridazione fra le pratiche musicali centroeuropee e le forme balcaniche dell’uso
turco-ottomano. La più esemplare manifestazione d’incontro è lo stabile impiego congiunto del violino con la šargija, oggi il più occidentale dei liuti a
manico lungo di derivazione orientale. Nella contemporaneità poi, altri tratti di prossimità delicata e labile equilibrio fra popoli hanno caratterizzato il
panorama interno alla Bosnia e lo sgretolamento progressivo della Federazione Jugoslava, insieme al riemergere di storici nazionalismi, ha inasprito
le contrapposizioni etniche, religiose e identitarie, sino alla catastrofe della guerra. Il conflitto erse di colpo nuove barriere e riaffermò quelle del
passato. La popolazione croata e cattolica di Posavina, stretta in una morsa implacabile, dovette valicare il confine di sempre, e per sempre
abbandonare i villaggi d’origine, prima in cerca di immediato rifugio, poi di una nuova esistenza. All’insediamento difficile a Zagabria e in altri centri
europei le comunità di diaspora hanno saputo rispondere con un forte spirito di coesione identitaria. Come recita il motto “La Posavina canta e
piange”, è stata la musica a diventare vitale strumento di elaborazione del lutto e della perdita. Quell’unico bene, radicato e trasferibile, ha infatti
contribuito decisivamente a smorzare il dramma della delocalizzazione collettiva, a ricucire uno strappo epocale, a sanare le ferite dell’anima. Emerge
così un universo sonoro palpitante, in cui la tradizione ininterrotta e fedele all’indimenticabile passato si riconfigura giorno dopo giorno con incredibile
naturalezza e dinamismo. Comprenderne a fondo la realtà significa dunque attivare prospettive molteplici e rivolgere uno sguardo quanto mai aperto
oltre i nostri stessi confini.
Изданието включва първите есета на композитора Дьорди Лигети (1923-2006), написани преди 1956 г. и останали за дълго време в тайна.
Текстовете са посветени на музикалното творчество на Густав Малер, Паул Хиндемит, Бела Барток и други европейски композитори от края на
XIX - началото на ХХ век и на тяхното влияние върху формирането и еволюцията на музикалния стил на държавите в Централна и Източна
Европа (включително на Балканите).
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This article attempts to describe the shift in the Romanian public’s musical taste brought about by musical borrowings and imports from the West. It
focuses on the period between the end of Phanariot rule (1821) and the establishment of Romania’s capital in Bucharest (1862). These decades of
change yielded rich intercultural encounters and fusions, whereas the years that followed – from the 1870s to the outbreak of the First World War –
show a more unified phase of assimilation of Western music.
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After looking at the boyar class and the bourgeoisie of Bucharest (the social segment from which an opera- and concert-going public emerged in the
last quarter of the century), I move on to the everyday musical practices of the population of Bucharest, using musical examples and travellers’
accounts as a descriptive means. Finally, I analyse the shifts in musical tastes that took place in the upper layers of society as a complicated process of
exclusion, inclusion and assimilation of various musical influences; as we shall see, the mixing and hybridization of musical practices not only shaped
the tastes of music lovers, but also influenced the creation of Romanian music, which entered a new phase.
During the nineteenth century there was musical migration from cities such as Vienna, Milan, Venice and Prague towards the south and east. That this
migration was noticeable in Serbian, Hungarian, Greek and Bulgarian cities was shown at the 17th Congress of the International Musicology Society in
Leuven, 2002. A similar phenomenon took place in the Romanian world, which was not documented at this conference. The present article aims at
proving that such a transfer also occurred on Romanian territory and that it was not an accidental phenomenon but part of the deeper process of
political, social and cultural change suffered by the country after the second decade of the nineteenth century. A number of Austrian musicians arrived
in the Romanian principalities precisely at the moment when, through a process largely supported by international politics, the Greco-Ottoman way of
life was being abandoned in favor of Western habits. Politics, economy, and culture underwent a deep reform that affected mentalities, language and
social practices. Foreign musicians of Austrian or Czech origin arrived, invited by princes or by influential local families, or even on their own in search
of favorable commissions, and participated in this renewal work, particularly in its first phase (1821-1859)
Here the author proposes the groundwork for a two-year project involving the investigation of everyday musical life from a cross-regional perspective.
The focus is particularly on contexts of musical practice in Central-European and Balkan cities during the first half of the 19th century, and especially
on music-making in salons or at festivities such as balls, receptions, weddings, and the like . These situations are not to be compared so much as
analysed “in relation” to each other, with emphasis on both their European and extra-European (e.g., Turkish-oriental) influences. Of central interest
are the similarities found in the domestic music repertoire across regions, perpetuated by travelling musicians; for instance, touring performers or
foreign employees of aristocratic families.
The manifold social and historical implications at issue require interdisciplinary means of research, including musicology, sociology and cultural
studies. To make the task manageable,the focus is narrowed to a case study on an axis comprised of Vienna/Bucharest (to be extended to Prague),
Athens/Corfu, and Belgrade/Novi Sad.
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"Salon Music Albums and the Changing Taste of the Elites in the Nineteenth-Century Danubian Principalities"
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Privates Musizieren aus interkultureller Sicht. Ein Untersuchungsentwurf zu Wien und Bukarest der 1830er bis 1850er Jahre
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The changing taste of the Romanian elites as mirrored in handwritten piano cahiers from the first half of the nineteenth century. By examining piano
cahiers Ms.R. 2663 and Ms.R. 2575 from 1820 to 40, preserved in the Romanian Academy’s Music Collection, I set out to illustrate the musical tastes
of the Romanian elite during the period and how they shifted. The author has examined samples from the favourite repertoire of dilettantes from
Bucharest and Jassy, tracing aesthetic choices as they related to the particularities of urban society: ethnic pluralism, immigration, and westernisation.
In terms of an analysis of “musical taste,” the mixture of eastern and western in the cahiers demonstrates an openness to various types of music,
thereby illustrating the flexible taste of the Phanariot and MoldoWallachian élites in the first decades of the nineteenth century.
In the house music of the boyars can be discerned influences passed down from Constantinopolitan and Byzantine traditions, as well as a relative
closeness to the music of the lăutari, Multiethnic pieces can be found among favourites alongside ecossaises and waltzes, which shows the receptivity
of the Moldo-Wallachian élites to both types of music. An obvious openness to the music (and culture) of the West can be seen, however.
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The question of a European-type local music was raised in modern Greece as early as during the first years of its independent life, and within the
context of a rapid Occidentalizing and modernizing process. The earliest Greek professional musicians to serve this social, as well as ideological,
need came from the Ionian Islands, but soon other parts of the national territory saw the birth of some important composers who added specific
German, French or Russian components to the basically Italianate flavour of the Ionian musical tradition. In their respective works the main trends of
nineteenth-century European music found their Greek way, although a sparse use of local folk elements was only gradually, hesitantly, and – in any
case – partially accepted by a middle-class public, willing to keep its distance from its own Ottoman past. It was mainly for that reason that a Herderiantype musical nationalism, although already visible around 1850, had to wait until the end of the century before obtaining its clear and definite shape,
and before occupying the central Greek musical scene during the early years of the new age.
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The question of a European-type local music was raised in modern Greece as early as during the first years of its independent life, and within the
context of a rapid Occidentalizing and modernizing process. The earliest Greek professional musicians to serve this social, as well as ideological,
need came from the Ionian Islands, but soon other parts of the national territory saw the birth of some important composers who added specific
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/nineteenth-century-musicGerman, French or Russian components to the basically Italianate flavour of the Ionian musical tradition. In their respective works the main trends of
review/article/abs/composers-trends-and-the-question-of-nationality-innineteenth-century European music found their Greek way, although a sparse use of local folk elements was only gradually, hesitantly, and – in any
nineteenthcentury-musical-greece/736976BAF92755F3FBA3347809FF71F1
case – partially accepted by a middle-class public, willing to keep its distance from its own Ottoman past. It was mainly for that reason that a Herderiantype musical nationalism, although already visible around 1850, had to wait until the end of the century before obtaining its clear and definite shape,
and before occupying the central Greek musical scene during the early years of the new age.
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Der Band enthält die Vorträge einer Oldenburger Tagung der Kommission für Lied-, Musik- und Tanzforschung in der Deutschen Gesellschaft für
Volkskunde, ergänzt um Beiträge von Musikwissenschaftlern, Archivaren und Folkloristen aus Ostmitteleuropa.
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Lebenswelten ; Bd. 3, Musik in Leipzig, Wien und anderen Städten im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert : Verlage, Konservatorien, Salons, Vereine, Konzerte /
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For critics and listeners, Nikos Astrinidis (1921-) is a late representative of the Greek National School; indeed, his most popular works (Cypriot
Rhapsody , Two Pieces in Greek Style , St. Demetrios , Symphony "1821") match the profile associated with this tradition. It is remarkable to know,
then, that Astrinidis is half-Greek, was born andraised in Romania without speaking any Greek, first visited Greece at theage of 30 and settled there
only in his early forties. What is more, he developed his style in the cosmopolitan centers of Bucharest, Cairo, and Paris, and was never attracted to the
https://www.academia.edu/2192960/From_the_Garden_of_Diaspora_to_the_ ideological premises of music nationalism. Τhis paper seeks to enrich the discourse of "Hellenism in music" by examining the biographical and artistic
Cell_of_Repatriation_Hellenism_in_the_Life_and_Works_of_Nikos_Astrinidi trajectory of Astrinidis, from Bessarabia to Thessaloniki and from the idealized nostos of the Greek Diaspora to the cultural confinement of repatriation.
s?email_work_card=title
Combining the Ulyssean archetype of return with the tragedy of ethnic displacement in the Balkans, Astrinidis' life epitomizes the bifocal scheme of
being and becoming Greek. In his music, too, Astrinidis embraces Greek themes only after absorbing Lisztian virtuosity, Romanian folklore, and French
impressionism. That this music sounds unmistakably Greek today is atribute to his experience of Hellenism as a spiritual identity (being) realized
through cross-cultural exchange (becoming). Such view questions the reception of Astrinidis as a "National School" composer, and helps us
appreciate him as a quintessentially Greek artist.
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The founding of a National Music School is undoubtedly related to the nation’s socio-political status quo. It is a practice that may rightfully come across
as an attempt to conserve that nation’s idiosyncratic difference and redefine its national identity through the updating of its goals. One particular
https://www.academia.edu/15261034/Aspects_of_Greek_and_Serbian_Musi instance of such relativity is the Greek National School; from the very beginning of its founding, the National School in question came to serve the
c_Athens_2008
grandiose ideology of the so-called ‘Great Idea’ and was consequently set in full accordance with the political orientation of Eleutherios Venizelos. The
founding father of the Greek National School, Manolis Kalomoiris(1883-1962), aligned himself totally with that noble goal as much as with every other
political move that Venizelos was to take.
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Among the very early compositions that Dimitri Mitropoulos wrote at the beginning of 1910s, when he was still an adolescent student at the Athens
Conservatory, there are few piano pieces and songs, but also his first chamber work, a Concert piece for violin and piano. What we definitely
know about it comes in essence from the entries on the title page of its manuscript score, while other sources of rather unclear information have not
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpbeen evaluated, nor utilized so far. Thus, the first aim of this paper is to expand our knowledge on the history of this neglected work, through a
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
critical investigation of all relevant data and possible – not only literary but also musical – references. The second part of this study deals with the
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
structural peculiarities of this piece, in order to elucidate the overall attitude of the aspiring composer towards the problem of musical form. Therefore,
the present research aims, among other things, to enrich the field of Greek musicology with one of the first attempts to approach the early
creative work of Mitropoulos from an analytical point of view.
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Momente şi figuri din trecutul muzicii româneşti
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The paper examines how members of the “Cluj/Kolozsvár School” of composition, the disciples of Sigismund Toduflæ, Gábor Jodál, Max Eisikovits and
János Jagamas dealt with the influence of Bartók. One can find traces of Bartókian influence in the work of Transylvanian composers beginning from
the 1950s, a series of homage-compositions being written on the occasion of Bartók-anniversaries in 1965, 1970 and especially 1981. The last piece
mentioned was composed in 1998. The paper focuses on the cases of five individual composers: Cornel Țăranu, Ede Terényi, Péter Vermesy, György
Orbán and Boldizsár Csíky. In addition to the analysis of certain compositions à la Bartók written by them, their declarations as well as the role of Ernô
Lendvai’s theories are taken into consideration. A distinction is made among (1) the arrangements of folk music melodies collected by Bartók, (2) the
homage-pieces containing quotations from Bartók’s art music, and finally, (3) those longer or shorter periods in a com-poser’s career in which Bartók’s
influence can be detected in a whole series of compositions.
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The book treats the urban and social development of the Romanian capital in the late 19th and early 20th centuries when Bucharest transformed from
Oriental City to the so-called “Little Paris”. Starting with the third and fourth decades of the 19th century, the young sons of noble boyar families and of
the new rising bourgeoisie made their studies in Western Europe, in Italy, Germany and especially in France, where they came in contact with the
Western culture and ideas. Back home, they profoundly influenced the Romanian society by spreading the political ideas that prepared the Romanian
Revolution of 1848, and later the Union of Principalities, and helped create the national consciousness. The changes extended to all social aspects,
from attire and behavior to arts and fashion. In just one generation, almost overnight in historical terms, the Principalities made “a spontaneous and
spectacular turn toward the West” (Neagu Djuvara).
The phenomenon of assimilating the Western civilization and way of life -after French model- became even more powerful after Romania gained its
Independence (1877). The elites made their studies and traveled to Paris, and the language spoken in high society, as well as in political and
diplomatic circles, was French. French literature, culture and music enjoyed enormous prestige.
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The distinction between cultural traditions and legacies perceived as ‘Western’ and ‘Eastern’, whether real or imagined, had a substantial impact in the
development of contemporary world music in Serbia and throughout the Balkans since the 1990s (Čolović 2006; Nenić 2010). Historically, narratives,
values and interpretations surrounding this ‘West vs. East’ dichotomy as well as ‘West/East vs. local’ set of social and cultural relations, changed
considerably and had no fixed or single meaning, due to various ruling ideological formations that brought profound changes in the context of the
tumultuous history of the Balkan societies. However, since the nineteenth-century formation of the nationstates in the Balkans and their gradual
modernisation, Western features were predominantly presented as progressive and more desirable, while, on the other hand, Eastern (Oriental)
elements were perceived in the dominant cultural and political discourses as detrimental remnants of the past Ottoman rule.
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Through ali periods, from the Middle Ages to this day, Slovenian music has been developing parallel with that of Western Europe. Hence, there arises
the question of historical relations: what has it received from, and what has it - to the best of its abilities, and through its representatives and institutions contributed to this music. The aim of the text is to introduce Slovenian music in its historically national (and therefore also prenational) role, and after
its originality seems to have exceeded expectations, in its ascension to European or, more directly, Central European standards - individually,
creatively, interpretationally, and institutionally.
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The first records on the Nevrokop fair date as far back as the 11th century. There were a number of economically significant fairs in the territory of
Bulgaria, which have been studied extensively by historians. However, the equally important and significant Nevrokop fair has not received much
attention from either Bulgarian historians or economists. Despite the fact that the Ottoman conquest of the Nevrokop area interrupted the fair’s activities
for a while, the Ottoman rulers soon realized the fair’s significant economic benefits. The fair restarted its operations with unchanged dates of August 115 every year and with the same location of Hirova Meadow. The fair was very important for the political and spiritual life of Bulgarians in this area. Its
annual occurence became a demonstration and celebration of Bulgarian national authenticity and national traditions, which were expressed in a
festival of dancing, music, singing, and games. In the mid 19th century, the fair became one of the most well-known fairs in the Ottoman Empire.
Nevrokop produced a variety of agricultural products, as well as manufactured goods. Iron ore and iron products, furs, cotton and wool products, tools,
knives, nails, guns, musical instruments, tobacco, paper products, honey, wheat, corn, wine, wax, sheep, and goats were all traded at the fair. Located
at an important crossroads, it attracted as many as 77,000 people, who came from all of the territories of the Empire, but also from Austria, Saxony,
England, and France, among others. The regular contact with foreigners increased the interest of locals in European education and culture. European
ideas had major influence on the renaissance of the national movement in Macedonia. The fair became an important center for the national liberation
movement. Revolutionary books and ideas were secretly exchanged at the fair. The Nevrokop fair lost its significance after the Congress of Berlin,
which separated this area from the territory of Bulgaria. Although the fair has lost its economic significance, it is still an annual event. The author
proposes that efforts should be made to revive the fair and make it a site for an international folklore festival, which would demonstrate good will
between Balkan and EU neighbor nations. The author expresses the hope that with some effort, the fair’s economic significance may increase, as well.
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Mass migrations from rural areas to the urban ones, change of social structure of the population, political and ideological confrontation with members
of city dwelling bourgeois defeated by the revolution, general poverty but also the presence of firm dogmatic Party stands towards everything
pertaining to culture led to a decline in the quality of cultural and entertainment life in the cities. Although the Party tired to accomplish a unique cultural
revolution by organizing literacy courses and schooling for migrants, living conditions and their place of origin induced the tavern atmosphere to
prevail, as it did in the villages, in being their main and only place of entertainment. Attempts to enforce a special cultural dispersion paradoxically led
to a decline in the quality of cultural life, so even Party leaders noticed that „certain small cultural centers that had certain influence before the war are
now slowly acquiring the image of a backward, provincial, rural like center.” Not paying attention to the real needs, capacities and financial reality,
authorities founded theaters in small towns in improvised buildings. Theatre troupes without schooled directors and actors resembled more amateur
groups than professional theatre companies and mostly gave performances of moderately well prepared comedies. Party officials who determined the
theatre repertoire policy wanted performances which were socially engaged, politically educational and ideologically „suitable”, stressed that certain
plays were still being performed which because of their „worthlessness, lack of ideological stand or because of their reactionary stand” should not be.
Wanting to achieve a special socialist renaissance, the Party was offering migrants of reduced cultural needs cultural forms which they could not
understand nor accept. The uncontrolled urbanization therefore had a price - a new city dwelling class formed a „different cultural profile” which lagged
behind the traditional city dwelling population in literacy and level of culture. Too fine for the village and too poorly educated for the city, migrants were
the ones who mainly enjoyed the modified rural culture (kitsch) that had little connection to the true folk traditions.
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Born into a famous Serbian musical dynasty, Vasilije Mokranjac (19231984) emerged as a distinctive talent on his own and became one of the most
renowned Serbian/Yugoslav composers of the second half of the twentieth century, a distinguished professor of composition at the Faculty of Music in
Belgrade and a Fellow of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts. Mainly lauded as a symphonist, he also wrote piano music, as well as music for
radio, film and theatre. He won the most prestigious awards in the former Yugoslavia, including the Lifetime Achievement Award. However, his output
is virtually unknown outside the former Yugoslav region. An introverted man, who was not keen on self-promotion, Mokranjac did not seek international
recognition and rarefy ventured out of the country. Moreover, his career was tragically cut short when, aged 60, he committed suicide. In this article I
will argue that the symphonies of Dmitrii Shostakovich (1907-1975) provided a possible model for Mokranjac's symphonic conception. Arguably the
greatest twentieth-century symphonist, Shostakovich proved that it was possible to successfully merge "realist" iconology with the nineteenth-century
symphonic models and yet create compelling and relevant music. But while it is widely recognised that Shostakovich influenced generations of
Soviet/Russian composers, the impact of his symphonies outside of the Soviet Union - especially in the countries such as Yugoslavia that did not
belong to the Eastern Bloc and thus stood outside of the immediate Soviet cultural sphere - has rarely been investigated...
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Starting from the early 1990s, a period marked by the dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the ensuing war, hundreds of
thousands of professionals left the country (or, more precisely, the newly established countries that replaced the former Yugoslavia) and settled all
over the world. Such a massive ‘brain drain’ from small countries such as Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina has had a devastating impact
on many professional realms in the entire region. In the field of classical/art music, at least forty composers, members of different generations, left
Serbia, many of them never to return. Admittedly, a number of Serbian composers (or instrumentalists who later specialized in composition) had left
Yugoslavia even before the outbreak of war, in pursuit of professional opportunities abroad, among them Ivan Jevtić (b.1947; lived in France and
briefly in Brazil, currently holds dual French/Serbian citizenship), Ingeborg Bugarinović (b. 1953; settled in Vancouver), Dušan Bogdanović (b. 1955;
lived in San Francisco, currently teaches in Geneva), Miloš Raičković (b. 1956; lived in France,
Hawaii and Japan, before settling in New York), Aleksandar Damnjanović (b. 1959; moved to France in 1978), Mitar Subotić (b. 1961, moved to Sao
Paolo, Brazil in 1990, where he tragically died in 1999), Jovanka Trbojević (b. 1963, moved to Helsinki in 1989), and Dijana Bošković (b. 1969; moved
to Munich in 1989).
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"Contemporary Istrian composers at the turn of the 21st century and the role of their music in regional tourism" identifies Istrian composers working at
the turn of the 21st century based on musicological research, an analysis of sheet music publications from manifestations Naš kanat je lip and
Nagrada Ivan Matetić Ronjgov, interviews and audience reception. They are Dario Bassanese, Massimo Brajković, Đeni Dekleva-Radaković, Bruno
Krajcar, Elda Krajcar-Percan, Nello Milotti, Branko Okmaca
and Bashkim Shehu. These composers use elements deriving from Istrian traditional music. Elements of the Istrian-Littoral musical idiom in Istrian art
music are established by means of an analysis of Istrian composers’ works and an overview of research findings. All composers who use elements of
the hexatonic Istrian scale, a series of tones and half-tones, are defined as those writing music in the footsteps of Ivan Matetić Ronjgov, as opposed to
self-proclaimed Istrian composers. Their contemporary Istrian pieces are called neo-Istrian/Littoral works; similarly, the style is identified as neoIstrian/Littoral, whereby the author bears in mind that the use of traditional elements in modern works may, but need not, reflect the “spirit of traditional
music”.
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A large number of Russian refugees who feared the persecution as a result of a defeat of the anti-Bolshevik military troops located in the southern
parts of Russia (nowadays Ukraine) started to settle in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes in May 1919. Although the Russians experienced
great hardship as a result of displacement, experiencing poverty, hunger, disease and often inhuman living conditions, they created exceptionally rich
and multifarious cultural life in their host countries including the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (later the Kingdom of Yugoslavia) soon after
their settlement. Early in the 1920s they started organising their own scientific, professional, artistic, humanitarian and cultural associations and
publishing numerous journals and magazines (Đurić 1990; Sibinović 1994; Kačaki 2003). At the same time, they sponsored many public events in
order to promote
Russian cultural, scientific and artistic achievements and to foster the cultural emancipation of the local population.
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The available printed scores form Jovan Frajt's collection, as well as the preserved fragments of his catalogue, are analysed thoroghly. The results of
the analysis are explained in depth using the published statistical data from defferent sources. The aim is to assess the significance of Frajt's collection
in the research of sociocultural tendencies in Serbia between the two World Wars as well as the European influences on his music works.
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In this paper we focused on the collaboration of the Jeunesses Musicales of Yugoslavia (JMY) with similar organisations of the Eastern Bloc countries.
https://www.academia.edu/44620802/Jeunesses_Musicales_of_Yugoslavia_ Besides pointing to the various activities that the JMY carried out from the early 1960s to the late 1980s, certain general tendencies in the process of
1954_1991_Activities_in_the_Countries_of_Eastern_Bloc_Through_the_Pri cultural exchange were also underlined. The aim is to consider whether the JMY’s cooperation with Eastern Bloc organisations followed Yugoslav
sm_of_Socialist_Yugoslavia_Cultural_Diplomacy
foreign policies in the cultural sphere at the time. Keywords: SFR Yugoslavia, Eastern Bloc, cultural exchange, cultural diplomacy, Jeunesse Musicales
of Yugoslavia
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This article examines the influence of foreign musical cultures in the work of Miloslav Kabeláč
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Voyage dans l'Eubée, les îles ioniennes et les cyclades en 1841 publié pour la première fois avec une notice biographique et bibliographique par
Jean Longnon. Préface de Maurice Barrès. LXIII + 293 p. Voyages. Géographie. Portrait en frontispice. 15x22,5 cm. 293 p. Emile-Paul Frères. Broché
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Le genre de la comédie musicale - ou musical en terminologie anglo-saxonne - représente un sujet d'actualité de la vie théâtrale serbe et française.
La dernière décennie a donné un nouveau élan au genre, mais c'est notamment la période depuis l'année 2005 qui se caractérise par des nombreux
changements importants dans la filière qui ont contribués au succès sans précédent de la comédie musicale à Belgrade et en Serbie. Mais aussi en
France, dans un contexte le plus différent que possible du contexte serbe, l'année 2005 a donné de nombreux changements importants de la filière du
théâtre musical en ce qui concerne la production et la réception du genre. Quand on observe la comédie musicale en Serbie et en France, il faut
prendre en compte des différences de la nature terminologique mais aussi de la nature économique provenant de différents modes d'exploitation des
spectacles.
The Philharmonic Society in Ljubljana was the successor to one of the oldest philharmonic societies in Europe, the Academia Philharmonicorum
Labacensis, established in 1701. Because of the growing national tensions among the German- and Slovenian-speaking populations of the Slovenian
lands in the 1860s, a certain degree of competition between domestic and foreign, more precisely, between the so-called German and Slovenian
music societies, appeared in the musical life of Slovenia. But many distinguished Slovenian musicians even later remained members of the so-called
German Philharmonic Society. It was therefore not until the end of World War I that nationalism became the prevailing way of thinking in Slovenia.
Afterwards, it became necessary to break with everything from the past (especially with the “German” Philharmonic Society and the “German” Opera in
Ljubljana), and to rely solely on Slovenian achievements. Slovenian music and later on, unfortunately, also a part of Slovenian musicology thus made
an exceptionally dangerous step backward and suppressed a very important part of its musical culture.
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Through a comparative analysis the author of this paper attempts to determine the essential compositional-technical characteristics, as well as
esthetical directions in Josip Procházka’s eleven songs published in the magazine ‘Novi akordi’, written by the composer during his musicalpedagogical work in Slovenia. Wishing to determine the role and significance of the aforementioned songs in a broader creative context of the song in
Slovenia, the author takes a critical view of understanding the progress as the strengthening of ‘national originality’, which seems to have set
significant boundaries to the editorial policy in the seemingly ‘non-party’ magazine ‘Novi akordi’.
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Книгата изследва музикалните традиции в Югоизточна Европа. Преминавайки отвъд конвенционалните граници между музикологията и
етномузикологията, е направен опит да бъде изяснено как музиката - локална и чуждестранна, допринася за изграждане на национални,
регионални и социални идентичности в региона.
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The author discusses methodological questions concerning his broad research project on music in the Balkans. He raises a number of questions
related to defining national, cultural, and other identities and influences in this region. The text is organized into four sections: 1. An ecumene, 2.
Culture as appropriation 3. Centers and peripheries, and 4. Music gets its own back.
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This comprehensive overview of music in the nineteenth century draws on the most recent scholarship in the field. It avoids mere repertory surveys,
focusing instead on issues which illuminate the subject in novel and interesting ways. The book is divided into two parts (1800–1850 and 1850–1900),
each of which approaches the major repertory of the period by way of essays investigating the intellectual and socio-political history of the time. The
music itself is discussed in five central chapters within each part, amplified by essays on topics such as popular culture, nationalism, genius, and the
emergent concept of an avant-garde. The book concludes with an examination of musical styles and languages around the turn of the century. The
addition of a detailed chronology and extensive glossaries makes this the most informed reference book on nineteenth-century music currently
available.
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In this article, the author observes and discusses the questions of national identity in the context of Czech and Slovenian music at the turn of the 19th to
the 20th century. The Italian and German influences dominating Slovenian music in the past began from the mid 19th century onward to be replaced
by predominantly Czech elements as the consequence of the numerous Czech musical immigration in Slovenia. Many of Czech musicians were
naturalized in Slovenia and can therefore be included among Slovenian musicians. Although they actively supported the building of a Slovenian
national style, they did not feel the need for the repeated аesthetic evaluation of traditional frames.
The activity of Czech musicians undoubtedly left a visible mark on the musical culture in Slovenia in the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century.
Taking into account the prevalent role of Czech musicians in Slovenia, there arises the question whether – as regard the period in question – it might
be at all reasonable to speak of “Slovenian Music History” or, considering the high important role of Czech musicians during the period dealt with,
better to talk about “History of Music in Slovenia”.
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In the early nineteenth century Ottoman Empire, music listening was still controlled by Quranic law, and thus limited. At the same time, one of the ethnic
https://www.academia.edu/2606874/The_active_listener_Greek_attitudes_to
peoples of the Empire, the Greeks, had developed a liberal attitude towards music listening, mainly due to their Hellenic heritage as well as their
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exposure to the ideas of the Enlightenment. This paper focuses on the first Greek writing on the topic of “the listener”, from the 1810s, showing how the
Greeks sought to combine perceptions ranging from classical writings to contemporary western European theories of aesthetics, and develop them
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into a harmonious whole.
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"Folk ballads were initially taken up by composers through the mediation of poets and writers, they gradually were selected from the original by the
https://www.academia.edu/10242177/Folk_Narrative_Songs_in_Modern_Gre former. This process will be followed and discussed through three selected (albeit representative) works of the sort: the songs of the “Bridge of Arta”,
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the “Dead Brother”, and the “Maiden and Death”. All three works correspond to three different kinds of music: opera, incidental music for theatre, and
http://www.isfnr.org/files/recent-publications.html
ballet. They also reflect the historical events of the period, i.e. the Balkan Wars (1912-13) and World War I, the Catastrophe in Asia Minor and the
Refugee influx to Greece (1922-1923), and the breakout of II World War and the Italian Invasion (1938-1940)".
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The present work is based on Josip Andreis "Razvoj muzičke umhetnosti u Hrvatskoj" (Tzhe development of music in Croatia), which which was
included in the book Historijski razvoj muzičke kulture u Jugoslaviji (The historical development of musical culture in Yugoslavia).
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Winner of the Mihajlo Misa Djordjevic Book Prize awarded by the North American Society for Serbian Studies Metropolitan Belgrade presents a
sociocultural history of the city as an entertainment mecca during the 1920s and 1930s. It unearths the ordinary and extraordinary leisure activities that
captured the attention of urban residents and considers the broader role of popular culture in interwar society. As the capital of the newly unified
Yugoslavia, Belgrade became increasingly linked to transnational networks after World War I, as jazz, film, and cabaret streamed into the city from
abroad during the early 1920s. Belgrade's middle class residents readily consumed foreign popular culture as a symbol of their participation in
European metropolitan modernity. The pleasures they derived from entertainment, however, stood at odds with their civic duty of promoting highbrow
culture and nurturing the Serbian nation within the Yugoslav state. Ultimately, middle-class Belgraders learned to reconcile their leisured indulgences
by defining them as bourgeois refinement. But as they endowed foreign entertainment with higher cultural value, they marginalized Yugoslav
performers and their lower-class patrons from urban life. Metropolitan Belgrade tells the story of the Europeanization of the capital's middle class and
how it led to spatial segregation, cultural stratification, and the destruction of the Yugoslav entertainment industry during the interwar years.
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The article examines the development of German opera in Ljubljana in the period 1861-1875.
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Whereas Donizetti's operas are already found in the repertoire of theatres here and there outside Italy towards the end of the 1820's and more and
more often after the triumphant success of »Anna Bolena« in 1830, the first perfomance of Donizetti in Ljubljana was only in the autumn of 1838 when
on October 13th »L'elisir d'amore« was given in the Ljubljana Theatre, which until 1861 continued to be supported by the Provincial Estates. »Lucia di
Lammermoor« followed on January 22nd, 1839. Thus, unlike some other towns, Ljubljana, first came to know Donizetti not from his early works but
from two important works of art. It is indeed curious that the name of this master should have taken so many years to appear in our theatrical repertoire.
It is true that the Italian companies which usually brought the latest operatic novelties from their own country had not visited Ljubljana since 1824. On
the other hand it is known that from the autumn of 1829 onwards Ljubljana had had a series of rich and lively German opera seasons, when the public
listened to the works of composers such as Auber, Herold, Bellini, Boieldieu, Meyerbeer and Mercadante. The delay in question is even more
surprising since we know that Donizetti's Italian contemporary, V. Bellini, was performed in Ljubljana almost as early as in the great European cultural
centres and that our public was on the whole enthusiastic about the contemporary Italian operatic repertoire. Donizetti's late entry into the repertoire of
our provincial theatre can be no more than mere chance. Notwithstanding this initial delay the Ljubljana public over the following two decades heard
more of Donizetti's works than of any other opera composer's of the period. A survey of the repertoire of the Ljubljana theatre from 1838, the date of the
first Donizetti performance, to 1856 when the last new opera appears in the programme, clearly demonstrates that Donizetti's popularity surpassed that
of any other composer, for over this period as many as 14 of his operas were performed; apart from the two already mentioned, the list includes: Belisar
(premiere 16. II. 1839), Lucrezia Borgia (8. 1. 1840), Antonio Grimaldi (Marino Faliero, 24. 9. 1840), Gemma di Vcrgy (23. 1. 1841), Die Römer in
Melitone (Les Martyrs, 18. 11. 1841), Torquato Tasso (10. 5. 1842), Betly (25. 4. 1844), Linda di Chamounix (9. 11. 1850), Die Tochter des Regiments
(La Fille du Régiment, 14. 12. 1850), Robert Devereux (1853), Maria di Rohan (4. 10. 1856), Don Sebastian (15. 11. 1856). 63 The operas most
frequently performed were Lucia di Lammermoor, Belisar, Lucrezia Borgia and L'elisir d'amore. The Ljubljana premieres of individual operas of
Donizetti's from 1838 to 1844 took place almost parallel with those in important European centres. After 1850 there is quite a delay in this respect,
presumably owing to a few years' break in the performing of the operas in Ljubljana. Donizetti dominates the opera seasons from 1840/1 to 1856/7
(with the exception of 1855/6) to such an extent that we are justified in calling this period in the history of our theatre the Donizetti era. Among the
Donizetti operas produced in the Ljubljana theatre only few are of permanent artistic value. However, we must bear in mind that in the development of
Romantic opera a considerable role is played by those works which although not complete artistic triumphs contain individual passages of high artistic
value.
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As in most theatres of the former German and Austrian territories the first opera by Mozart to have been performed in Ljubljana was probably »Die
Entführung aus dem Serail«. This work is to be found among the works performed by the impresario Joh. Friedr. Zöllner in 1787. We know that his
company gave performances in Ljubljana in 1785/86 which suggests the probability of a performance of the opera by his company at this time. In the
same way it is only indirect material that permits us to draw conclusions about the performances of the opera »Le nozze di Figaro« in 1790/91. This
work is to be found in Gothaer Theaterkalender for 1790 among the new operas prepared by the Georg Wilhelm company which gave performances in
Ljubljana in 1790/91. The sources for the following operatic seasons provide no evidence of a performance of Mozart in the Ljubljana theatre.
However, it seems not unlikely that the public enjoyed some of his operas during this period. Yet there is no doubt that »Die Zauberflöte« and »Cosi
fan tutte« were performed as part of the repertoire of operas given in Ljubljana by the impressario Konstantin Parasko-witz during the season 1796/97.
The first performance of the former took place on the 19th January 1797 while the later was presented for the first time on the 16th January 1797. The
report in Gothaer Theaterkalander for 1800 points to the possibility of performances of »Die Entführung aus dem Serail« in Ljubljana by the Georg
Schandroch company in 1798/99 or 1799/1800. We are in no doubt that this impresario included »Die Zauberflöte« in his repertoire on December 1st,
2nd and 13th, 1801 and on the 9th and 10th January 1803. This rather regular and extensive activity by the German opera companies came to a
standstill with the French occupation of Ljubljana which began a little later. This standstill lasted 15 years and it is therefore understandable that there
is no written evidence of performances of Mozart during these years. In 1818/19 the impresario Carl Waidinger came to the Ljubljana theatre. The
activity of German opera was noticabley livelier from this date and Mozart's »Die Zauberflöte« reappeared in the repertoire. The first performances in
Ljubljana of Mozart's previously mentioned operas are largely parallel with performances in larger German and Austrian theatres and are even ahead
of some other important West European centres. However, we know that the performances of »Don Giovanni« and »La clemenza di Tito« were rather
late (i. e. March 23nd 1823, respectively January 9th 1825). As it is known that »Don Giovanni« vas very well received on many of the German and
Austrian stages during the years immediately preceding the turn of the century, it is possible that this opera had also been performed earlier in
Ljubljana, but we have no source evidence of this. Several performances of Mozart's operas were also given some seasons after the year 1823 when
romanticism was gradually introduced into the repertoire of the Ljubljana theatre; as for example »Don Giovanni« (1824, 1832), »Tito« (1825), »Die
Zauberflöte« (1826, 1832) and »Die Entführung aus dem Serail« (1831). Performances of Mozart's operas became increasingly rare after 1832 as the
Italian and French romantic opera began to dominate; the only performances in the period up to 1861 being 1834 »Tito«, 1840 and 1853 »Don
Giovanni« and 1856 »Die Zauberflöte«.
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The first performance of Rossini's music in Ljubljana took place at the beginning of January 1820, when the Carl Waidinger company sang the opera
»Tancred«. Between this time and the year 1835 at least 16 operas of this master were performed at the Ljubljana Theatre. It is posible that the number
was somewhat greater, but because of the lack of sources the repertoire is not entirely known. In any event the repertoire of the above mentioned
establishment reveals that neither at this particular period, nor indeed, at any other time before or after, was any other composer presented in Ljubljana
as often as Rossini. In the beginning of the 1820's, when German and Italian opera companies were constantly alternating at the Ljubljana Theatre, the
latter performed Rossini's operas to a greater extent than the former. When, however, between 1825 and 1841, there were no Italian opera companies
in Ljubljana, the German companies were for a long time the only representatives of this master. Thus, after the year 1824 the importance of Rossini in
the German programmes increased noticably. Until the year 1835 the German companies still produced a whole series of the master's new works; in
some seasons as many as three, four or even five of his operas were performed. After the year 1835, however, Rossini completely lost the dominant
position which he had held in the repertoire of the Ljubljana Theatre. In was taken over by Bellini and Donizetti. From that time on, only familiar Rossini
operas are performed in Ljubljana, and in most seasons only one of his works is given. Sometimes whole seasons go by without a Rossini opera.
Recorded performances of Rossini's operas in the Ljubljana Theatre are as follows: 48 Tancred (First performance January 1820), Othello (November
30, 1820), II barbiere di Seviglia (December 21, 1820), L'inganno felice (March 8, 1821), L'Italiana in Algeri (April 7, 1821), La cenerentola (April 5,
1821), Eduardo e Cristina (May 11, 1821), Le gazza ladra (October 26, 1824), Aureliano in Palmira (December 20, 1825), La donna del lago (March
17, 1826), Elisabetta (February 2, 1830), Le Comté Ory (December 15, 1830), La Siege de Corinthe (March 15, 1832), Mose in Egitto (March 9, 1833),
Guillaume Tell (January 4, 1834) and Semiramide (January 31, 1835).
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The theme of this article was inspired by a series of questions that arise to researchers when discussing compositions by musical modernist Slavko
Osterc and his pupils from the first half of the 20th century, whose music was neither "tonal" nor extreme "atonal". On the one hand, there is a strong
doubt of the Slovenian analysts in the progress (modernity) of the compositional means of the mentioned music, since the works are usually compared
with the most extreme solutions of the Second Vienesse School – with atonality, athematicism or twelve-tone technique, and on the other hand the
rejection of this music from the Slovenian cultural management in concert performing. The central question that arises is the question of the
meaningfulness of such comparison, given that these composers were educated also in Prague and did not want to follow the Schönberg's twelvetone method.
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The examination of the Ljubljana Opera House offers observations on different areas of activity of this institution – artistic, organizational and social –
that are all interdependent and influence the fundamental mission of this artistic institution – the staging of musical theatre works and, in a broader
sense, transmitting and affirming the artistic tendencies of the Opera House. This article illuminates the time of the Ljubljana Opera House between
both world wars; it highlights the issues of opera directing
and the artistic emancipation of the opera director through the prism of the most significant actors of this institution.
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"Echoes of European Tendencies in the Creativity of Janko Ravnik" examines two theses: the positioning of Janko Ravnik in the musical-historical
context of Slovene (and European) music and the use of the concept of Neo-Romanticism as a stylistic label for his opus.
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Janko Ravnik aroused the attention of the Slovene musical public in the twenties of the 20th century, when his first compositions appeared in the New
Chords (Novi akordi) review. After finishing his piano studies in Prague, he introduced himself to domestic audiences not only as a pianist but,
interestingly, also as a composer. His firstlings were highly praised by the critics. Though rather alien to the New Chords, the only Slovene secular
music periodical at the beginning of the century, each and every Ravnik's composition breathed the spirit of late romanticism if not modernism. It can
be said, that Ravnik's works brought a new, to the New Chords less known spirit which took the editorial board more or less by surprise. Which means
that already in the twenties Janko Ravnik represented a characteristic musical personality that had entered the Slovene musical scene with an
idiosyncratically recognizable, and artistically accomplished musical language. However, Ravnik's subsequent composing remained bound to the
musical poetics of his early works; his modest compositional output remained in the chamber music genre, in that of songs, choral works, and piano
miniatures, so that he seems to have been more dedicated to performing on the concert podium and to teaching. Especially in the first half of the 20th
century. Ravnik's musical activity was present in the musical life of Slovenia. What the reception of his creative work was like, is the aim of the present
article. In this connection, all sources that follow the composer's pianistic activity have been taken into account, so that the mosaic of the 'written-down'
might be more comprehensive. At first sight, the amount of personal sources appear to support the view that much has been already said about
Ravnik, and that the interpretation of his musical art lacks only a rounded-off epilogue. However, a more thorough examination of the material, as well
as the comparison of older and newer data, offer a completely different picture. Examining the reception of Ravnik's creativity in Slovene musical
writings on three levels – critiques of compositions in music periodicals of that time, analytical contributions concerning Ravnik's compositions, and
existing biographic sources, as well as similar descriptions of the composer's life and work – one comes to the conclusion that the first two, and at the
same time most important levels can be reduced to two relevant authors: Gojmir Krek and Marijan Lipovšek. Which raises at least two questions: how
much research has been actually done on Janko Ravnik's creativity, and, what is the real significance of his musical art in the mosaic of Slovene music
history.
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The main goal of this paper, devoted to the contribution of Czech Musicians to the Serbian Music in the 19th Century is to point out the facts
which will contribute to the better understanding of the migration as an important cultural phenomenon. Particular attention will be paid to several
musicians whose biographies and achievements are notable.
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A result of many years of the author’s research of European frameworks of national music, Katarina Tomašević’s doctoral dissertation focuses on the
phenomena that initiated, provoked and significantly marked the lines of development of musical output and the circumstances in Serbian music in the
decades between the two World Wars. The analyses in this study have been carried out for the purpose of isolating and differentiating precisely those
phenomena which, being dominant and crucial in the processes of transcending the previous music tradition and practice, exerted vital influence on
the transformation of the physiognomy of Serbian music towards its modernization. The essential method of the comparative analytical procedure –
determining the types of relationships established between innovation and tradition – is also the basic criteria for deriving various typologies, those
arising from monitoring micro-changes within the very structure of music works and their stylistic aspect as well as broader ones, which encompass
developmental tendencies within the creative trajectory of an author or a whole group of creators. Serving as a point of departure for systematizing the
results of historical, analytical and theoretical research, the relations old-new, traditional-modern, national-cosmopolitan were also presented as being
key to understanding not only the typical featuresof the analyzed period of Serbian music and the local artistic surroundings, but also the general
characteristics of the lines of development of European art as its referential context.
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The main aim of this paper is to re-examine the modalities of Béla Bartók’s influence as a composer during the first half of the 20th century to the main,
dominantly “nationally oriented style” in the former Yugoslavia, focusing on two of Bartók’s somewhat younger contemporaries – the composers Josip
Slavenski (1896–1955) and Marko Tajčević (1900–1984), prominent representatives of European interwar musical modernism.
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The employment of folk elements in art music is a most effective means through which a composer may imbue their work with national character. At the
same time, the particular mode of manipulating the folk material may serve as an invaluable tool for penetrating a composer’s distinctive perception of
national identity. On the basis of these observations, my paper aims to put forward a more nuanced understanding of Nikos Skalkottas’s vision of
https://www.academia.edu/6933990/Katerina_Levidou_A_Dubious_Mission_
national music and Greek national identity by focusing on his idiosyncratic appropriation of Greek folk songs in his 36 Greek Dances for Orchestra.
Skalkottas_s_Vision_of_Truly_Greek_Music_and_his_36_Greek_Dances_in
Skalkottas’s peculiar conceptualisation of national identity with refer- ence to the Greek folk song will be reconstructed through analysis of his article on
_Nikos_Maliaras_ed_The_National_Element_in_Music_Conference_Procee
this topic. Subsequently, the implementation of Skalkottas’s pronouncements with respect to the composition of truly Greek music will be dis- cussed
dings_Athens_University_of_Athens_2014_255_66
with reference to the case of his Greek Dance “Syrtos” (B/1), based on the composer’s own transcriptions of the folk song employed, commissioned by
Melpo Merlier for the Musical Folklore Archive. Skalkottas’s approach will be contextualised with reference to the broader cultural milieu in
contemporaneous Athens.

English

The issue of “Greekness” – a perceived national character or identity – has naturally been a significant directive in scholarship on Greek art
music. For a long time “Greekness” was largely associated simply with borrowings from folk and Byzantine music or with thematic references to
ancient and modern Greek culture and history. Studies of Greek modernist composers specifically tackled the subject in connection with the dichotomy
between tradition and innovation and the divide between the “East” and the “West”. Nevertheless, such treatment of the question of national
identity in music is, to a certain extent, self-exoticising, if not essentialising. National identity emerges as a cohesive category, which is
barely differentiated historically (across time) and geographically (across space). At the same time, it surfaces as an autonomous category,
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpwhose relationship and interaction with other forms of identity (such as local, European, religious, social and gender) are disregarded. Current
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. musicological studies on Greek art music are increasingly exploring a variety of ways in which art music negotiates Greek national identity. Building
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
on existing methodologies of historical and cultural contextualisation, this paper proposes an interdisciplinary approach to the study of
“Greekness” drawing on anthropological theories. Such a methodology underlines the context-dependent and performative nature of national identity
as it is formed and negotiated in and through art music. Thus, more nuanced understandings of Greek art music and its history, as well as of the very
notion of Greek national identity may emerge, which highlight Greek art music’s relationship to Greek culture and society, and could bring musicology
into dialogue with the fields of modern Greek studies and anthropology. Issues of Greek identity are introduced through a brief analysis of the
Greek entry for the 2011 Eurovision Song Contest. Nikos Skalkottas’s views on the folk song and his 36 Greek Dances for Orchestra serve as a case
study of expressions of “Greekness” in art music.
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The impact of Greek antiquity on modern culture is anything but unexplored territory, ahardly surprising fact given that the modern Western civilisation
is widely considered as anoffspring of ancient Greek culture and thought. The extent to which Western art music,specifically – from the Renaissance
https://hellenicmusiccentre.com/index.php?id_category=15&controller=categ onwards – has been indebted to ancient Greek culture, thought and history is an issue constantly revisited by scholars from within as well asbeyond
ory&id_lang=1
the area of musicology, particularly thanks to the recent flourishing of reception studies. The range of repertories, however, that have been scrutinised
is (perhapspredictably) narrow, with art music of Western European countries – especially the genre of opera – dominating our understanding of the
ways in which music has drawn on ancient Greece.
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https://www.cambridgescholars.com/product/978-1-4438-8828-8%20%20
https://www.amazon.com/Musical-Receptions-Antiquity-RomanouKaterina/dp/1443888281

This collection of works discusses the impact of Greek antiquity on modern culture, with a particular focus on music of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. The various essays offer comprehensive interdisciplinary examination of music’s interaction with Greek antiquity since the nineteenth
century than has been attempted so far, analysing its connotations and repercussions. The volume sheds light on a number of hitherto underexplored
case studies, and revisits and reassesses some well-known instances.

https://www.academia.edu/2154302/Westernization_of_Greek_music

The two longer lasting conquerors of Christian Greeks were the Venetians and the Ottoman Turks. Under the Venetians, Greeks (specifically, the
inhabitants of the Ionian Islands) assimilated Italian music and harmony in a popular tradition. Greeks subjugated
to the Ottoman Turks, resisted cultural assimilation, and, united under the guidance of the Ecumenical Patriarchs in Constantinople, saw Orthodoxy in
combination with the Ancient Greek heritage, as the essence of Greek nationality. Monophonic church music, termed
“national music", and its neumatic notation were widely spread. Westernization in those areas, that included Athens, was initiated by Greek musicians
from the Ionian Islands. They founded institutions for the performance of western music, aiming at the edification of the general
public. One of those institutions, the Conservatory of Athens, was reformed in 1891, introducing methods, study programs and evaluation criteria, much
like those of the best music schools of Paris and Germany. As a consequence, the musicians from the Ionian Islands
were marginalized, while the repertory, the aesthetic principles, the performance modes and conventions, underwent abruptly radical changes. Those
changes in musical manners coincide with Eleftherios Venizelos' election as a prime minister, in 1910, and his progressive pro-western policy. It was
in that year that the composer Manolis Kalomiris, who had studied in Vienna, and was an admirer of both Wagner
and Venizelos, settled in Athens, emerging as the initiator, leader and promoter of a Greek National School, that was to dominate musical life of Athens
during the first half of the twentieth century (and, of course, to change the meaning of the term “national music", westernising that too!). The ensuing
conflict between pro-Italians and pro-German musicians, was violent and, at times, amusing. It reflected political leanings, but primarily it was a debate
over the devolution of privileges from one group of musicians to another; a struggle for professional survival.
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https://www.academia.edu/3256161/B%C3%A9la_Bart%C3%B3k_and_Niko The author analyzes the similarities between Béla Bartók’s and Nikos Skalkottas’ music,. She also gives some helpful information on this Greek
s_Skalkottas
composer and on the situation in Greece during his life and during the first stages of his work’s revivaland evaluation.
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Nostos denotes the act of coming back home. The meaning of algos is pain (used, for instance, in änalgetic"). As a compromise of nostalgia, algos has
https://www.academia.edu/27895053/Nostos_through_the_West_and_Nosto the meaning of a torturing desire sparked off by hope for a future as beautiful as the past. Greeks, in recent times, have perpetually indulged in
s_through_the_East_Readings_of_Ancient_Greek_Music_in_Early_Twentiet nostalgia for ancient Greece, whose image, knowledge and conscience have in fact been constantly transformed. This chapter describes how Greeks
h_Century_Constantinople_and_Athens
in early twentieth-century Athens and Constantinople, two centres with distinct cultural environments, concieved of ancient Greek music, and examines
how these concepts may have been formed.

English

The two longer lasting conquerors of Christian Greeks were the Veneti-ans and the Ottoman Turks. Under the Venetians, Greeks (specifically, the
inhabitants of theIonian Islands) assimilated Italian music and harmony in a popular tradition. Greeks subju-gated to the Ottoman Turks, resisted
cultural assimilation, and, united under the guidance of the Ecumenical Patriarchs in Constantinople, saw Orthodoxy in combination with the Ancient
Greek heritage, as the essence of Greek nationality. Monophonic church music, termed “national music", and its neumatic notation were widely spread.
Westernization in those areas, that included Athens, was initiated by Greek musicians from the Ionian Islands. They founded institutions for the
performance of western music, aiming at the edification of the general public. One of those institutions, the Conservatory of Athens, was reformed in
1891,introducing methods, study programs and evaluation criteria, much like those of the best music schools of Paris and Germany. As a
consequence, the musicians from the Ionian Islands were marginalized, while the repertory, the aesthetic principles, the performance modes and
conventions, underwent abruptly radical changes.Those changes in musical manners coincide with Eleftherios Venizelos' election as a prime minister,
in 1910, and his progressive pro-western policy. It was in that year that the composer Manolis Kalomiris, who had studied in Vienna, and was an
admirer of both Wagner and Venizelos, settled in Athens, emerging as the initiator, leader and promoter of a Greek National School, that was to
dominate musical life of Athens during the first half of the twentieth century (and, of course, to change the meaning of the term “national
music",westernising that too!).The ensuing conflict between pro-Italians and pro-German musicians, was violent and, at times, amusing. It reflected
political leanings, but primarily it was a debate over the devolution of privileges from one group of musicians to another; a struggle for professional
survival.
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https://www.academia.edu/2154302/Westernization_of_Greek_music
http://www.maticasrpska.org.rs/stariSajt/casopisi/muzika_28-29.pdf

This chapter is on taste. It highlights the ambiguity of the meaning of ‘progress’ (or ‘Westernisation’) in the development of Greek music; ambiguity
deriving from the ill-timed encounter (or, rather, collision) of the Western trend for restoring past music, and the (Greek) goal to arise from a distant past.
It focuses on the contribution of the inhabitants of the prosperous city of Odessa to the progress of Greek musical life and education and follows their
fluctuating adaptation to the prevailing trends and tastes.

Greek

https://www.academia.edu/23367872/The_Greek_community_of_Odessa_an The article highlights the ambiguity of the meaning of progress (or Westernisation) in the development of Greek music; the ambiguity deriving from the
d_its_role_in_the_Westernisation_or_progress_of_Greek_music
ill-timed encounter (or, rather, collision) of the Western trend for restoring past music, and the Greek goal to arise from a distant past. It focuses on the
contribution of the inhabitants of the prosperous city of Odessa to the progress of Greek musical life and education and follows their ßuctuating
https://dais.sanu.ac.rs/handle/123456789/3505
adaptation to the prevailing trends and tastes.

French

Greece entered WWII on October 28, 1940, one day and few hours after a gala performance of Puccini’s Madama Butterfly in Athens, attended by
the composer’s son Antonio and his wife, and celebrated with a reception of the city’s high society, in the Italian ambassador’s house.
During the reception, the ambassador was preparing an ultimatum that he handed to the governor Ioannis Metaxas at three in the morning. The event
might be seen as symbolic of the distasteful fact that it was during the Italian and the German occupation that the two most essential state organizations
of music performance were founded in Athens. They are the Symphonic Orchestra of Athens (1942; named in 1943 State Orchestra of Athens) and
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpthe National Lyric Stage (that became autonomous in 1944, being since 1939 a branch of the Royal Theatre), two organizations that led music life in
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
Greece virtually during the rest of the 20th century. The two organizations were founded on laws made in the occupied Ministry of Culture with
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
the collaboration of a group of Greek musicians, whose political orientation was extremely diverse and opposed, but whose education united
them through the admiration of Western “classical” music and the desire to disseminate it to the Greek people. Greek musicians of that period strove
to cultivate a culture they were engrossed with, in a society that was not conscious of this culture’s importance. They took advantage of every
opportunity, and had the misfortune to be offered a lot from their conquerors, the Italians and the Germans whose music culture constitutes the
core of Western Music.

English

This book is one of the results of the bipart cooperation between Serbia and Greece oncultural heritage that was funded by the Operational Program
“Competitiveness”,Greek Ministry of Development, General Secretariat for Research and Developmentand took place in 2005-2007 [Community
Support Framework 2000-2006]. MelitaMilin from the Institute of Musicology, Serbian Academy of Arts and Sciences wasthe head of the Serbian
https://www.academia.edu/14679331/Aspects_of_Greek_and_Serbian_Musi musicological research team that consisted of KatarinaTomasevic, Biljana Milanović and Aleksandar Vasić. Katy Romanou, from theFaculty of Music,
c_2008_?email_work_card=title
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, was the head ofthe Greek musicological research team that consisted of Ioannis Belonis, Nick
Poulakis, Aristidis Kentros and Vasiliki Sirakouli. Research cooperation between thetwo heads of the parties existed before the beginnings of the
project, but this programwas a great chance to establish it. This book is devoted in shedding light on theunknown and ambiguous Balkan area from a
musicological perspective.

English

In 1876 Bourgault-Ducoudray published his 30 mélodies populaires de Gréce et d’ Orient. In the introduction of this collection he showed that the
Greek folk melodies’ modal structure was common with that of ancient Greek and Byzantine music. This collection became popular in Western Europe
(especially in France) the following decades, during which important remains of notated ancient Greek music came into light in archaeological
excavations: in 1883, Seikilos’ epitaph was discovered in Aedin, near Asia Minor’s Tralleis; in 1892, a fragment from a stasimon of Euripides’ Orestes
was found on a papyrus (dating around the 1st century BC); in May 1893, two hymns to Apollo were discovered (paeans of the 2nd century BC) in
https://www.academia.edu/3256260/A_much_too_weighty_inheritance?emai Delphi, that happen to be the lengthiest remains of ancient Greek music. The Delphic hymns got circulated in numerous editions, harmonizations and
l_work_card=title
instrumentations, most famous being Gabriel Fauré’s opus 63b composed in 1894. In that year, a conference in Paris over the revival of the Olympic
Games in Athens (1896), further augmented the interest in Greek music. In Western cities, and in Athens, folk songs from Bourgault-Ducoudray’s
collection were frequently performed together with the Delphic hymns and other ancient Greek music. Those events, reflecting universal esteem and
admiration of Greek folk music, changed radically the relation of the Greek people to it. The evolution of Greek music since those times, is
characterised by the continuous effort to protect indigenous music from western influence, in order to preserve its similarities with the glorious ancestral
civilizations. This results to the exclusion of indigenous music talents from music education, which is western.

English

Greece entered WWII on October 28, 1940, one day and few hours after a gala performance of Puccini’s Madama Butterfly in Athens, attended by the
composer’s son Antonio and his wife, and celebrated with a reception of the city’s high society, in the Italian ambassador’s house. During the
reception, the ambassador was preparing an ultimatum that he handed to the governor Ioannis Metaxas at three in the morning. The event might be
seen as symbolic of the distasteful fact that it was during the Italian and the German occupation that the two most essential state organizations of music
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpperformance were founded in Athens. They are the Symphonic Orchestra of Athens (1942; named in 1943 State Orchestra of Athens) and the National
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. Lyric Stage (that became autonomous in 1944, being since 1939 a branch of the Royal Theatre), two organizations that led music life in Greece
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
virtually during the rest of the 20th century. The two organizations were founded on laws made in the occupied Ministry of Culture with the
collaboration of a group of Greek musicians, whose political orientation was extremely diverse and opposed, but whose education united them through
the admiration of Western “classical” music and the desire to disseminate it to the Greek people. Greek musicians of that period strove to cultivate a
culture they were engrossed with, in a society that was not conscious of this culture’s importance. They took advantage of every opportunity, and had
the misfortune to be offered a lot from their conquerors, the Italians and the Germans whose music culture constitutes the core of Western Music.

English

The picture of Greek music has been reformed several times in the past. At every renewal of the connections with the model, leading western
civilization, traditional historic narrations are seen as conservative and outmoded. The moment a foreign civilization is perceived and established as a
model for progress, conservatism becomes related to local tradition. It is however realized that what attracts the representatives of the model
civilization is local tradition, which the more it is kept off extrinsic influences like their own, the more it holds their esteem. Thereafter and therefore,
paradoxically, the conservation of tradition is connected to progress. Realizing the value attributed to their own music, they get gradually conditioned to
conform to the idea that their music of everyday life should be preserved in the forms it has acquired. They become "unworthy" of dealing with it in any
other way. If they continue to get creatively involved with their music, exposed as they are to new influences, their art is perceived by those foreigners
https://www.academia.edu/38822887/9_Local_tradition_and_Western_influe
as a combination of a naive concept of the new (that is, rudimentary harmony) with a simplified expression of the old (that is, obtuse intervallic, rhythmic
nce?email_work_card=title
and timbre adaptation in the new notation and theoretical system). The emergence of these blends-of the new transformed to primitive and the old
transformed to simplistic new-provokes reactions, looked on as disgrace of both traditions. Local traditional musicians are then deterred from dealing
both with the music they know very well and the music they are eager to learn. Their talent is wasted and their creativity constructs no more the music
of the nation. The new musical culture is not assimilated by the people; it is cultivated by persons outside the local tradition, who come in closer contact
with the 'model' music, attaining a more sophisticated knowledge of its techniques. They are educated in western type institutions (quite often, in the
West). To them, borrowing from local tradition is a means either to attract local audiences to the art they wish to disseminate in their country, or to
create something new and original for western audiences.

English

The ideology of the Enlightenment entered Greece both through the West and the East. The western passage was the Ionian Islands that, except for a
few cases, had been of Venetian dominion since the 13th century and which maintained close contacts with Italy even after its falling under
subsequent non-Italian rulers (French liberators in 1797, Russian mediators in 1799 and English protectors in 1814 until 1864, the year of the islands’
incorporation to Greece). The cultural Renaissance that commenced on the Islands during the first few years of the 18th century coincides with the last
sparks of the tradition of classical Greek studies and Humanism that had been transfused in Venice by Greek refugees who had fled their Latin
https://www.academia.edu/15261034/Aspects_of_Greek_and_Serbian_Musi dominated islands at the imminence of the Ottoman occupation (Chios 1566, Cyprus 1571, Crete 1669). The contact of those refugees with members
c_Athens_2008
of the Greek aristocracy of the Ionian Islands proved decisive in the maintenance of national conscience and the study of the Greek language. The
enlightened Greek aristocrats would thus play a primary role in the preparation of the Greek Revolution. Venetian settlers and subsequent rulers
offered them attendance to the administration, as a shield from localcitizens’ discontent. Greeks of this class kept close contact with educational
institutions of Italy, where they studied and taught. They also gained free access to Academies founded on the islands, initially for Venetians only.
Towards the end of the 18th century the number of the educated Greeks grew larger since many were leaving Venice, that was now on decline, in
order to settle on the Ionian Islands aswell as other parts of Western Greece.
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During the twentieth century, Michaelides was a Greek, born in Nicosia on the Greek island of Cyprus. It is important to conceptualise this idiosyncrasy
of Cypriots before proceeding to our talk on Solon Michaelides. The psychological repercussions of it were deep, resulting in an admiration of Greek
culture and a sort of inferiority complex. Yiannis Papadakis and Mete Hatay, writing about the teaching of language as a means for creating national
identity consciousness, describe how the Cypriot idiom “was treated as a vulgar, peasant and ugly idiom, while standard Greek was considered
elevated and refined.” It is also to be noted that until 1960, the year that the Republic of Cyprus was established, the Cypriots shared the Greek flag;
that they still today sing the Greek national anthem; and that for several years after 1960, schoolbooks were provided free of charge from the Greek
Government. Both Cypriots and Greeks behaved as if Cypriots were Greeks.
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The music of Serbia and Greece has long been a vital part of Balkan culture, but it has been excluded from the academic canon of Western music
history. Katy Romanou corrects this oversight with Serbian and Greek Art Music, the first book in English on the subject. Written by seven renowned
https://www.academia.edu/2154198/Serbian_and_Greek_Art_Music_A_Patc
musicologists, the book stresses the interaction between music and politics and relates the efforts of local musicians to synchronize their musical
h_to_Western_Music_History_2009_
environment with the West. Focusing on music education, musical culture, and creation, this timely volume will be of interest to musicologists and
scholars of Balkan culture.

English

The picture of Greek music has been reformed several times in the past. At every renewal of the connections with the model, leading western
civilization, traditional historic narrations are seen as conservative and outmoded. The moment a foreign civilization is perceived and established as a
model for progress, conservatism becomes related to local tradition. It is however realized that what attracts the representatives of the model
civilization is local tradition, which the more it is kept off extrinsic influences like their own, the more it holds their esteem. Thereafter and therefore,
paradoxically, the conservation of tradition is connected to progress. Realizing the value attributed to their own music, they get gradually conditioned to
conform to the idea that their music of everyday life should be preserved in the forms it has acquired. They become "unworthy" of dealing with it in any
other way. If they continue to get creatively involved with their music, exposed as they are to new influences, their art is perceived by those foreigners
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/299446960_Aspects_of_Greek_an
as a combination of a naive concept of the new (that is, rudimentary harmony) with a simplified expression of the old (that is, obtuse intervallic, rhythmic
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and timbre adaptation in the new notation and theoretical system). The emergence of these blends-of the new transformed to primitive and the old
transformed to simplistic new-provokes reactions, looked on as disgrace of both traditions. Local traditional musicians are then deterred from dealing
both with the music they know very well and the music they are eager to learn. Their talent is wasted and their creativity constructs no more the music
of the nation. The new musical culture is not assimilated by the people; it is cultivated by persons outside the local tradition, who come in closer contact
with the 'model' music, attaining a more sophisticated knowledge of its techniques. They are educated in western type institutions (quite often, in the
West). To them, borrowing from local tradition is a means either to attract local audiences to the art they wish to disseminate in their country, or to
create something new and original for western audiences.
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This article explores the music education of the Greek people in the nineteenth century, as revealed through the description of music education in
Constantinople, Corfu and Athens.
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https://m-logos.gr/issues/i0003/a0027-smith/

Biographies of Cypriot composer Solon Michaelides (1905–1975) routinely note that he studied composition in Paris from 1930–1934, earning his
composition diploma from the Schola Cantorum under the tutelage of Guy de Lioncourt (1885–1961) while also taking additional lessons from Nadia
Boulanger at the Ecole Normale.1 Following his studies in Paris, Michaelides returned to Cyprus where he embarked on his long and prolific career as
a teacher, conductor, scholar, and composer. Given the rich cultural environment of Paris in the 1920s and 30s, along with the particular reputation of
the Schola Cantorum as the focal organization of French nationalist musical conservatism, it is rather astonishing that Michaelides’s biographers have
not attempted to connect his student experiences to his later work.
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Cultural Histories of Noise, Sound and Listening in Europe, 1300-1918 presents a range of historical case studies on the sounding worlds of the
European past. The chapters in this volume explore ways of thinking about sound historically, and seek to understand how people have understood
and negotiated their relationships with the sounding world in Europe from the Middle Ages through to the early twentieth century. They consider, in
particular: sound and music in the later Middle Ages; the politics of sound in the early modern period; the history of the body and perception during the
Ancien Régime; and the sounds of the city in the nineteenth century and sound and colonial rule at the fin de siècle.
Russian
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The case studies also range in geographical orientation to include considerations not only of Britain and France, the countries most considered in
European historical sound studies in English-language scholarship to date, but also Bosnia-Herzegovina, British Colonial India, Germany, Italy and
Portugal. Out of this diverse group of case studies emerge significant themes that recur time and again, varying according to time and place: sound,
power and identity; sound as a marker of power or violence; and sound, physiology and sensory perception and technologies of sound, consumption
and meaning.
Part 2: Sound Politics, Chapter 7: Cannons, Church Bells and Colonial Policies: The Soundscape in Habsburg Bosnia-Herzegovina by Risto Pekka
Pennanen

2017
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Before the establishment of the new state of Greece early in the nineteenth century, both Greeks and Europeans speak of ‘Greece’, referring to Greek
communities beyond its borders. Music education in those communities consisted mainly of the music of the Greek Orthodox Church – applying a
special notation, appropriate to its monophonic, unaccompanied chant – and Western music, and was characterized by the degree to which either
culture prevailed. The antithesis of those music cultures was best represented, at least up to the 1850s, among the Greeks living in Constantinople –
the seat of the Greek Orthodox Church – and Corfu of the Ionian Islands – where Italian music was assimilated. Athens was elected in 1834 as the
capital of the Greek state because of its ancient monuments and did not attain the significance of a contemporary cultural centre before the 1870s. In
Athens, these two musical cultures were absorbed and transformed through their confrontation and interaction. However, the new state's political
orientation determined the predominance of Western music in music education in the capital.
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The opera of Dionysios Rodotheatos Oitona was presented in its one-act version in Corfu in January 1876, thrilling the audience. Her story was based
on the work of the same name attributed to "Homer of the North", the equally mythical poet Ossian. The name of the Celtic poet had become
emblematic during the so-called "pre-Romantic" and "early Romantic" periods, and in the following years came to be considered, as Carl Dahlhaus
puts it, "the patron saint of romantic music". However, do these data suffice to fully justify the choice of Rodotheatos in 1876? The text attempts to
approach the use of the Celtic mythological plot in Greece in the light of the spread of Wagnerian works in Italy of 1870, the melodramatic habits of the
time, the request for the creation of "Greek melodrama", the tectonic activity of the composer and various new elements concerning the life of
Rodotheatos and the subsequent course of his melodrama.
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Production: Corfu Philharmonic Society. Program notes (non-pruned version) for the revival of Alexandros Grek's operetta "Myriella" (Alexandria,
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The chapter investigates aspects of the ways music and musicians were involved in Corfu’s masonic lodges during the 19th century. After observing
the absence of any professional musicians in the earliest active lodge during that period (“Beneficenza e Filogenia Riunite”), it underlines the
presence of military musicians in the “columns of harmony” of the “Saint Napoleon” lodge (under Grand Orient of France, active between 1808 and
1814). The participation of Joseph Klosé, father of the Corfu born innovator of the clarinet Hyacinthe Eléonore Klosé, is particularly mentioned.
Regarding the “Most Serene Grand Orient of Greece” (active between 1816 and 1857 as the development of “Beneficenza e Filogenia Riunite”) the
membership, among others, of the violonist and conductor Marco Battagel and of the philosopher and politician Petros Vrailas Armenis is particularly
observed. The latter is also the writer of a detailed essay on music in Greek (1856). The activities of the “Grand Orient of Greece” offer us also some
information regarding the participation of (not initiated) bandsmen of the newly established Corfu Philharmonic Society during the Saint John feast.
The “Pythagoras” n. 654 lodge (under UGLE, established in 1838) had also musicians among its members, the vast majority of them being military
bandmasters of the British Army. Particular mention is given to Dionyssios Rodotheatos, who, apart from being an opera and symphonic music
composer, was one of the few Greeks to be initiated (1874) in the aforementioned lodge (also serving as its organist). Among the military bandmasters
and freemasons, the presence of Gaetano De Angelis and Niccoló Olivieri is particularly interesting, since they continued their studies in Corfu by the
side of Nikolaos Mantzaros and offered their musical experience both in the opera theatre and to the emerging civic bands’ activity in Corfu and
Cefalonia. Finally, the music and the musicians presence is also traced in the “Phoenix” lodge during the period under the jurisdiction of the Grand
Orient of France (1843-1929). Some musicians that were members of this, still active, lodge include the composers Spiros Xindas, Spiros Samaras,
Alexandros Grek, Gerasimos Rombotis and Spiros Doukakis, several bandmasters (both Greek and Italian) of the local civic bands, the military
bandmaster and composer Andreas Seiler, and certain other opera singers and musicians.
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Online
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The rediscovery and reinterpretation of Antiquity (particularly that of Greece and Rome) were main poles of the European Renaissance and
Enlightenment, and the resulting convictions led to the projection of the “Classical Antiquity” as “global cultural inheritance”. Meanwhile, the same
convictions, either forged or real, formulated in the West certain stereotypes regarding the Greek regions, which reflected ideas that were connected to
idealized mirages of ancient philosophy, literature, historiography and art. These reflections, torn between exoticism and the archeological vogue,
played crucial role on the perception of “Greekness” by the “West”. At the same time, 18th-century Greeks adopted these, often distorted and idealized,
views in order to self-determine the characteristics of their emerging national identity and as a way to acquire a place beside the “Enlightened
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpEuropean States”. 19th-century Ionian Islands were not left unaffected by this double (“western” and “indigenous-through-West”) observation of
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. “Greekness”. The historical and social conditions in the region further facilitated the direct interaction between these two approaches. In regard to
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
music, beside the numerous “cosmopolitan” or “patriotic” compositions of the time, there are certain works that “evoke the glory of Classical Antiquity”,
or, even, use ancient Greek in their versification. Some of these compositions also reflect certain presuppositions of the “West” towards Classical
Antiquity. This paper attempts to give an overview of the Ionians’ creative involvement with their, invented or not, past beginning with Eugenios
Voulgaris’s treatise On music (1772) and the satirical ideas criticizing the archaeological vogue in Nikolaos Mantzaros’s Don Crepuscolo (1815), and
reaching the symbolistic use of Antiquity in Spiros Samaras’s Rhea (1908). Then, it will discuss whether this creative output constituted an attempt to reestablish contact with the achievements of the Classical past as integral part of the region’s cultural identity or a safe and tested way to “legitimize” in
front of the European nations the place of the emerging Greek Kingdom as birthplace of a common European cultural matrix.
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This volume includes sixteen selected contributions covering areas such diverse as opera in the Ionian Islands,Athens and the Greek diaspora,
https://www.academia.edu/38843010/Opera_and_the_Greek_World_during_ analytical approaches and matters of reception bothin Greece and abroad, and offers to the readers a wealth of information regarding operatic activity
the_Nineteenth_Century_ebook_._FULL_ACCESS
in such places as Ermoupolis (Syros) and Smyrna, as well as aspects of the operatic “micro-history” of the Greek world and its place in the broader
operatic markets.
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Tradition and Innovation in Croatian Music at the Beginning of the 20th Century

Nikolaos Halikiopoulos Mantzaros (1795–1872) was a noble from Corfu and is better known today as the composer of the Greek national anthem.
However, recent research has proved his importance as a teacher and as one of the most learned composers of his generation, renowned, in Italy and
France as well as Greece.
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The aim of this article is to present Mantzaros’ developing relationship as dilettante composer to the emerging European nineteenth-century music and
aesthetics, as featured through his existing works and writings. In his early works (1815–27) Mantzaros demonstrates a remarkable creative
assimilation of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century operatic idioms, whereas his aristocratic social status allowed him an eclectic relationship
with music in general. From the late 1820s, Mantzaros also began setting Greek poetry to music, in this way offering a viable solution to the demand for
‘national music’.
From the mid-1830s onwards, Mantzaros’ already existing interest in Romantic idealism was broadened, affecting his work and thoughts. He stopped
composing opera-related works and demonstrated a dual attitude towards music. On the one hand he continued composing popular music for the
needs of his social circle, but on the other he developed an esoteric creative relationship with music. The latter led him as early as the 1840s to
denounce the ‘extremities of Romanticism’ and to seek the musical expression of the sublime through the creative use of ‘the noble art of counterpoint’.
This way he attempted to propose a re-evaluation of nineteenth-century trends through an eclectic neoclassicism, without neglecting the importance of
subjective inspiration and genius.
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The aim of this article is to present Mantzaros’ developing relationship as dilettante composer to the emerging European nineteenth-century music and
aesthetics, as featured through his existing works and writings. In his early works (1815–27) Mantzaros demonstrates a remarkable creative
assimilation of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century operatic idioms, whereas his aristocratic social status allowed him an eclectic relationship
with music in general. From the late 1820s, Mantzaros also began setting Greek poetry to music, in this way offering a viable solution to the demand for
‘national music’.
From the mid-1830s onwards, Mantzaros’ already existing interest in Romantic idealism was broadened, affecting his work and thoughts. He stopped
composing opera-related works and demonstrated a dual attitude towards music. On the one hand he continued composing popular music for the
needs of his social circle, but on the other he developed an esoteric creative relationship with music. The latter led him as early as the 1840s to
denounce the ‘extremities of Romanticism’ and to seek the musical expression of the sublime through the creative use of ‘the noble art of counterpoint’.
This way he attempted to propose a re-evaluation of nineteenth-century trends through an eclectic neoclassicism, without neglecting the importance of
subjective inspiration and genius.
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The earliest known aria in Greek was heard in Corfu in January 1827, was composed by Nikolaos Hal- ikiopoulos Mantzaros and -predictably enoughwas entitled Aria Greca. It was performed by an Italian singer dur- ing her beneficial night and its characteristic was that in its score the Greek verses
were written with letters of the Latin alphabet, in order to facilitate the soloist. Until recently it was believed that the aforementioned composition was a
unicum and that the absence of professional Greek-speaking singers (especially those of the “fair sex”) was a factor that prevented the composition of
vocal works of the operatic genre in Greek language. Nonetheless, the last few years research revealed several references to arias and other brief
works of operatic character “in Greek idiom”, both original and translations of standard repertory works. Most of these compositions were once more
performed during beneficial performances or charity galas. The paper will attempt to investigate the archival ref- erences and the works themselves
(were available), will raise some questions regarding the practical use of such compositions from the Italian singers perspective, and will commend on
the need for works related to the operatic genre in Greek in the Ionian theatres of the British Administration especially in a period, during which even
the slightest reference to the Greek language was considered an emblem of national (self)determination.
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Severiano Fogacci, the main subject of this essay, lived in an era of liberal movements and social upheaval in the Italian peninsula and Europe in
general. He can be considered a typical member of the post-napoleonic Italian generation, since he was born in 1803.1 His birthplace, Ancona, then
belonged to the Papal States and he therefore was brought up in an environment, which was rather conservative. Moreover, his family did not belong
among the privileged of that city. Severiano lost his father, Giovanni, when he was very young and this led to his entry to the local seminario, where he
began his studies. After five years there he continued his education in the public high school of Ancona, during a period full of political changes.
Fogacci early demonstrated a passion for Latin and Italian literature, as well as a desire to become familiar with the aesthetic trends then developing.
His political orientation in an era of social and political upheaval was becoming clearer at this time as well: by 1824 he had established connections
with the carbonari, as he did not consider the papal administration successful in managing the new post-restoration conditions in the Italian peninsula.
Thus Fogacci became a fervent patriot and supporter of Italian independence.

Serbian

Domenikos Padovás (1817-1892) has been known in the Greek community of musicology since the mid-1980s thanks to Georgios Leotsakos1 as the
author of the article “Poche parole sopra i scritti del Cav. Nicolò C. Manzaro” (April 1872),2 which is considered to be a kind of an “apologetic” text on
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek the creative activity of his teacher, Nikolaos Mantzaros (offering valuable information about the latter’s works). In the pre-1980s period, an observant
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth reader could find scarce, potentially contradictory, information about Padovás’ life and works in the pages of Spyros Motsenigos’ emblematic book on
ors
Neohellenic Music. 3 Today, we have satisfying information regarding the “lesser” composer of the 2017 anniversaries and we may reassess his
activity. At the same time, his collaboration with the Italian patriot Severiano Fogacci, which has not been sufficiently illustrated, offers an alternative
picture of Padovás’ contribution to the opera of his era.
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The search for cultural identity, especially in countries that are threatened or feel threatened by a dominant culture, can lead, many times, to
nationalism and isolation. It can also, perhaps more rarely, lead to unexpected paths which open up new horizons not only at the local level but also at
the universal level. The case of Iannis Xenakis fits into the second category. From 1949 until Metastaseis (1953-54), his first 'official' work, Xenakis
http://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/img/doi/1450-9814/2008/1450-98140808065P.pdf
wrote pieces in which he tried to combine Greek folklore with the European avant-garde. In 1955, he wrote an article devoted to this 'marriage', the first
and at the same time the last text published on this subject. Already, his music moves from the local framework and extends towards the universal with
the ambition to include all the musics of the world.
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In August 1888 the contract of the San Giacomo Theater of Corfu for the 1888/9 opera season (international theatrical periods of Autumn 1888 and
Decree 1888/9) was assigned by the "Commission" ("Commissione") of the specific theater to Alexandros Temponera Voggolis (referred to as
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek
Alessandro Tembonera Vogoli in the Italian musical-theatrical press of the time). The beginning of the performances was set for the third ten days of
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth
October 1888 and their end for the Last Sunday of Carnival, 19.2 / 3.3.1889. In initial contract planning, published in September of 1888, it was
ors
announced that the first production would be Verdi's Don Carlo and that during the season "Flora mirabilis" by Spyros Samaras would also be
promoted under the direction of the composer himself, who would go therefore in Corfu.
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One of Jakob Jež's favourite instruments is the vocal; he has therefore dedicated much of his time to the selection of textual material and its
incorporation into his music. Composers' attitude towards literature has been changing throughout history, with the post-war avant-garde period
offering many innovative solutions, which is also reflected in the vocal and instrumental music by Jakob Jež.
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Over a century and a half after the establishment of the first state educational institution dedicated to music in Iaşi – the School of Music and
Declamation (1860) – the distinctive features of music education and the social and cultural phenomena involved can be perceived and analyzed. This
“George Enescu” National University of Arts
study provides arguments to support the following features: 1.the openness to assimilate a variety of pedagogic and cultural influences, both from
http://rae.arts.ro/Review-of-Artistic-Education-Number-12-Year-2016-12c.html Europeand from Romania; 2. the role played by leading personalities, musicians – professors, inrising performance levels and in perpetuating the
project; 3. valorizing Romanian musictraditions - liturgical songs of Byzantine origin and regional folklore - through education(specializations, courses,
creative activities and music performance); 4. the constantinvolvement of music education in concerts and musical performances in Iaşi.
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This book represents the volume of the International Musicological Conference Musical Romania and Neighbouring Cultures. Traditions, Influences,
Identities, which took place in Iasi (Romania) and was organised by the George Enescu University of Arts Iasi in collaboration with the International
Musicological Society. The volume includes 35 papers of 38 authors who represent academic centres in Croatia, Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece and
Romania. The diverse topics include ancient Romanian, Balkan or East-European music, music iconography, Byzantine and folkloristic traditions, as
well as modern and contemporary music. The articles propose theoretical and methodological documentation on the interactions between liturgical,
folkloric and academic works within this multicultural space.
В сборника са събрани докладите, представени по време на Международната конференция по музикознание на тема „Музикална Румъния и
съседните култури. Традиции, влияния, идентичности“, организирана в гр. Яш (Румъния) от Университета по изкуствата „Джордже Енеску“ - Яш
в сътрудничество с Международното дружество по музикознание. Изданието включва 35 статии на 38 автори от Хърватия, България, Сърбия,
Гърция и Румъния. Тематиката е изключително разнообразна и включва изследвания от Античността до съвременната епоха. Събраните в
изданието текстове предлагат теоретичен и методологичен анализ на румънската музика в контекста на мултикултурното пространство в
Европа, включително на европейските влияния в религиозната, провинциална и градска музикална култура в Румъния.
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Dinu Lipatti (1917-1950) is a spectacular case of precocious musical fulfilment. The child presented a special penchant for music early on. His family
cultivated it and initiated a schedule of musical training for him by means of lessons with two famous teachers: Mihail Jora for composition and Florica
Musicescu for piano. The adolescent graduated the Bucharest conservatoire with honours, obtained the second prize at the International Piano
Competition in Vienna (1933) and made brilliant studies in Paris under the guidance of masters such as Alfred Cortot and Nadia Boulanger. He was
then propelled as a concert pianist internationally. In parallel he composed a series of symphonic, chamber and solo works, among which some
received important awards and distinctions. In 1943, together with Madeleine Cantacuzino, he settled in Geneva. Unfortunately, for the following seven
years he grappled with a ruthless disease. Despite his suffering, these were the prolific years of his maturity, during which the pianist had his most
important international collaborations and demonstrated his pedagogical qualities in his capacity as teacher at the Geneva
Conservatoire. A little while before his death on 2 December 1950, he made those Columbia recordings that were to consecrate him as a master of
piano interpretation. Besides the over thirty original scores he composed, his recordings are circulating today throughout the world, earning the artist
an even greater appreciation than during his lifetime.
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Historians are familiar with different processes of transfer in music history. Three forms of transfer are especially important: a transfer of meanings
through music (the foundation of musicology as a discipline), an economic transfer of musical goods (from instruments and scores to recordings and
performances), and a transfer of musical culture through different practices of what Christopher Small calls “musicking” (from school to media and
social networks). Some music crosses borders easily, while other music remains more attractive on a local level. The relationship of identity to music,
explored by Jules Combarieu in 1907 in a pseudo-Bach Sonata, and which Simon Frith (2004) calls the concept of “homology” in the context of
popular music, can have a broad set of variables. This article discusses the question of a transfer of the Mediterranean to music from the perspective of
a Slovene musicologist, or, more precisely, the transfer of the concept of the Mediterranean with regard to the music in Slovenia of the last fin de siècle.
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Solon Michaelides was a Cypriot composer, musicologist, and conductor with a considerable reputation in Cyprus, Greece, and abroad. Although
several sources deal with various aspects of his life and work, they are often inconsistent with respect to the information they contain. Until recently,
consulting the primary source material found in the Solon Michaelides Archive has been difficult because no catalogue existed for it prior to 2014. To
correct this situation, I began compiling a catalogue for the archive, which I completed in March 2015. The archive offers the researcher much
information about the composer’s life and musical activities. The numerous pieces of personal correspondence, for instance, open a window on
Michaelides’s collaborations and relationships with various publishers, musicologists, conductors, partners, and public services. The archive also
contains files of Michaelides’s clippings from magazines and newspapers about various aspects of his life and activities, including his publications,
participation in conferences, concerts of his works, performances as conductor, reviews he had written and received, and his evolution as artist and
person. Additionally, the archive contains many documents relating to his works and compositional methods, especially in the form of original scores,
notes, and sketches.
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Traditionell ist die Musikgeschichtsschreibung nicht nur in Deutschland, sondern auch im östlichen Europa sehr stark nationalen Kriterien verpflichtet,
und Musik wird vor allem als Nationalkultur verstanden. Dem gegenüber stehen viele Verflechtungen von Musikern, die in vergangenen
Jahrhunderten häufig an vielen Orten Europas anwesend und tätig waren. Diese Verbindungen sind immer wieder einmal thematisiert, aber nur
ansatzweise systematisch erforscht worden. Die überregionale Korrespondenz der Musiker im mittleren und östlichen Europa macht nicht nur
europäische Verflechtungen sichtbar, sie liefert auch authentische
Einschätzungen der Erfahrungen, die an verschiedenen Orten gesammelt wurden. Insgesamt ist zu erwarten, daß Europa im Spiegel der
Musikerbriefe als der zusammenhängende Kulturraum im Musikleben erscheint, als der er bis weit ins 20. Jahrhundert hinein existierte.
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In his comedy Le donne de casa soa (1755), the great Italian playwright Carlo Goldoni tried to place an invisible border between East and West.
Therefore, he claimed that we can imagine a vertical line on the map from North to South that passes right over the island of Corfu and divides West
from East (Chatzēpantazēs 2007: 20). Greek music found itself in the midst of such controversy after the establishment of the Greek state. And the
dispute lasts until today. Operetta is one of the genres in which the different paths between East and West are most evident. The first acquaintance of
the Greek public with the genre was made through a French operetta troupe that had been invited to Athens by the Greek Royal Court in 1871.
However, substantial contact with the new genre was made twelve years later, in 1883, when a touring Armenian operetta troupe presented, in the chic
and cosmopolitan seaside theatre of Neo Phaliro, a dozen French and Ottoman operettas in Turkish language. Among them there was a play
Leblebidji Hor-Hor Agha [Hor-hor the chickpea vendor] that was to become a model for a long series of similar ones, both in Greece and in the wider
region of the Eastern Mediterranean.

English

https://akjournals.com/view/journals/6/56/4/article-p459.xml

At the heart of Carl Dahlhaus’s historiographic interests, according to James Hepokoski, was an “effort to keep the Austro-German canon from
Beethoven to Schoenberg free from aggressively sociopolitical interpretations.” But Dahlhaus did not stop at Schoenberg: he also wrote about postwar
music, and one might therefore wonder whether his “Austro-German canon” of autonomous music extended past 1945. In his essays on this period,
Dahlhaus claimed that the postwar musical avant-garde
was defined by the concept of the experiment, a concept that was, he believed, “nothing less than the fundamental aesthetic paradigm of serial and
post-serial music.” He maintained this view from the 1960s through the 1980s, and thereby placed the concept of the experiment at the center of his
historiography of postwar music. My paper shows that the concept of the experiment, as defined by Dahlhaus, has a uniquely German pedigree, one
that is not at odds with his wider historiographic interests. By making the concept of the experiment central to his account of postwar music, Dahlhaus
was thereby able to extend his historiography beyond the canon that ran from Beethoven to Schoenberg and include also later composers. In so
doing, he lent the supposedly “international” postwar avant-garde a character that seems specifically German.

English

This article explores the music education of the Greek people in the nineteenth century,as revealed through the description of music education in
Constantinople, Corfu and Athens.Before the establishment of the new state of Greece early in the nineteenth century, both Greeks and Europeans
speak of ‘Greece’, referring to Greek communities beyond its borders. Music education in those communities consisted mainly of the music of the
https://www.academia.edu/32383665/Music_education_in_nineteenthGreek OrthodoxChurch – applying a special notation, appropriate to its monophonic, unaccompanied chant – and Western music, and was
century_Greece_Its_institutions_and_their_contribution_to_urban_musical_li characterized by the degree to which either culture prevailed. The antithesis of those music cultures was best represented, at least up to the 1850s,
fe
amongthe Greeks living in Constantinople – the seat of the Greek Orthodox Church – and Corfu of the Ionian Islands – where Italian music was
assimilated. Athens was elected in 1834 as thecapital of the Greek state because of its ancient monuments and did not attain thesigniﬁcance of a
contemporary cultural centre before the 1870s. In Athens, these two musicalcultures were absorbed and transformed through their confrontation and
interaction.However, the new state’s political orientation determined the predominance of Westernmusic in music education in the capital.

English

This paper presents music teaching in nineteenth-century Greece orphanages and schools of destitute children, which were the main schools for
vocational training of the working class in that period. Five representative institutions were selected. Music education for young male workers in
nineteenth-century Greece was both in accord with and satisfied basic aims of popular education, such as to shape the students’ character and to
https://www.academia.edu/32383583/The_role_of_music_in_the_education_
provide the necessary qualifications, through vocational training that would allow low social strata to make a living. The aforementioned aims of
of_young_male_workers_in_nineteenth_century_Greece_The_case_of_char
people’s education, which prevailed throughout Europe and was supported by an extended network of philanthropy, are described thoroughly. The
ity_institutions, https://www.didaktorika.gr/eadd/handle/10442/18936
aim of this paper is to show that the important role of music in the nineteenth-century Greece charitable institutions constitutes a Western European
influence and is an aspect of the effort to Europeanise the Greek education system, which began to take a shape when the Greek state was
established towards the end of the 1820s.
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This paper points to the contribution of the music associations to the dissemination of art music among the lower social strata in nineteenth-century
Greece, focusing on the music associations of Athens and Piraeus, the
capital and the biggest port of the newly-established state respectively. Written sources, especially the daily press, the constitutions and the reports of
the proceedings of the music associations in that period, make evident the necessity of making art music accessible to people. The music associations
contributed to the musical education of the lower classes by organizing concerts and giving music lessons. The paper presents the kinds of music
cultivated by the lower social strata and the reasons these were considered appropriate. The objective of the paper is to show that the
above-mentioned activity of the music associations is part of a social demand of the time, according to which art music would be able to contribute to
the moral cultivation of the working-class people, providing them at the same time with a means of livelihood.
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The art of the XXth century was marked by an effervescent creativity in continuous search for its modern means of expression and its stylistic evolution.
Great creative personalities brought their contribution to the unprecedented assertion of those cultures by accomplishing syntheses between national
folkloric heritage and European music tradition; those syntheses were differently achieved in each culture and by each composer, as they either
carried forward certain traditions of the XIXth century or reinforced original and relevant means of expression. All this determined the outlining of the
national folklore musical cultures.
After the first steps in improving folk song had been taken by Romanian musical creation at the end of the XIXth century, the beginning of the next
century brings with it the first pages of true history of our musical literature; the first attempts, once surpassed, were to be normally followed by a new
stage.
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The rhyming couplet (mandinadha) comprises a collective expression of the people on the Greek island of Crete. It is usually instrumentally
accompanied by melodic phrases, the so-called kondylies. A mandinadha, which Dimitris Mitropoulos as a soldier heard in 1917 via his comrades-inhttp://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wparms and lyra players, inspired him to compose his Cretan Feast. Giorgos Koumendakis composed Amor Fati in 2007 commissioned by the
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. Thessaloniki State Symphony Orchestra, especially for the 50 years upon Nikos Kazantzakis’s death anniversary. During that composition, the string
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
melodies converse with the wind sounds as traditional Cretan wind folk instruments would give space to the performer who is simultaneously the
singer to vocalize rhyming couplets (mandinadhes). Conclusively, both compositions under study derive their nucleus from folk poetry, transforming it,
however, from a verbal to a sonic matter that functions as lingua-franca that transcends ethnic borders.
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Dimitris Dragatakis’s (1914‒2001) output includes a considerable amount of works relating to Greek antiquity, which can be categorised into two
groups. The first one includes mainly incidental music for ancient Greek tragedies (Medea, Antigone, The Heracleidae, Iphigenia in Tauris, Electra).
https://www.academia.edu/43258783/The_Reception_of_Greek_Antiquity_in The second group comprises various works (stage, vocal and symphonic music) connected with Greek mythology, which employ a new text or script.
_the_Music_of_Dimitris_Dragatakis
Dragatakis considered the traditional music of Epirus – his birthplace – to be a direct descendant of ancient Greek music. He believed that pentatonic
scales, repeated motifs, pedals and an overall quality of simplicity, with which he was familiar through traditional songs and sounds of Epirus, are
https://hellenicmusiccentre.com/index.php?id_product=32&controller=product elements that successfully frame the dramatic texture of ancient drama. This paper summarises the results of my research on the importance of the
&id_lang=1
traditional music of Epirus for Dragatakis’s aforementioned groups of works but also for his entire work, as well as the connections of his music with
Greek antiquity. The musical styles of other Greek composers’ works written for stagings of ancient Greek dramas from the early twentieth century until
the 1970s are also presented briefly.
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Skadarlija Street in Belgrade, officially called a “bohemian quarter” because of its numerous taverns, is characterized by the discourse of nostalgia.
Performances of the starogradska muzika (“old urban music”) genre creat Skadarlija’s musicscape. This paper deals with process of construction and
commodification of the sound environment, particularly examining the role of nostalgia therein.
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Въпреки широкото си разпространение, градските музикалнофолклорни практики са оставали в периферията на фолклорните и покъсно и на
етномузиклологичните изследвания в много национални научни традиции. Но напоследък
етномузикологичните проучвания с антропологическа насоченост поставят въпроса за не-селските ежедневни практики, което предизвиква
интерес и към преосмислянето на историята на музикалния фоклор. Статията разглежда в сравнителен план историята на градските
фолклорни практики на съвременнните славянски страни през периода от
втората половина на XIX до първата половина на XX век. Тези практики имат общо наследство в градския музикален фолклор не само поради
влиянията на тогавашната глобална популярна музика, но и поради панславянските идеи за национално възраждане (като стремеж към
независимост от Австроунгарската и Османската империя) в контекста
на цялостната ситуация на Балканите (и балканските страни), което на свой ред намира специфично отражение в музикалната сфера.
Различни социокултурни тенденции оформят градското музикалнофолклорно наследство като граничен жанр межу фолклора,
художествената (арт) музика и популярната музика. На базата на сравняване на
резултатите, публикувани във фолклорни сборници и етномузикологичната литература, този текст търси общия репертоар и специфичните
музикални характеристики на славянската градска фолклорна музика от разглеждания период.
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This paper aims to illuminate on how the institution of the folk orchestra in Serbia was established using archive material. The folk orchestra, as a
specific instrumental formation for accompaniment of popular folk songs and the performance of dance music, is part of the urban legacy all over the
Balkans, mostly connected with the context of taverns. The period focussed on is between the World Wars because of the creation of the "Folk
orchestra" and the "Tambura orchestra" on Radio Belgrade, as those were the first ensembles that were both professional and folk. Namely, Belgrade
has been the centre of music broadcasting and musicians networking in the country, so those ensembles became official and the examples for later
musicians. The main criteria of professionalization are: the establishing of musicians' guilds, their education and payment, the media representation of
the band, and the professional status of musicians with respect to their ethnicity and gender.
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Starting with Maria Todorova’s landmark study Imagining the Balkans (Todorova 1997), numerous authors have raised their voices against
stereotypical images of the Balkans. Over twenty years after the publication of this book, the term “the Balkans” seems to
have lost some of its negative connotations related to wars in favour of characteristics with positive overtones, such as the Balkan peoples’ joie-devivre and entertainment strongly related to music. The areal ethnomusicology drawing from fieldwork throughout the Balkan peninsula has been a
fruitful topic for numerous local and foreign ethnomusicologists and the very term “the Balkans” has raised a special interest in the ethnomusicological
research of “outsiders”, as well as in the music industry. This paper is written from the perspective of an “insider” ethnomusicologist from the Balkans. I
raise the question of the definition of the “Balkan” popular music label and discuss its main structural characteristics. I offer a new possibility of
(re)considering a specific musical genre of the region based on the research of urban folk music practices. I present characteristics of urban folk music
practices from the second half of the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth century in the countries of the Balkans, with special attention paid to
their common aspects. Also, contemporary urban folk music, which is often criticized as a specific popular music form, is considered.
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This is the second volume in the series that documents the 19th edition of the biennial conference of the International Association for the Study of
Popular Music. The volume contains contributions on the variety of musical genres from all over the world. Authors engage with the role of popular
music in contemporary music education, as well as definitions and conceptualizations of the notion of ‘popular’ in different contexts. Other issues
discussed in this volume include methodologies, the structure and interpretations of popular music scenes, genres and repertoires, approaches to
education in this area, popular music studies outside the Anglophone world, as well as examinations of discursive and technological aspects of
numerous popular music phenomena.
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After the October Revolution, the Russian tradition of spiritual and folk choral singing was introduced to the whole world by the active work of choirs
that appeared in exile. The Don Cossack Choir Sergei Jaroff and the Metropolitan Choir of Alexander Nevsky Cathedral in Paris under Nikolai
Afonsky, were two unique choirs that stood out over time. During the interwar period Jaroff ’s Choir performed ten times in Belgrade with great success.
The capital’s press announced them with great enthusiasm and the first Belgrade concert attracted the attention of significant critics such as Miloje
Milojević, Branko Dragutinović,Viktor Novak, Jovan Dimitrijević and Petar Bingulac. The day after their first concert in Belgrade in January 1929, The
Don Cossack Choir Serge Jaroff attended a reception at the King Alexander’s Court, who honored them on this occasion.
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The premiere of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 in Belgrade, capital of Serbia, was in 1910. The situation in Belgrade, around 1910 in the field of
musical culture, and culture in general, was not so good as in other parts of Europe. In a society with not so many professional musicians, where
amateurs were the main carriers of musical life, the young composer and conductor Stanislav Binički, who had come back from his studies in Munich
decided to organize with a group of enthusiasts the premiere of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. In this article I will represent the musical situation in the
capital around 1910 and show what this premiere brought to audiences and musicians in Belgrade.
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The subject of research in this paper is about the short stay of Karel Moor in Belgrade, which was interrupted due to the beginning of the WWI. His
artistic activity in Belgrade is almost unknown in Serbian musicology, where a considerable attention is paid to numerous Czech musicians who, since
the fifties of the 19th century, developed their artistic activity among Serbs and played a pioneering role in many aspects of musical life. In the spring of
1913, Karel Moor accepted the position of the choirmaster of the Singing Society of Spanish Jews in Belgrade, and, at the same time, he was engaged
as a répétiteur in the Serbian Royal National Theater. His plans were hindered by the beginning of the WWI on June 28, 1914, for which he was forced
him to leave the Serbian capital.
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In the middle of the 19th century, Monastir was an oasis of civilization. From 1839 to 1863, while the Ottoman Empire endured war and economic
decline, Monastir enjoyed 25 years of peace and prosperity. Though it was never on a par with the great Ottoman cities of Istanbul and Izmir, during the
1840s and 1850s Monastir nearly matched Salonica in size and surpassed it in modern attainments.
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It is somewhat surprising that music has only recently become a serious subject for urban historians. Musicologists and music historians, urban
geographers, planners and all others who deal with diverse aspects of local development, cultural industry and the built environment have fared much
better in tackling the fundamental social implications of music in a particular locality. It is not an accident that, for example, the recent volume of Built
Environment, ‘Music and the city’, edited by an economic geographer, Robert C. Kloosterman, deals with urban spaces of creativity and the role of
black music today, some of which have by now an ascribed ‘urban’ adjective in North America.1 It is also only natural, however, that Kloosterman's
enquiry should concentrate on music in the city of the present and rarely venture into the time periods before World War II.
This interesting volume comprises fifteen articles that were originally presented at a confe.rence in 2011 that was held jointly by the Turkish Music
Conservatory of Istanbul Technical University and the Orient-Institut Istanbul. The book brings forward the matter of writing the history of "Ottoman
music," although only one part is specifically devoted to the subject. An introduction by the editor is followed by four parts dealing respectively with
historiography, periodization, folk music, and reconstruction, and these sections primarily feature renowned authors considering various aspects of
Ottoman/Turkish music. The volume ends with a common bibliography and information on the contributors.
That the term "Ottoman music" is put in quotation marks in the title of the book represents a basic dissidence in defining the given tradition. Greve
discusses this controversial issue and claims that the preference in the title is a "diplomatic" solution (9). But while "Turkish" might not always be the
proper term when the subject in question is the music of the peoples under Ottoman rule, it is quite unreasonable to hesitate using it for the mainstream
musical traditions that have been developed overwhelmingly by the Turkish-speaking people in Anatolia and Rumelia. Given that the terms "Ottoman"
and "Turkish" are often used interchangeably in most of the articles even in this volume, it seems pointless to compel oneself to make a choice
between them, which would not make much sense considering the historical facts. Another problem with the phrase "Ottoman music" is that most of the
authors who use it refer only to art music, without giving any reason why, say, folk music is not included.
The first part of the book bears the same title as the book itself, because the papers dealing directly with the subject only appear here. Bülent Aksoy
criticizes the fictional and official histories that predominate much of the existing musicological literature in Turkey and makes some sound suggestions
[End Page 118] for prospective studies on the subject, among which focusing on microtopics and eliminating inconsistency come to the forefront. In his
well-grounded comparison between European and modern Turkish musicology, Ralf Martin Jäger points out the lack of systematic and
methodologically adequate documentation of Ottoman sources and their satisfactory critical editions in Turkey, and he argues that Turkish musicology
should develop its own original concept of methodology. In agreement with the previous authors on emphasizing a source-based history, Ruhi Ayangil
classifies musicological sources and lists the requirements for a comprehensive and interdisciplinary study of them and also proposes a draft contents
for a book titled "Turkish Music History." Ersu Pekin, on the basis of iconographic evidence, draws an analogy of change between the practices of
Ottoman music and painting. His conclusion, however, is no more than a statement of the known facts: problematic dating or absence of musical
compositions is a roadblock to analyzing change. Similar detailed concerns are found in all these articles about the significance of historical notations
and also about the indexing and critical editions of them, but none of the authors completely names all—of the few—major sources.
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The phenomenon of extensive migrations of Bohemian musicians across Europe was already taking place at the end of the seventeenth century.
Second in number only to Italians, Bohemian musicians formed the largest group of foreign musicians at the courts of Germany and other European
countries in the seventeenth century. Until the end of the eighteenth century, violinists originating from Bohemia were mostly active at various court
music chapels in Mannheim, Berlin, Dresden, and elsewhere. In addition to the German lands, many violinists made a name for themselves in other
European cities, such as Venice, Milan, Padua, London, Vienna, Budapest, Dublin, St. Petersburg, Warsaw, and Paris. At the turn of the nineteenth
century, due to the extensive emigration of the best local musicians, the closure of many monasteries, and the weakening of the economic and social
position of the nobility in the Czech lands, there was a lack of high-quality orchestral performers. These musicians were especially needed in the
theater orchestras. In 1810 twentytwo noblemen and patrons of music founded the Union for Music Promotion in Bohemia (Jednota pro zvelebení
hudby v Čechách). The aim of the association was to found a music school that would employ accomplished local and foreign artists, whose duty it
would be to train musicians for the orchestras. These eff orts bore fruit at the beginning of 1811, when nine music teachers were employed at the new
school, which was called the Prague Conservatory.
Slovenia was only one of many parts of Europe to which Bohemian violinists immigrated. The phenomenon of Bohemian musicians’ extensive
migrations across Europe began taking place as early as the end of the seventeenth century. At the turn of the nineteenth century, due to the extensive
emigration of the best local musicians, the closure of many monasteries, and the
weakening of the economic and social position of the nobility in the Czech lands, there was a lack of high-quality orchestral performers. These
musicians were especially needed in the theater orchestras. With the establishment of the Prague Conservatory in 1811, the local music market once
more became too small compared to the “overproduction” of excellent and welltrained violinists and other musicians: they had difficulty finding suitable
and well-paid jobs in their homeland. Thus, attracted by prospects abroad, most of the talented and promising Prague violinists emigrated throughout
Europe. From the beginning of the nineteenth century up to the 1920s, the “Prague violinists” (alumni of the Prague Conservatory) were the most
important group of Bohemian violinists that trained new generations of violinists throughout Europe for over one hundred years, contributing to the
spread of this strand of violin pedagogy, which was then further developed by local descendants and successors.
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The phenomenon of extensive migrations of Bohemian musicians across Europe began at the end of the seventeenth century. With the establishment
of the Prague Conservatory in 1811, a new and major wave of emigration of Prague violinists emerged. Thus, most of the talented and promising
Prague violinists in the first half of the nineteenth century emigrated throughout Europe, mostly within the Habsburg monarchy. They became members
of the Estates theater orchestras in Linz, Graz, and Budapest, the Theater on the Vienna River, Leopoldstadt and Josefstadt theaters in Vienna, the
Königsstadt Theater in Berlin, and the prestigious Vienna Imperial Opera and Vienna Imperial Music Chapel. In the second half of the nineteenth
century the Prague violinists’ roles and their migration routes changed. They still mostly emigrated to the cities within the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
and German Empire, but some of them also settled in the regions of Galicia and Bukovina and in the neighboring Russian Empire and Slovene lands.
They were active as concertmasters, violin pedagogues, virtuosos, chamber music promotors and performers, and organizers of musical and cultural
life in numerous European cities. They markedly influenced the violin in particular, as well as music development in general, in the second half of the
nineteenth century.
The ethnic territories of Croatia and Slovenia have always been transitional geographic zones that were open to various kinds of cultural and musical
migrations and meetings of various musical traditions. One of the most important groups of immigrant musicians was the Bohemians that appeared in
Croatia and Slovenia towards the end of the eighteenth century. From the beginning of the nineteenth century until the 1920s, about ninety musicians
(violinists) originating from Bohemia were active as violin teachers, orchestra members (concertmasters and conductors), and military music directors
that significantly shaped musical life in several cities and towns in Croatia and Slovenia. The most important group of these was the Prague violinists
(violin alumni of the Prague Conservatory), whose representatives Václav Huml and Jan Šlais were the founders of the Zagreb and Ljubljana violin
schools, respectively.
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In comparison with other European countries, violin pedagogy and its methodology in Slovenian Lands did not develop until the beginning of the
nineteenth century. The greatest influences on the development of Slovenian violin pedagogy came from the violin schools of the Viennese and
Prague Conservatoires. Both schools originated from the French violin school with its main representative G. B. Viotti. The school which had the most
impact on the development of Slovenian violin pedagogy was the Prague violin school. Another major figure in the development of Slovenian violin
pedagogy was Otakar Ševčík, whose Violinschule für Anfänger, op. 6 inspired many didactic violin works that appeared in Slovenia in the 20th century.
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Taking the late Ottoman port and boomtown of Smyrna/Izmir as a case study, I interrogate a priori concepts of cosmopolitanism in historical studies,
choosing to be "archivally cosmopolitan" by working from the ground up to interpret primary sources for what they can illuminate about social
complexities in the imperial port. A view from the hinterland, well studied as the agricultural economic base of Izmir, presents an Ottoman cultural
geography that embraces the city and complicates its "Europeanized" image. A mainstay of daily life—music—reflects this cultural intermixing as well
as the social stratification of an entertainment world, a dimension often filtered out of maritime, progressive, Eurocentric historiographies. Recovering
stories from inland urban space, I aim to contribute to a dialogue about cosmopolitanism and the extent to which its commonplace usage obscures
cultural histories.
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In the decades after the end of WW2 and the establishment of the communist regime in Yugoslavia, cultural isolation affected Serbia in more or less
the same way as the other five federal republics. This article examines aspects typical of that period, such as the level of musical exchange with the
foreign, i.e. Western world; the creative responses of Serbian composers of all generations to post-war avantgarde movements; guest concerts of
foreign musicians and ensembles in Serbia and the international tours of Serbian musicians; repertoires on concert and opera programs; and the
legacy of the period.
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Matthew Head explores the cultural meanings of Mozart's Turkish music in the composer's 18th-century context, in subsequent discourses of Mozart's
significance for 'Western' culture, and in today's (not entirely) post-colonial world. Unpacking the ideological content of Mozart's numerous
representations of Turkey and Turkish music, Head locates the composer's exoticisms in shifting power relations between the Austrian and Ottoman
Empires, and in an emerging orientalist project. At the same time, Head complicates a presentist post-colonial critique by exploring commercial stimuli
to Mozart's turquerie, and by embedding the composer's orientalism in practices of self-disguise epitomised by masquerade and carnival. In this
context, Mozart's Turkish music offered fleeting liberation from official and proscribed identities of the bourgeois Enlightenment.
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Attempting to investigate works of music through frank examination of possible influences is a delicate thing, sometimes maybe dangerous - as has
been suggested by Jonathan Cross in his book, The Stravinsky Legacy. While the originality of a composer may appear to be threatened with such
types of critique, for musicologists it is important to draw upon a deeper appreciation for how a composer searched for his/her own creative voice. The
music of Ljubica Marić (1909-2003), one of the most important Serbian composers of the 20th century, has been chosen to demonstrate how
composers need different influences during different phases of their maturation and how they deeply integrate them in order to create an individual
utterance. Ljubica Marić first studied composition with Josip Slavenski at the Belgrade Music School (1925-29), and continued her studies with Josef
Suk at the Master School of the Prague Conservatory (1929-32) where she obtained her diploma. Finally, she took Alois Hába’s course in quarter-tone
music at the same institution from 1936 to 1937. The works she composed during the 1930’s were characterized by a radical will to break ties with
traditional, mainly romantic music, so she chose to be influenced by the free atonal pre-dodecaphonic works of Arnold Schoenberg. Following World
War II, she introduced some changes of expression that were more in keeping with links from the past. Her music became tonally stabilized, and
thematic-motivational developments were rediscovered, resulting in an expression that became milder. But the changes need not necessarily be
linked exclusively to the post-war climate of socialist realism. Rather, the previous style may have met up with some type of impasse - the sort that
confounds or ultimately transforms an artist. For Ljubica Marić, however, it appears she was never truly satisfied with her first post-war works (19451950). What is certain is that she composed nothing during the several years that preceded her first masterpiece, the cantata The Songs of Space
(1956). It is however worth examining whether or not they were really "dry years". It is certain that for Ljubica Marić, they were fresh discoveries of
Serbian traditional singing, both folk and church, poetic and artistic treasures of the Middle Ages - but she also revived earlier experiences (from the
pre-war decade) that she had rejected at the time, mainly the music of Stravinsky, Bartók and Slavenski. Although those influences can be detected in
the score of The Songs of Space, the work has a strong individual imprint, an identity of its own. In the works that followed, The Passacaglia for
orchestra and in several compositions belonging to the cycle Musica octoicha (Octoicha 1, The Byzantine Concerto, Ostinato super thema octoicha,
The Threshold of Dreams) original traits of Ljubica Marić’s poetics became even more pronounced. The last works that she produced (in the 1980’s
and 1990’s) are all for instrumental soloists or chamber ensembles. They continue with, and refine the main characteristics of the earlier ones. Ljubica
Marić’s evolvement thus presents a search for originality of expression that was reached only after a process of selective assimilation and creative
transformation of tradition had been fulfilled - but not until any "anxiety of influences" had been abandoned. It has been shown that Ljubica Marić, like
other artists needed to be ready to be influenced, in order to absorb such influences in a creative way.
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Around forty thousand Russian emigrants settled in Yugoslavia running away from the terror of the 1917 Revolution. A high percentage of them were
writers, artists, musicians and ballet dancers. Their greatest contribution to Yugoslav musical culture consists in the important acceleration they brought
to the development of the domestic scene. Especially valuable were the activities of opera singers and directors, ballet dancers and choreographers,
scenery designers, conductors of church choirs and music pedagogues.

http://dais.sanu.ac.rs/handle/123456789/4828

The initial idea for this volume was expressed during a study session called The Multiple Identities of Serbian Musics in Changing Geopolitical
Contexts: Views from Without and from Within, presented at the Congress of the International Musicological Society, held in Rome in July 2012. Jim
Samson, coordinator of the session, which consisted of four participants from Serbia, one from Greece and one from Britain, kindly agreed to help in
preparing and editing the present book, which has a rather different focus: Serbian music within the Yugoslav multinational state. Four of the papers
read in Rome (those by Katy Romanou, Melita Milin, Katarina Tomašević and Biljana Milanović) have been substantially revised; Atanasovski has
provided an article on a new topic in accordance with the different focus of the present book; and another four articles (by Ivan Moody, Ivana Medić,
Jernej Weiss and Ana Petrov) were newly commissioned. As its title suggests, the volume aims to throw light on different aspects of Serbian music (art
and popular) composed and performed during the lifetime of the Yugoslav state (1918–1991). The Yugoslav multinational frame is considered by most
of our authors as of essential importance for the shaping of Serbian music and musical life, as indeed it was for the music of all the other nations in
Former Yugoslavia. What kind of continuity was established with the era that preceded the establishment of that complex state? How did the competing
political programmes of the different nations influence the sphere of music? How was the official cultural policy of rapprochement among the different
Yugoslav nations implemented in practice? How did the different nationalisms shape musical creativity in Yugoslavia? Is it possible to speak of
Yugoslav music at all? What can musicological discourses tell us about self-representation among the different Yugoslav nations? And how were
political tensions (communism v capitalism) reflected in popular music? These are some of the questions which the authors of this volume attempt to
address. In order that a wider temporal context is provided, two chapters (3 and 8) focus on major developments in Serbian music before and after the
existence of Yugoslavia, thus representing a kind of temporal prelude and postlude to the seven-decade long period of the state. In addition to the six
chapters on the construction of Serbian cultura identity within Yugoslavia by Serbian scholars (‘insiders’), there are ‘outsider’ perspectives by scholars
who have researched Serbian and Yugoslav music. There is a contribution from Greece, exploring how Serbian music has been dealt with in Western
music historiography, another from Portugal on an issue concerning Serbian church music as transposed into art works, and finally a contribution from
Slovenia, a former Yugoslav republic, on the correspondence between two outstanding composers of the interwar period, a Serb and a Slovenian.
This book is the first of its kind in English. Its aim is by no means to present a history of Serbian music from the last decades of the nineteenth century to
the present, but rather to offer fresh insights into the complex, dynamic relationship between national continuities and state discontinuities in a country
that has always viewed itself as part of European cultural space. Melita Milin
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The first written record of santouri’s presence in Greece is dated back to 1799-1800. The French François Pouqueville hears a santûr during a
feast at the court of the Ottoman Pasha in Tripolitsa, nowadays Tripole in Peloponnese and in 1805 he describes it in his book «Voyage en
Morée à Constantinople, en Albanie et dans plusieurs autres parties de l’ Empire Othoman, pendant les années 1798, 1799, 1800 et 1801». Is
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpthis santouri related to an Ottoman santûr or to a European one, considering the fact that the tuning of the Greek santouri which is played from the
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. late 19th century in Greece resembles the chromatic tempered tuning of the Romanian ţambal mic? Although there is a lack of other evidences
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
for the existence of the Greek santouri in this period, in this presentation the author shall try to answer to this question taking into consideration 1) the
position of Greece in the Balkan Peninsula between Turkey and Europe, 2) the cultural relations that were developed between Greece and
Romania because of the intensive trade by the Greeks of Epirus in Romania and 3) the use of the santûr in Turkey and the ţambal in Romania at that
time. For a better understanding of her concerns the author found it useful to refer to the Greek santouri until the early 20th century as well.
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Musical tradition in Albania between East and West

Nationalism studies have failed to give enough attention to music, among other domains of cultural significance. This resulted in a lack of research and
theorization on the constitution of music as a field of discourse pertaining to the essence, nature, and history of the nation. In Ottoman Balkans in
particular – not to mention a broader geography covering Central and Eastern Europe – music has been crucial in processes of national self-discovery
and nation-building, and in defining modernity and taking positions in relation to it. While addressing this issue, the paper embarks on the research
agenda of “cultural transfers”, and introduces it to the study of the Greek and Turkish ethno-national spaces in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. It is an attempt at rethinking the urban, educated population of the Ottoman Empire with multiple cultural origins as “parallel” cultures which
interact and shape one another. The paper, furthermore, surveys the travel and transfer of various concepts, tropes, and themes in musical discourse
as a trans-European phenomenon.
The topic of this study is the control of urban space in late Ottoman Istanbul, particularly during the reign of Abdülhamid II (1876–1909). Issues of the
control and surveillance of public gatherings and popular entertainment are investigated by focusing on the Greeks of Istanbul, the largest non-Muslim
population in the city. The article is based on an investigation of petitions, the Ottoman Police Ministry records and spy reports on various planned and
spontaneous, private and public activities, such as charity concerts, theatrical performances, and collective singing in private and public meetings.
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The topic of this study is the control of urban space in late Ottoman Istanbul, particularly during the reign of Abdulhamid II (1876–1909). Issues of the
control and surveillance of public gatherings and popular entertainment are investigated by focusing on the Greeks of Istanbul, the largest non-Muslim
population in the city. The article is based on an investigation of petitions, the Ottoman Police Ministry records and spy reports on various planned and
spontaneous, private and public activities, such as charity concerts, theatrical performances, and collective singing in private and public meetings.
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In the course of the nineteenth century, music became a signiﬁcant site ofsocial and cultural identiﬁcation for the educated Greek Orthodox elite
inConstantinople. Trough a debate on music, the meaning, limits, and his-torical roots of the nation and Greekness were deﬁned and contested. Tis
article explores the musical discourse produced by Constantinopolitan Greek Orthodox literate groups within the context of a range of broader issues
https://www.academia.edu/30502274/The_Musical_Question_and_the_Educ suchas class formation, social and national identity, the “ecumenist” politics of the Orthodox Patriarchate, and the ongoing processes of Westernization
ated_Elite_of_Greek_Orthodox_Society_in_Late_Nineteenth_Century_Const and modernization, which aﬀected not only the Greek Orthodox but the widerOttoman society. Tis was a period of rapid change in the empire
antinople?email_work_card=title
especiallyin the spheres of the economy, administration, and law, as a result of whichthe administration and organization of the Rum millet were
established onnew principles. Based on newspapers, journals, the statutes of the voluntarymusical associations, articles and treatises of musicological
interest, and the printed collections of secular songs, this article demonstrates the variety andcomplexity of the positions and discourses of cultural
identity which existedin the Greek Orthodox community of Constantinople in the second half ofthe nineteenth century.
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These two volumes are the fruit of a project of the European Science Foundation, ‘Musical Life in Europe 1600–1900: Circulation, Institutions,
Representation’. The volumes edited by Michael Fend and Michel Noiray cover the history of the conservatoires in Europe from before the French
Revolution until the outbreak of the First World War. The contributors focus on the following issues: (1) The model of the Italian ‘conservatorio’ and its
decline; (2) the Paris Conservatoire: its mission and influence; (3) the persistence of the private conservatoire and the degrees of state control; (4)
education and music education; (5) the fostering of a performance heritage at the conservatoire and beyond; and (6) the problem of national identity in
the context of the conservatoire. Of the thirty chapters thirteen are in English (in addition to the introduction), the rest in French or German.
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This study addresses aspects of local identity in the music of Theodore Antoniou and other Greek contemporary composers. It highlights
misapprehensions and obsolete conceptions of historiography and aesthetics embedded in the use of terms such as centre and periphery or high- and
https://www.academia.edu/37846327/Centring_The_Periphery_Local_Identit low- brow styles of music, respectively. An overview of the history of art music in Greece is attempted, for a better understanding of these issues in that
y_in_the_Music_of_Theodore_Antoniou_and_other_Twentieth_Century_Gre context. The parallel reference to significant Western contemporary composers such as György Ligeti, Luigi Nono, and Mauricio Kagel supports the
ek_Composers?email_work_card=title
primary argument of the essay, which seeks fair treatment for all places that find themselves peripheral to a given centre. The case of Greece—one of
the cradles of Western culture—is a unique example of a problematic approach typical of Western historiographies with regard “centres” and
“peripheries” that needs to be corrected
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Glazba i glazbenici u Dubrovac̆ koj Republici: od polovine XVII. do prvog desetlječa XIX. stolječa
In the situation in Eastern Europe that Roger Scruton calls “catacomb culture”, the figure of Dmitri Shostakovich and his music are part of the political
doctrine around the middle of the 20th century. An intrinsically contradictory personality, Shostakovich caused a conflicting attitude towards himself but
survived nevertheless. Milena Bozhikova’s article “1958–1968: Shostakovich in Bulgaria—Aesthetic interactions and alternative artistic experiences”
studies and sums up the facts of Shostakovich’s real and indirect presence in the development of Bulgarian music. The non-conformism of the 70s in
the socialist block, as a sort of answer to the political and ideological monopoly, finds expression in the pro-Western orientation, establishment or
rejection of avant-garde art, and resistance to the official position, in search of a language of its own—whilst following another dictate: the one “of
Darmstadt.” The opposition of the individual against power does not mean its discontinuation, rather a renewal of its dependencies—the subject ends
up under a new pressure, regardless of its nature.
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The main object of this paper, dedicated to the issue of studying Czech musicians in Serbia in 19th century, is to point to the dilemmas and their
solutions in the musicological research carried out so far. Particular attention was paid to less widely known and rarely presented data on versatile
activities of Czech musicians.
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This article examines the image of the city and notions of urban management in the discourse of elite groups in Belgrade between 1830 and the late
1860s. It focuses on the negotiation of modernity in heterogeneous cultural spaces, particularly looking at the textual interplay of power, orientalized
exoticism and notions of backwardness. These discourses were integral to the processes of managing urban populations and homogenizing the
cityscape. The city's specific political situation as a site of dual authority, however, left room for minor acts of contestation which questioned the primacy
of exclusion and dispossession as bases for modern urban transformation. This dynamic interplay framed the city as a site of conflict between mutually
defining forces of ‘Europeanization’ and ‘backwardness’.
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The conflict between Serbia and Austria-Hungary in the years preceding the First World War is looked at in the global context of the “age of empire”.
The Balkans was to Austria-Hungary what Africa or Asia was to the other colonial powers of the period. The usual ideological justification for the Dual
Monarchy’s imperialistic expansion was its “civilizing mission” in the “half-savage” Balkans. The paper shows that the leading Serbian intellectuals of
the time gathered round the Srpski književni glasnik (Serbian Literary Herald) were well aware of the colonial rationale and “civilizing” ambitions of the
Habsburg Balkan policy, and responded in their public work, including both scholarly and literary production, to the necessity of resistance to the
neighbouring empire’s “cultural mission”.
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Two years ago in the pages of this journal, the late Adolphus R. Turkson published an article studying the phenomenon of the reception or nonreception of contrafacturn and parodied song texts into Christian religious music of West Africa (URAM 18: 160--176). In this study Professor Turkson
attempted to establish some objective criteria to explain why some 'secular' music was deemed suitable to be used along with religious lyrics while
other music was not, and why 'secular' lyrics could be sung in church as religious music, while others could not be employed in this way. The present
study is an attempt to continue along this line of research. Our effort will begin by examining the code of principles of Serbian music which determines
its reception of musical phenomena which do not originate in its own soil. In this way we hope to establish a methodology as well as a context for the
whole problem of the cross cultural reception of music. Two phenomena need to be examined with care: genuineness and reception. A paradigm of
'genuineness' will be established through the way we will define it within the Serbian context. Similarly we will try to understand the various notions of
musical reception in general in order to establish one that is characteristic of Serbian music. In doing this we hope that we will contribute to a
description of its noteworthy features.
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The primary concern of Manolis Kalomiris has always been the promotion of his musical work, extending to the creation of long-lived musical
institutions that would function as supporting mechanisms in materializing his intentions. This, by Greek standards, was - and still is - a great
challenge, which required a large amount of energy, persistence and flexibility. Having all these assets, Kalomiris, despite his lifelong proclaim of faith
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpin the political ideals of Eleftherios Venizelos, managed to live harmoniously with all regimes, the opposition parties and hold key posts. As a public
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
figure, he was often accused as utilitarian-opportunist and, during the unsettled period of Civil War, he was also accused, along with many others, as a
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
collaborator of the occupation forces. The present paper is an attempt to approach and understand Kalomiris’ attitude towards people and
events during the decade of 1940, with emphasis in the first half, as this becomes evident from his compositional output and his broader
activation in various areas, such as participation in directorial positions, labour action and journalism.
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Die Mozart-Rezeption in Kroatien
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Beethoven’s Zagreb and Croatian acquaintances included his aristocratic friends, the two countesses, Ana Barbara Keglevich and Anne Marie Erdődy
née Niczky, whom he intented to visit in 1817 in her castle near Zagreb. His other friends, Nanette and J. A. Streicher, were ancestors of today’s
Zagreb musicians, and general Greth, husband of Jeannette d’Honrath, played on a private concert there in 1819. Beethoven’s music was performed
on the first concert of the Musikverein in Zagreb (today Croatian Music Institute, CMI) in 1827. A representative of the Musikverein was present at the
Vienna centenary celebrations of his birth in 1870; interesting material about that is kept in the CMI, together with some early and first editions of
Beethoven’s works. The local premiere of the Ninth Symphony took place in 1900, with more than 200 performers. Other notable performances of the
work include that conducted by Lorin Maazel (1987), and the project entitled Nine for the Ninth Centenary (1994), which united young musicians in the
wartime. Tracing Beethoven in Zagreb also concerns his name, which was written on the walls of the CMI building in 1876, and his impressive bust
made in 1939 by Vanja Radauš, kept today in a clinic for otorhinolaryngology.

https://dais.sanu.ac.rs/handle/123456789/2527

Leonid (1867-1937) and Rimma (1877-1959) Brailowsky brought to Belgrade National theatre (together with other Russian emigrated stage and
costume designers) the spirit of the World of Art (Mir Iskusstva), making décor and costumes for 18 performances during the period of 1921-1924. Les
romanesques by Edmond Rostand, Le malade imaginaire by Molière, Shakespeare's Richard III, Merchant of Venice and King Lear and two Serbian
dramas, Offenbach's Hoffmann's Tales, Faust by Gounod, Smetana's Bartered Bride, Bizet's Carmen Onegin and Queen of Spades by Tchaikovsky,
Massenet's Manon, The Tsar's Bride by Rimsky-Korsakov, The Wedding of Miloš by Petar Konjović, the Serbian opera composer, two ballets,
Sheherazade and Nutcracker. The artists, husband and wife, were praised for their modernization of the Belgrade scene, for their vivid realization of
sets and costumes, for their novelties, especially in Serbian historical dramas by Branislav Nušić and Milutin Bojić, and Shakespeare as well. In operas
and ballets they were also respected in some extent, but the pictorial, sometimes independent value of their scenic work, although inspired by music,
arouse opposing questions among the musical critics, who could not accept their too bright colors which once conquered Paris in the scenic
interpretation of Leon Bakst or Nikolai Roerich. To avoid resistance of Belgrade critics the couple decided to leave Yugoslav capital for Italy where they
continued successfully their artistic career.
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https://www.ascsa.edu.gr/events/details/virtual-tour-ion-dragoumis-betweeneast-and-west

In October 2020, the ASCSA Archives organized an exhibition titled Ion Dragoumis: Between East and West in the Makriyannis Wing of the Gennadius
Library, to commemorate the centenary of Dragoumis’s assassination. The exhibition, which was scheduled to remain open for three months (October
15, 2020 – January 15, 2021), closed early, owing to the restrictive measures instituted to fight the pandemic.
For those who could not attend the exhibition, curators Natalia Vogeikoff-Brogan, Eleftheria Daleziou, Leda Costaki, Natasha Lemos, and Alexis
Malliaris prepared a special 35-minute tour of the exhibition. They present unknown and rare material from Ion Dragoumis’s rich archive that was
donated to the American School in 1959, and read excerpts from his personal diaries and correspondence.
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The case study of the early reception of Dvořák’s works in Slovenia is the starting point for the research of the – in musicology often highlighted –
relationship between “Slavic” and “German” music and once more tries to shed a light on the question of the national and the transnational in music of
the European area on the brink of the 20th century. The article examines the first performances of Dvořák’s works in Ljubljana through the prism of
performance possibilities and reception of music before the Great War. It focuses on critical reviews of the premieres, with emphasis on the review of
the cantata Svatební košileperformed by the choir of the Glasbena matica Music Society from Ljubljana in Vienna – conducted by Dvořák (1896).
Furthermore, a collection of songs Milotinkeis introduced that was dedicated to Dvořák by Fran Gerbič.
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Cartea lui Neagu Djuvara este povestea miracolului petrecut cu două provincii de la marginea împărăţiei turceşti, Ţara Românească şi Moldova.
Călătorii străini remarcau că la Bucureşti şi la Iaşi treburile publice şi viaţa privată aveau acelaşi ritm ca la Constantinopol. Puţini bănuiau că în
atmosfera letargică a unui sfârşit de imperiu aristocraţia fanariot-bizantină va trece de la caftan, anteriu şi giubea la frac şi mănuşi albe şi îşi va însuşi
ideile şi moravurile occidentale în doar câteva decenii. Chiar înainte de ei, domniţele, de parcă nu ar fi purtat niciodată şalvari, fermenele, cepchene şi
iminei, îşi etalaseră la balurile de la curte rochiile croite ca la Paris sau la Viena. Nimic din vechea societate – sat şi oraş, negoţ, meşteşuguri, armată,
învăţământ şi biserică – nu a rămas pe loc. Universul spectaculos şi pestriţ – în parte oriental, în parte occidental – de acum aproape două veacuri e şi
mai bine înfăţişat în această ediţie ilustrată: sunt zeci de pagini cu imaginile oamenilor de atunci şi ale minunatelor lor podoabe, straie şi arme.

3) Università di Pisa - Biblioteca di Italianistica e Romanistica (University of
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Fund: General collection
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Au début du XIXe siècle, l’empire ottoman est encore un des plus vastes ensembles du monde, s’étendant des confins iraniens jusqu’à l’Atlas et des
Carpates à la mer d’Oman. Depuis quatre siècles, les principautés roumaines de Valachie et de Moldavie font partie de cet ensemble en tant que
tributaires de la Porte jouissant d’une large autonomie. Mais à mesure qu’il s’épuise militairement et que la corruption le ronge de l’intérieur, son
emprise se fait plus lourde sur le pays roumain. L’indépendance n’est plus qu’un rêve ancien, les Principautés ont perdu jusqu’au droit d’élire leurs
princes, devenus, en fait, de simples gouverneurs choisis par la Porte au sein de l’oligarchie du quartier grec de Constantinople, le Phanar. Avec les
voyageurs occidentaux, nous découvrons, étonnés ou horrifiés, les mœurs des princes et des boïars affublés de leurs étranges costumes orientaux, la
misère des paysans — mais aussi les trésors de leurs antiques traditions —, le drame des Tsiganes esclaves... Des « histoires vraies » jalonnent les
chapitres. Vers 1800, dans la nouvelle conjoncture politique, tout va soudain basculer. De la France lointaine ont peu à peu filtré les « lumières » et
les « bonnes manières », et les dernières vagues de la Révolution viennent se briser aussi sur les rivages de la mer Noire. Les modes et les
mentalités changent. La noblesse, comme la bourgeoisie naissante, adopte en une génération, et avec passion, le costume et les idées de
l’Occident... C’est ce passage d’un univers à un autre que l’auteur a cherché à saisir ici sur le vif.
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This paper discusses the Trieste Philharmonic Orchestra’s tour in Serbia in the spring of 1946 and its political connotations. A sketch of the orchestra’s
foundation in the context of the concurrent political efforts to solve the Trieste question is then followed by a detailed outline of the journey itself,
presented from the two points of view. First, the perspective of the Yugoslav authorities is illustrated and then an insight into musician’s everyday life
during the tour is given.
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http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpIn this article we present part of the correspondence of the founder of the National Conservatory, Mr Manolis Kalomiris, during the period 1948content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. 1961, regarding three topics: (a) his interest in creating artistic and cultural relations with other countries and cultures, (b) his critique of various
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
Greek composers and artists and, finally, (c) his attitude towards various Greek political figures of that time.

The Ionian Islands

Katy Romanou

The author of this article, Nermin Menemencioğlu, who is the editor of the Penguin Anthology of Turkish Verse, is the granddaughter of Namik Kemal,
the celebrated poet and dramatist, and chief architect of the literary reforms of the Tanzimat.
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Ákos Windhager

East and West have always met in Istanbul, though for centuries the Golden Horn lay like a sword between them. The rulers of the Empire chose for
themselves the old Byzantine city. Here, with the palace of Topkapı and the Subleme Porte as centres of gravity, lived the Turkish poopulation, and
here were the great mosques and the bazaars. On the other side, in Pera (or Beyoğlu), lived the Levantine merchants, the Greek, Armenian and
Jewish minorities, and when they began to arrive, the foreign ambassadors. It was in Pera that the Marquis de Nintel, Lois XIV's famous ambassador,
built for himself next to the French Embassy a theatre on the model of the Teatro Faxnese in Parma, where the latest plays by Moliere and Corneille
were performed. Amateur theatricals flourished on this side of the Golden Horn in a number of languages and forms. Even the three Westernizing
sultans, Selim III, Mahmut II and Abdulmecit, showed a marked interest in this and other forris of European entertainment. Soon there was a
proliferation of theatres, not only in Pera but also in suburbs such as Kadıköy, Üsküdar (Scutari), Ortaköy. Some were no more than open-air gardens
with a stage at one end, or cafe-concerts, where the public could drink and smoke while watching the show. The foreign companies included Istanbul
in their tours. By the end of the century, there were German and Austrian companies as well as Italian and French. They performed both contemporary
successes and classics, accompanied by music. The influence of continental, particularly French, drama was strongly felt, but there was also a native
drama to inspire emulation.
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On Béla Bartók's Track II. Bela Bartok's contribution to the study of Rumanian musical tradition

Article
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Audible States examines how elites have governed politically and aesthetically meaningful spaces of silence and sound in Albania since 1945.
Interweaving archival research with ethnographic interviews, author Nicholas Tochka argues that modern political orders do not simply render social
life visible, but also audible. And in rendering social life audible, states make reality governable in significant, albeit unpredictable, ways. The book’s
chronological narrative presents an aural history of government through the close examination of a state-subsidized popular genre, light music, as
broadcast at an annual song competition, Radio-Television Albania’s Festival of Song. Drawing on a wide range of archival resources and over forty
interviews with composers, lyricists, singers, and bureaucrats, it describes how popular music became integral to governmental projects to improve
society—and a major concern for both state-socialist and postsocialist regimes. Incorporating insights from governmentality studies, Audible States
presents a new perspective on music and government that reveals the fluid, pervasive but ultimately limited nature of state power in the modern world.
In doing this, it addresses ongoing conversations in ethnomusicology, area studies, and cultural studies of the Cold War.
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Between 1920 and 1924, self-described progressives began importing and promoting western concert music in order to “civilize” Albania’s population.
Questions of sovereignty, civilization, and government came to be intermeshed in their plans “to enlighten and beautify the soul of the individual”. This
article demonstrates how progressives introduced into Albanian politics the modern project of personhood through their concern for the individual. In
doing this, I suggest how ethnomusicologists’ concern with the construction and performance of nominalist categories of identity may be extended in
order to critically historicize the emergence of the modern project of being.
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The search for bibliographical material for the writing of this subject brings the musicologist-researcher in front of an unpleasant reality: the lack of
satisfactory scientific studies that refer to the latest Greek art music and their restriction to sole scattered texts, which are – most of the times– confined
https://www.academia.edu/15261034/Aspects_of_Greek_and_Serbian_Musi
to biographic references and aesthetic evaluations. In this particular article I propose a comparative approach of the neo-Hellenic art music of the postc_Athens_2008
war period and its resonance on both a Balkan and a European level. This is contemplated through the paradigmatic cases of three Greek composers
(Jani Christou, Michael Adamisand Periklis Koukos), who adopted different music tendencies from a stylistic as much as a philosophical point of view.
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The abandonment in the early nineteenth century of the Ottoman military bands (mehterhâne and tabl-khāne) that had provided ceremonial music for
the Romanian princes, and the establishment of Western-style military bands in the newly formed army, brought about a radical shift in the cultural
paradigm that was to have an effect upon the entire spectrum of musical life in the capitals of the Romanian provinces of Wallachia and Moldavia. This
change occurred at two levels: on the one hand, musicians and the repertory current in noble salons were imported from the West, and, on the other, a
native ethnic element was activated in a series of works and orchestrations based on folk themes. The present study examines the emergence,
development and organization of the modern military bands in the Principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia in the context of native musical practices
and the transition of Romanian society from an oriental mentality to an outlook and behaviour specific to Western Europe, in the period from the
nineteenth century to the War of Independence (1877).
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http://nem2013.music.uoa.gr/NEMproc2013.pdf

Dimitri Nicolau’s idiomatic compositional style has not been profoundly evaluated yet, neither through analytical procedures, nor by systematic
research on his vast compositional corpus. His musical portrait though, depicts him as an eclectic composer with an emphasis on melody-based
compositions bearing intense neo-national references (implicit or not) and structurally related quotations. The aims of this paper focus on enlightening
Nico- lau’s relation with the neo-national ideals and the way they are projected in his saxophone & piano piece, Bis For Two, commissioned for the
15th anniversary of Arno Bornkamp’s and Ivo Janssen’s duo. Besides that, a discussion will be also held over the formalistic nature of the thematic
material, its unfolding throughout the composition and the relation it bears with the nationalistic attributes. Finally, a structural procedure (i.e. signal
theory), which - by its own means - correlates cognitive and formalistic approach, will reveal Nicolau’s notion on both textural and structural bonding
parameters.

Article
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This article is focused on Nikos Mamangakis, one of the most ambiguous art-popular composers in Greece. His compositions for cinema are also quite
provocative. Mamangakis' cooperation with Finos Film (the major Greek film production company in post-war era) and, on the contrary, his
collaboration with Nikos Perakis (one of the most well-known contemporary film directors) vividly illustrate the transformation of film music from the sohttp://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/img/doi/1450-9814/2008/1450-98140808077P.pdf called Old to the New Greek Cinema. Through an overall analysis of two of Mamangakis' most important film scores, I hope to reveal the transition
process from a realistic modernist perspective to a postmodern one. A second goal is to present critically the general ideological shift in Greek sociocultural sphere following the seventies change of polity. This paper underlines the perception of Greek music culture as a special case of Western
music, which however holds its very distinct stylistic idioms, cultural practices and ideological functions.
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Jews and the Balkan urban song
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This book discusses the relationship between Greek Orthodox ecclesiastical music and laiko (popular) song in Greece. Laiko music was long
considered a lesser form of music in Greece, with rural folk music considered serious enough to carry the weight of the ideologies founded within the
establishment of the contemporary Greek state. During the 1940s and 1950s, a selective exoneration of urban popular music took place, one of its
most popular cases being the originating relationships between two extremely popular musical pieces: Vasilis Tsitsanis's “Synnefiasmeni Kyriaki”
(Cloudy Sunday) and its descent from the hymn “Ti Ypermacho” (The Akathist Hymn). During this period the connection of these two pieces was forged
in the Modern Greek conscience, led by certain key figures in the authority system of the scholarly world. Through analysis of these pieces and the
surrounding contexts, Ordoulidis explores the changing role and perception of popular music in Greece.

Given that today’s discourse around rebetiko, especially originating from fans and practitioners, often comprehend the style’s world as something
‘closed’ and ‘entrenched’, the examination of the work of Spyros Peristeris can grant a new perspective regarding the dialogue between dipoles and
the convergence in diversity. With a father from Corfu and a Greek mother of Italian citizenship of Corsican descent, Peristeris was born in Smyrna,
studied at an Italian school in Constantinople and finally moved to live in Athens. Despite this, recordings of his were found in New York, subsequent to
two voyages with the transatlantic ship ‘Byron’, as a paid musician – Babel or Esperado? Musical hybrids or syncretism? The diversity detected in the
https://www.academia.edu/34775611/Cosmopolitan_Music_by_Cosmopolita
corpus of Peristeris gives the impression of more than one composer, since the deviations are many and substantial. Parallel recordings: pieces that
n_Musicians_The_Case_of_Spyros_Peristeris_Leading_Figure_of_the_Reb
refer to the world of the café aman, waltzes, manedes, orchestral pieces based on the bouzouki, types of arias and more. Sometimes using lyrical
etiko?email_work_card=title
singers, referring to symphonic musical practices, and sometimes modal style singers diverse in embellishments and gravitations. Sometimes
composing inspired by the atmosphere of the world of the mangas [thug, toughie] of Piraeus and sometimes motivated by the discography products of
other countries which had an international impact (tango and foxtrot). This paper initially cites a brief biography of Peristeris, setting the framework for
the examination and analysis of certain musical samples from his discographical repertoire. The above cartograph the versatility and the polystylism of
one of the protagonists of the genre which has prevailed as rebetiko.
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The book includes musical notation, illustrations, facsimile documents, black and white photographs and reproductions.
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The book includes musical notation, illustrations, facsimile documents, black and white photographs and reproductions.
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In 1876, Albert-Louis Bourgault-Ducoudray published a collection of “melodies from Greece and the Orient” in the conviction that he had found
vestiges of Ancient Greek music in Greek folk music of his day. Bringing folk music to the attention of the educated classes, he hoped to fertilize art
music and create the preconditions for Greek national music. He also supplied the melodies that he collected with piano accompaniment, that is, he
harmonized them. In his mind, harmonization was but the first step toward the formation of a Greek national music. Soon after this, his Greek project
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/614435/pdf ,
was embedded in hindsight in a broader Aryanist project explicitly described in the “Introduction” to his 1885 collection of Breton folk songs. Folk song
https://www.academia.edu/25521435/_The_Patrimony_of_Our_Race_Louis_
harmonizations then became the first step toward the formation of the Aryan art music of the future. In the 1890s, he worked with Greek baritone
Albert_Bourgault_Ducoudray_and_the_Emergence_of_the_Discourse_on_
Periklis Aravantinos, alias Aramis, to produce what he thought of as musical arguments for Aryanism. Aramis, a collector and harmonizer of folk songs
Greek_National_Music?email_work_card=title
himself, appeared in 1903 before Greek audiences in an attempt to promote a national school of music. Aramis’s and Bourgault-Ducoudray’s ideas on
folk song harmonization and national music were in part vindicated by composer Spyros Samaras, a common friend, especially in the latter’s
symbolically loaded Rhea (1908). His and other musical nationalisms were eclipsed by the appearance of the man most readily connected today to a
Greek national school of music, Manolis Kalomoiris.

English

The author bases his article on the theory of Pierre Bourdieu about the “Rules of the Art” and the “Taste” to claim that: the ideal of “Greekness” in Greek
Music played a similar, though not identical role, to the one the ideal of “Progress” played in the Western Art, as they both functioned as an
https://www.academia.edu/6938904/When_Progress_Fails_Try_Greekness_
establishing-channel for the younger artists. But whereas the avantgardistic “Progress” of the Western Art takes place in the area of what Bourdieu
From_Manolis_Kalomiris_to_Manos_Hadjidakis_and_Mikis_Theodorakis?e
calls “high symbolic capital”, the identity-related “Greekness” in the Greek music moved gradually from the area of high symbolic capital to that of the
mail_work_card=title
middle symbolic capital. The article concentrates on the key-composers Manolis Kalomiris (1883-1962), Manos Hadjidakis (1925-1994) and Mikis
Theodorakis (1925).
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In 1935 Eliza Marian Butler published her famous study: "The Tyranny of Greece over Germany", to demonstrate the magnitude of the influence of
Ancient Greece on the educated bourgeoisie of Germany. The rising educated bourgeois, in response to the relatively free reality they were
experiencing, invented the idealized "Greece" as a cultural and political ideal. As important as "Greece" was for German intellectuals, so was the idea
of "Europe" for Greeks. From Manolis Kalomiris to Manos Hadjidakis and Mikis Theodorakis, the search for Greekness in music was at the same time a
search for a new place for Greece in Europe; different from the one they knew. The above composers sought to integrate into the European ideal of
music-as-art, what they considered to be a Greek element in music. In their perceptions, two different, perceptions of what is Greek, of European origin,
played a decisive role, which had already been confronted in the dispute over the Language Issue.

Biblioteca Centrală Universitară "Lucian Blaga", Cluj-Napoca, România
(Lucian Blaga Central University Library, Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
Central Building
Collection: Loan Collection - On Shelf
Location: 82/COR

Una dintre cartile fundamentale despre romantismul romanesc! Republicarea Originilor romantismului romanesc, dupa trei decenii si jumatate de la
prima editie, reprezinta cu certitudine un eveniment. Un foarte bun prilej pentru o discutie despre ceea ce inseamna cercetarea istorico-literara solida,
neperisabila, novatoare. Cartea profesorului Paul Cornea nu este doar una de istorie literara ci si unul dintre cele mai documentate studii de cultura si
civilizatie romaneasca. Ea epuizeaza magistral o tema de acuta actualitate: aceea a surselor din care ia nastere „spiritul public” romanesc. In cazul de
fata, in epoca de interferenta a clasicismului crepuscular cu sensibilitatea romantica inca nemanifestata plenar. Aceasta lucrare de mare anvergura
are in centru, o spune explicit Paul Cornea, „nu romantismul ci spiritul romanesc”, urmarind „dialogul continuu dintre istorie si cultura”. „Cine spune ca
ne lipsesc sintezele solide, pe care sa le poti cerceta cu profit, fara grija si pe care sa construiesti cu incredere, uita de cartea profesorului Paul
Cornea, Originile romantismului romanesc, o bijuterie aparuta in 1972 si ramasa definitiva de atunci pana azi. Dedicata studierii spiritului public,
miscarii ideilor si literaturii romane intre 1780 si 1840, cartea intregeste cum nu se poate mai rotund cercetarile lui Pompiliu Eliade de la sfarsitul
secolului al XIX-lea, care, primele, au pus problema spiritului public. Originile romantismului romanesc este, in fond, o splendida sinteza de istoria
ideilor, in care gasesti tot ce iti trebuie ca sa intelegi radacinile modernitatii noastre.”
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Kalomiris's disdain for Samaras was ultimately related to deeply different conceptions of patriotism. Sa- maras's Parisian friends included, among
others, baritone Periklis Aravantinos (aka Aramis), scholar Dimitri Vikelas (the first president of the International Olympic Committee), Orientalist and
'helléniste' Count Queux de Sainte- Hilaire, and poet Paul Millet. These people were able to combine cosmopolitanism with pure patriotism, as well as
a particular understanding of Greece's international role and history shaped by the dominant scientific racism ide- ology of the day. In artistic circles in
France, esp. after the 1870 defeat, this could be also combined with strong anti-German feelings, which, in matters artistic translated as
'anti-Wagnerian', despite the fact that the same peo- ple were Wagner's admirers. If Samaras's natural cosmopolitanism allowed him to live like a
French and pass for an Italian (one of Sonzogno's best), it is to the more scholarly members of the circle, -e.g. Vikelas and Millet- that one should turn
in order to find signs of ideological commitment. This patriotism model enjoyed the sympathies of the European aristocracy, not least those of the
Greek royal family. Conversely, the political ideal of the National School -and Kalomiris himself- was a liberal democratic one nourished by the
idolization of Eleftherios Venizelos. For the National School the quest for identity was understood in terms of a quest for Greek elements in a new kind
of music designed to catch up with the 'achievements of the musically developed nations'. (Needless to say, the move towards the separation of
individual from collective identity was never consummated neither in the music of the National School nor in its homologue literature of the
Demoticists). In Samaras the quest for identity clearly concerned the modern, bourgeois, alienated individual in the Veristic framework of a fin de siècle
discontent; for this he should count as a forerunner of Greek -individualistic- art music, and, at the same time on a par with con- temporary European
art. After his return to Greece in 1911, Samaras's need for survival in a rather inimical envi- ronment directed him to what he considered safer choices,
both aesthetically and ideologically: patriotic composi- tions like the Address to Mother Greece and the Epinikia, as well as the last operettas. In this
sense, the compari- son of Rea (1908) with The Cretan Maid (1916) is telling: on the one hand, the symbolically rich myth of Arian polit- ical unity in the
heroic operatic genre; on the other, an irredentist Greek-Venetian operetta myth as the result of the up-to-the-minute triggering of the Union of Crete
with Greece in 1913.
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Despre lumea cultural-artistică din România secolului al XX-lea : muzică, literatură, arte plastice, teatru, monumente cultural-istorice. Vol. I, Muzică,
literatură

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek Interesting conclusions can be drawn form studying the relevant publications, not only for the way opera was received by the people of this small
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth Ionian island, but also for the social and political standpoints, the contradictions and the confrontations between the authorities of the island, the
ors
audience and the columnists on matters related to theatrical activities which in reality reflected the difficult economic state of the Zakynthians.
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Article
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In the words of the author in works of both these composers, despite their many different pursuits and style, resulting also from their chronological
distance, we can identify as a strong common feature general characteristics of exoticism. More specifically, in their works stereotype orientalistic
characters, themes and styles occur, as they are established in the Western European literary and musical works of the 19th and of the beginning of
the 20th century. But, since they represent the East being partly Others to the West,because Greece, then as now, was seen as a crossroad between
West and East and epistemologically has been identified with an Incomplete Self, the issues of representation of power relationships, or of self-report,
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpalso of existence of other attitudes similar to Western ones are particularly interesting. Given that orientalistic Representations sought more or less
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
verisimilitude or artistic truth instead of authenticity, the question of a possibly greater degree of authenticity of the orientalist tropes in Greek works, in
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
conjunction with the searches of the Greek National School, then attempting to balance her orientation between West and East, is particularly
interesting. Moreover, this study will be focusing mostly on songs, thus helping to advance the study of orientalism in this genre, which is still
overshadowed by opera-centred researches. The author will also try to demonstrate that some of Riadis' works may have been for Papaioannou, his
pupil for a short period of time, not only a connecting link with French exoticism, but also a model for the creation of at least one of his own orientalistic
pieces.
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Das Lied Sevdalinka als volksmusikalischer Ausdruck der urbanen Architektur und des schöpferisch-musikalischen Geistes der Völker Bosniens
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https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/yfol20/57/2?nav=tocList

The music of the North Aegean Sea Islands between Europe and Asia has undoubtedly been influenced by neighbouring cultures. The syncretic
melding of disparate strands has also formed an indigenous, cosmopolitan cultural identity in the North Aegean Sea islands, comprising Lesbos,
Limnos, Ai Stratis, Chios, Oinousses, Psara, Samos, Ikaria and Fourni. Identity emerges from mythical and historical events, including indigenous
Greek, Oriental and Western ethnic materials of continental and island origins. Adopting an interdisciplinary methodology crossing historical
ethnomusicology and musicology, cultural anthropology and the sociology of music, this paper presents results of ethnographic research into music
and dance. It explores identity formation from the late nineteenth century to the present. It focuses on changes in musical practices, performance,
education, repertoire and lifestyle. Centralizing policies emanating from Athens combined with social and technological changes mark transitions from
local to European, from eastern to western style, providing a context for urbanization and westernization.
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The music of the North Aegean Sea Islands between Europe and Asia have undoubtedly been influenced by neighboring cultures. However, such
syncretic melding of disparate strands has also formed an indigenous, cosmopolitan cultural identity in the North Aegean Sea islands, comprising
Lesbos, Limnos, Ai Stratis, Chios, Oinousses, Psara, Samos, Ikaria and Fourni. Identity has been formed from mythical and historical events, including
indigenous Greek, Oriental and Western ethnic materials of continental and island origins. Adopting an interdisciplinary methodology, this paper
presents some results of ethnographic research into music and dance in the archipelago. It explores identity formation from the late 19th century to the
present. It focuses especially on changes in musical practices, performance, education, repertoire and lifestyle. Centralizing policies emanating from
Athens combined with social and technological changes mark transitions from local to European, from eastern into western style, providing a context
for urbanization and westernization.
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The Oxford History of Western Music online offers an unmatched account of the evolution of Western classical music by one of the most prominent and
provocative musicologists of our time, Richard Taruskin. Since its original publication in print Taruskin’s landmark study has received universal acclaim
and numerous awards.
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This article addresses the effects of chordal harmony on makam- or dromos-based Greek popular music, a feature almost completely ignored in
previous research. The goal is to reconsider the asserted rapid Westernization of rebetika and especially laika styles after the World War II. Processes
https://www.academia.edu/6666538/The_Development_of_Chordal_Harmon
of change examined are Westernization, modernization and Orientalization. The analyses are based on interviews with professional musicians and
y_in_Greek_Rebetika_and_Laika_Music_1930s_to_1960s
transcriptions from a large corpus of gramophone recordings. The most important characteristics studied are droning, relative major and minor chords
and common-practice and modal harmony in makam-related songs. The analyses lead to a new theory for dromos harmonization. Cultural meanings
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09681229708567262
of developments in Greek popular music are analysed as well. It is evident that many musicians, researchers and listeners have interpreted Greek
popular music as more Westernized than it actually is.
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Greek

https://www.academia.edu/6249434/Greek_Music_Policy_under_the_Dictato
The article discusses the music policy of the Greek state during the 4th of August Regime of General Ioannis Metaxas (1936-1941), its favoritism of
rship_of_General_Ioannis_Metaxas_1936_1941_
Western classical music, patriotic anthems and national folk music, as well as the resentment of the music of the minorities, the Greek-Ottoman music,
the introducion of music censorship, etc.
http://www.finninstitute.gr/julkaisut/
Articles: Cem Behar, Text and Memory in Ottoman/Turkish Musical Tradition; Darin Stephanov, Solemn Songs for the Sultan: Cultural Integration
through Music in Late Ottoman Empire, 1840–1860s; Risto Pekka Pennanen, Between Sultan and Emperor: Politics and Ottoman Music in Habsburg
Bosnia-Herzegovina, 1878–1918; Panagiotis C. Poulos, The Non-Muslim Musicians of Istanbul: Between Recorded and Intimate Memory; Tatjana
Marković, The Ottoman Past in the Romantic Opera's Present: The Ottoman Other in Serbian, Croatian and Montenegrin Opera; Nevena Daković &
Marija Ćirić, The Balkan Wreath: Multicultural Balkan Identity in Film Music; Carol Silverman, Negotiating The "Oriental": Roma and the Political
Economy of Representation in Bulgarian Popfolk; Vesa Kurkela, ChalgaTube: Bulgarian Chalga on the Internet; Aspasia Theodosiou, “Fantasia
Repertoire”: Alaturka, Arabesk and Gypsy Musicians in Epirus, Greece; Derek B. Scott, Imagining the Balkans, Imagining Europe: Balkan Entries in the
Eurovision Song Contest.
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This article addresses some problems connected with the post-Ottoman reception of Ottoman and Ottoman-influenced popular music in the Balkans,
with nationalism and national culture-building as main themes. The emphasis is on the Ottoman-Greek cafk music nowadays usually called smyrneika
("of or pertaining to Smyrna") in Greece. I will also offer a revised view of Ottoman-Greek popular music from a wider perspective than the standard
Greek one. Such a view is needed since in writing on Greek popular music, Ottoman-Greek caf6 music has by and large been overlooked as a subject
of study in favor of the bouzouki-based Piraeus rebetika. There are two main forms of nationalism, which often intertwine. One branch, associated with
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), treats of political nationalism; the other, most seminally articulated by Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803), treats of
cultural nationalism. The main goal of most political nationalists is the creation of an independent nation-state. Political nationalists tend to construct
centralized organizations, such as political parties, to attain their goals. Cultural nationalism is based on the work of scholars and artists, who form
academic and cultural societies in order to preserve, study, and develop the cultural heritage they look upon as characteristic of their national
community (Hutchinson 1994:40-45). Scholars of nationalism usually agree that the work of nationally-oriented intellectuals becomes widely
significant only when it is popularized by journalists and pamphleteers. However, the exploitation of national myths is not only a concern of journalists.
It also has its commercially motivated aspects; one can succeed in business by producing, marketing, and selling goods such as books, films, CDs,
and posters, based on national motives and themes. National culture can sell well. National culture-building can be seen as a contrasting process: a
national identity is always defined in contrast to, or as a complement to, that of other
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Bringing the Western Canon to
Northern Greece: Emilios Riadis
and Dimitrios Lalas as pioneers
of art music

Laced with brilliant observations, memorable musical analyses, and a panoramic sense of the interaction between history, culture, politics, art,
literature, religion, and music, the Oxford History of Western Music is essential reading for anyone who wishes to understand the rich and diverse
tradition of Western music. Starting with the invention of musical notation more than a thousand years ago, Taruskin sweeps across centuries of
musical invention and European intellectual history to provide a nuanced and stimulating historical account. He combines an emphasis on structure
and form with a discussion of relevant theoretical concepts in each age, illustrating how the music itself works and how contemporaries heard and
understood it. He also describes how the context of each stylistic period – key cultural, historical, social, economic, and scientific events – influenced
and directed compositional practices.
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Hitherto the western historiography of music and opera has devoted very little attention to Romania. This book seeks to address this gap, examining
how music theatre was instrumentalised as a vehicle for the overall modernization and Europeanization of the country. It deals with the complex
interaction of the aristocrats, who imported the opera, the local public, the foreign power holders in the time of the Russian Protectorate and opera
companies and musicians who came to Romania. In contrast to much of Romanian historiography, which stresses the suppression under the Russian
Protectorate, this study focuses on the agenda of the various rulers in the Romanian Principalities, the conflicts among the elites and the rising
popularity of music theatre. The book thus combines the study of the political, social, cultural and above all musical history of Romania.Published
version of EUI PhD thesis, 2014.
The book examines the early history of music theatre in Romania in the nineteenth century and how it was instru-mentalised as a vehicle for the overall
modernization and Europeanization of the country. It deals with the complex interaction between the aristocrats, who imported the opera, the local
public, the foreign power holders in the time of the Russian Protectorate and the opera companies and musicians who came to Romania and shaped
the musical life of the country.
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The article discusses the works of Dimitrios Lalas (1844-1911) and Emilios Riadis (1880-1935) who have gained recognition in recent years as the
first important musicians from Macedonia to become seriously involved in the creation and promotion of art music. They have an important role for
introducing Franco-German aesthetics and styles into Northern Greece within the context of a 'Westernization‘ of Greek culture. During their lifetime,
https://www.academia.edu/41274817/Bringing_the_Western_Canon_to_Nort their own music has been mainly known to an artistic elite rather than to broader audiences and they only start to gain greater recognition now. In
hern_Greece_Emilios_Riadis_and_Dimitrios_Lalas_as_pioneers_of_art_mu Lalas‘ case, this late fame can be explained with the destruction of the majority of his music manuscripts in 1917, so most of his compositions were
sic
never published and also by the fact that, as a composer and teacher, he did not have the chance of receiving broader acclaim by means of an
institutional affiliation. Riadis, by contrast, received wider public acclaim both as a composer and a piano teacher at Thessaloniki‘s State Conservatory
from 1919, but he faced different difficulties during his career, about some of which we can only speculate. Nevertheless, Lalas and Riadis deserve to
be discussed alongside other Greek composers who both emulated and stimulated European art music themselves.
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https://lateottomangreekartmusicians.wordpress.com/about/

This blog is dedicated to the life and works of composers of art music whose families originated from Greek territories of the late Ottoman Empire. It
highlights Greece’s vital and creative role in shaping Continental art music before the First World War and serves the ultimate purpose of developing a
register of Greek musicians’ archives held in Europe.
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The main objective of this paper is to address the lack of research on the status and position of the Macedonian composer Dimitrios Lalas (1844-1911)
in the regions of Austria-Hungary and Germany, starting from the scientific literature, which identifies rather miniatures his artistic achievement as a
descendant and collaborator of Wagner. The present study places such views in perspective, examining how Lalas's musical works and activities were
https://www.academia.edu/21522639/From_Wagner_and_Beyond_Dimitrios received in German-speaking areas in the nineteenth century through a careful examination of modern sources. The sources examined are: German
_Lalas_Apprenticeship_and_Career_in_Western_Europe_in_Greek_
theatrical yearbooks and magazines, the biography of actor Raoul Aslan, the letters of Richard Wagner, the diaries of Cosima Wagner, as well as
archival material related to Lalas which was found following an international appeal was sent to libraries in Austria, Germany and Liechtenstein. These
sources provide valuable information about Lalas's musical studies in Munich, his tenure in Beirut, Vienna and Salzburg, while developing a portrayal
of an eclectic composer, conductor and teacher possessed of talent, inspiration and perseverance.
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Статията представя нетрадиционен поглед към модернизационните процеси в областта на балканската култура, музика и литература в
контекста на промените, които настъпват в Западна и Централна Европа в края на XIX - началото на ХХ век.
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The 19th century proved to be the starting-point of modern Croatian thought (written in Croatian and German) on the aesthetics of music, music
criticism, music historiography, and musicology and/or ethnomusicology. The basic aesthetic issues were nationalism in music, the Romantic theory of
music as a language of the emotions, and Hanslick's idea of music as an autonomous art. Music criticism in the Croatian language was obviously
directed towards promoting the national ideology, which was conceived in the period of the National Revival (1835-1850) and advocated by F. Kuhač
in the second half of the century. At the turn of the century, Impressionist criticism was inaugurated by A. G. Matoš. The question of the national was
also very important in the fields of musicology, ethnomusicology and musical historiography. Folk songs started to be collected in the first half of the
century, and attention started to be paid in the field of music historiography to Croatian music history. The key person in the Croatian
musicology/ethnomusicology and musical historiography of the 19th century was F. Kuhač (1834-1911), who was, after all, the first in Croatia to
introduce the term musicology in the press as early as in 1886. During the last decade of the 19th century Nj. Novak (1859-1905) wrote the first general
survey of music history in Croatia, which was not published until 1994.

https://akjournals.com/view/journals/6/48/1-2/article-p183.xml

Béla Bartók's and Albert Lord's capital work on folk songs of the Serbs and Croats (Serbo-Croatian Folk Songs, Texts and Transcriptions of 75 Folk
Songs from the Milman Parry Collection and a Morphology of Serbo-Croatian Folk Melodies, New York: Columbia University Press, 1951) has been
known for more than six decades to Serbian experts. Yet, in Serbia Bartók's contribution have remained insufficiently studied and valued by the time
being, specially his methodology of formal analysis and precious conclusions about the principles of traditional melopoetic shapping, realized on that
basis. The author of this paper presents Bartók's notions on the formal structure of Serbo-Croatian folk songs, and then highlights delayed and
extremely negative reaction on Bartók's work, made by the cultural public in postwar Belgrade. Namely, on account of this book of Bartók, Stanislav
Vinaver and Josip Slavenski, renowned representatives of the then expert public opinion, engaged in a fierce debate with the Hungarian writer József
Debreceni in the Književne novine (literary magazine) during the 1950's, concerning Bartók's political pretensions to a part of the Yugoslav territory,
which are supposedly distinguishable precisely from some of the conclusions from the said study. Today it transpires that in the delicate political
climate of the time the great authorities of Vinaver and Slavenski had a direct bearing on the negative reception of the said Bartók's ethnomusicological
work, which considerably slowed down the potential development of Serbian ethnomusicology, primarily its methodological bases.
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XIX. yüzyıl İstanbulu’nda saraydan gündelik hayata Batı müziğinin serüveni Hanedan, Sultan II. Mahmud’dan itibaren Batı müziği eğitimi almaya
başladı. Sultanlar besteler yaptılar, tiyatro yaptırıp konser ve opera izlediler, yabancı müzisyenleri ağırladılar. Ordularda askerî müzik okulları ve
bandolar kuruldu. Batı müziği, devlet merasimlerinin vazgeçilmez bir unsuru oldu.
Her saltanat döneminde resmî marş bestelenip çalındı. Osmanlı Sarayına bağlı Muzıka-i Hümâyun; orkestra, bando ve opera takımlarıyla Batı
müziğinin yaygınlaşmasında önemli bir rol oynayarak mirasını ugünkü Cumhurbaşkanlığı Senfoni Orkestrası ve TSK Armoni Mızıkası’na devretti.
Saray; tiyatroları destekledi, müzik okulları açtırdı, okullara piyano aldırdı, müzik kitapları bastırdı, bestecileri ve müzisyenleri ödüllendirdi. Avrupa ve
Amerika’dan pek çok müzisyeni, besteciyi ve çalgı üreticisini unvan, nişan ve madalyayla taltif etti.
Müzik öğretmenleri, müzisyenler, müzik mağazaları, yayıncılar, müzik okulları ve tiyatroların faaliyetleriyle başlayan Beyoğlu (Pera) merkezli müzik
piyasası ise fonograf, gramofon ve sinemanın gelişiyle büyüdü. Batı müziği; eğitim, icra, nota, yayıncılık ve bestecilik gibi pek çok alanda alaturka
müzik kültürünü etkiledi. Batı müziğinin Osmanlı’daki serüvenine ışık tutan bu eser, yüzlerce Osmanlıca belge ve gazete haberinden de faydalanılarak
hazırlanmıştır.
Selçuk Alimdar, 1977’de Almanya’da doğdu. İstanbul Üniversitesi’nde sosyoloji, Yeditepe Üniversitesi’nde işletme yüksek lisansı ve İstanbul Teknik
Üniversitesi’nde müzikoloji doktora eğitimlerini tamamladı. Nezih Uzel, Murat Bardakçı, Ruhi Ayangil, Salih Bilgin ve Fırat Kızıltuğ gibi değerli
uzmanlardan istifade etti. Ney ve viyolonsel eğitiminin ardından çeşitli konserlerde yer aldı. Prens Dimitrie Cantemir: Türk Musikisi Bestekârı ve
Nazariyatçısı ’nı Türkçe’ye çevirdi. Ali Nutkî Dede’nin Çığırtması başlıklı makalesi, Harvard Üniversitesi’nde yayınlandı. On beş yılı aşkın bir süredir
özel sektörde çalışan Alimdar, hâlen insan kaynakları alanında yöneticilik, eğitmenlik ve danışmanlık yapmaktadır.
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For the last few decades, historiography, considered as the central discipline of musicology, has explored new directions and sought inspiration for
further research, consequently redefining the fundamental premises of historical musicology. This is especially true with regard to the concept of music
history as the work of great individuals and the domain of artistic works, resulting from either tradition or new inventions. The validity of global and
universal perspectives has been questioned, and researchers have emphasized the need to focus on local realities and day-to-day musical life.
Another key topic in this ongoing debate is the (im)possibility of writing an “objective” historical narrative. The methodological foundations of the
traditional Western model of music historiography have been deconstructed – a process which has revealed its profound and purely one-sided
ideological profile.
This publication deals with the history of music as a way of representing historical memory and as an instrument of shaping society’s present. It
introduces selected European historiographic concepts created outside the “official” mainstream of Western historiography. The contributions to this
volume not only demonstrate the cultural diversity of the conventions in which music history is narrated, but also reveal their ideological and political
determinants. As such, the book represents fascinating reading for anyone interested in the mechanisms that shape notions of the musical past, which
for many nations in Central and Eastern Europe is also a key element of their identity.
La presence de la Bulgarie de l'apres-guerre dans les perspectives de l'expansion culturelle de la France aux Balkans vue par le colonnel Charles
Henry pendant les annees 1918-1920

English

The aim of this research was to investigate the relationship between music preference and music education, informal influences (attending classical
music concerts and musical theatre productions) and familiarity of music. The research included students of the Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences, University of Split (N=341) 1 . The results showed that participants usually listen to popular music in their leisure time and that popular music
is their most preferred music style. A positive relationship between familiarity and preferences was found but this effect was not unambiguous. A
2) Mariborska knjižnica (Maribor Public Library, Maribor, Slovenia)
relationship between music preferences and secondary school music education was not found, but those participants who attended music school
Signatura: PER 78 (05)
preferred some music styles more than did those participants who did not attend music school. There was a significant correlation found between the
frequency of attending classical music concerts and preferences for classical music, jazz and world music. Finally, the results indicated that people
3) Library of the Academy of Music, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia (UL AG)
who frequently attend musical theatre productions have significantly higher preferences for jazz and world music. The authors pointed to the problem
Signature: Č SP BRITISH
of unattractiveness of music lessons in secondary schools and suggest possible solutions to the problem.

English

This study presents the different ways in which two Greek composers, Leonidas Zoras and Jani Christou, viewed modernism. The songs of Zoras are
typical example of the gradual withdrawal from the aesthetic framework of the National School which dominated during the first decades of the
twentieth century. In contrast, Jani Christou, who spent his childhood in Alexandria and received an exclusively Western-type education, remained
http://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/img/doi/1450-9814/2008/1450-98140808027K.pdf
untouched by Greek traditional music or the Greek National School. His work was moulded by the ancient Greek philosophical belief in the elation of
the listener through the transcendental power of Art. By his Six T. S. Eliot Songs Christou offered some of the best examples of twentieth-century
expressionistic vocal music.

1) Cambridge Core - the books and journals platform from Cambridge
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In 1938, the conductor Leonidas Zoras, complying with a decision of the Greek Ministry of Education, travelled abroad to study opera
conducting in order to mount on his way back on the podium of the Lyric Stage, which was then in the process of being established. In the
summer of 1940, after finishing his studies in Berlin’s Hochschule für Musik and having initiated a successive career in that city, he was appointed,
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpby the Director of the Royal Theater Kostis Bastias, chief conductor of the Lyric Stage, a position he would keep until 1958. In the paper hereby
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. proposed, Zoras’ both artistic and administrative activity in the Lyric Stage, during the Axis occupation and the beginnings of the Greek civil war, are
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
examined; light is shed on the conductor’s relations to the successive administrations of the Theater, as well as to colleagues and artistic personnel.
Facts and events are seen through the prism of the intense political and social controversies of that turbulent period. Simultaneously, an
attempt is made to understand the positions and the attitudes adopted by Zoras on the occasion of various events, as these are illuminated in
documents from his personal archive.
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The article tries to illuminate the effects of the newly new-constructed Provincial Theatre in Ljubljana between 1892 and 1914. This was the time, when
the two directorates shared joint theatre premises: Slovene and German. The author draws attention to the main characteristics (technical, organizing,
repertory and performing) of the two national managements and tries to compare them and to point out the principal distinctions between them.
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The piano transcriptions of the most popular melodies written for lyric theater in 19th century (mostly arrangements, paraphrases or “reminiscences”),
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek were a very popular category of compositions of that era. It was a brilliant opportunity for the musicians entertaining the aristocracy and the upper class
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth society, to demonstrate their skills both as virtuoso players, usually pianists, and as composers1 . In this context, these new works were not usually a
ors
kind of simple transcriptions. In most cases the composer-performers used the original music as an occasion to embody their personal ideas and their
inspiration. In fact, they composed music “between” the original score and their personal style.

English, Greek

In the mid 60’s Greece experiences an unprecedented prosperity in arts. Meanwhile, a great uncertainty hangs over in the political life of the
country, ended with the establishment of the military junta. It is in this context that the composer Jani Christou lives the most important and fruitful
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wp–albeit the last- period of his life. The Greek composer belongs to the Greek avant-garde scene; he gets inspired by it while at the same time forming it.
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. Metaserialism and Protoekteleseis are two of composer’s major aesthetic and technical innovations. The main purpose of the presentation is to
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
show the innovative work of Jani Christou, any possible mutual influences with other composers, Greek or foreigners, and differences in their work.
Also, the presentation aims to examine what could succeed the sudden death of the composer by analyzing his texts and unfinished
compositions.
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In this chapter the author proves that the route from Russia to Serbia to Macedonia has had a significant impact on shaping Macedonian ballet. The
aesthetics of classical ballet, the teaching methods and the contents of the most wellknown classical pieces all formed the foundations on which
postwar artistic expression would rest. After World War II, as a result of cultural proximity to the USSR (even if political relations were not always close),
these trends continued in the same direction throughout the socialist period. Аlmost without exception, the activities of the first generation of creators of
Macedonian ballet were taken as foundations for further developments, since this first generation of artists were directly or indirectly in contact with the
Russian emigrants active in this area (predominantly in Belgrade).
The main purpose of the research is to clear all doubts regarding musical life in Ljubljana in the late 19th century, and at the same time shed light on
the period of Slovenian-German co-existence in Ljubljana Provincial Theatre. During this period, Ljubljana evolved into a cultural centre of the
Slovenian ethnic territory where various national interests played an increasingly important role. Cultural development of Slovenes and their political
self-confidence gradually enhanced. Therefore, this study, dedicated to German performing art in the Slovenian territory, cannot ignore concurrent
Slovenian awakening, whose contribution was enabled by a newly-established Provincial Theatre built in the turning-point year of 1892. In this way,
the pre-war musical-theatrical life can be condensed, appropriately linked and objectively depicted, since the opera life of the then Ljubljana was, due
to the Slovenian activity which gave a special emphasis to this genre, significantly richer and more diverse.
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In the interwar period, France was seen as the main military and diplomatic ally of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (SCS), later Kingdom of
Yugoslavia, and the defender of the fragile Versailles Peace Treaty. This relationship resulted in a clear French inﬂuence in the realm of art and culture
in Yugoslavia. Moreover, the triumph of the French cultural inﬂuence was also interpreted in the light of the simmering conﬂict between Serbian and
Croat elites in Yugoslavia, as Serbian intellectuals traditionally gravitated toward Paris and France, unlike the Croat (and Slovene) ones, which had
been part of the Central European and Austro-Hungarian cultural sphere. This article analyzes the French cultural inﬂuence through the musical
activities of the Cvijeta Zuzorić Association of Friends of Art. The organization was established to promote modern art and the endeavors of young
artists. It was ﬁrmly latched onto various mechanisms of state support, and participated in promoting the dominant ideology of the Karađorđević royal
dynasty. The paper follows the association’s musical activates through its three phases: the initial period, marked by annual artistic soirées, the middle
period and the activities of the Narodni konzervatorijum (National Conservatory), which included weekly concerts of varying quality, and the ﬁnal
period of open music competitions. The article maps a clear picture of French artistic inﬂuences, which notably included open modeling of certain
commissioned and awarded compositions on famous French pieces.
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The Afternoon of Love, music drama in one act and libretto by Marios Varvoglis based on a theatrical piece by Theodoros Sinadinos, was performed
for the first time in the Greek National Opera of Athens on the 10th of June 1944. Varvoglis is regarded as one of the main contributors of the Greek
National School of Music. The aim of the presentation is, after a thorough musical-dramaturgical analysis, to systematize and therefore contribute to the
understanding of the compositional techniques that Varvoglis applies in the composition of the music drama1 . Special attention will be given (a) on
the technique of Leitmotiv as a unifying parameter of the overall musical dramaturgical composition; (b) on the harmonic and chordal symbolization of
the stratification of the music dra- mas plot; (c) on the use of linear harmonical alterations as an agent of rendering dramatical tension; (d) on the use of
collage-technique and (e) on the use of fuge as a dramaturgical symbol.

The Afternoon of Love, opera in one act and libretto by Marios Varvoglis based on a theatrical piece by Theodoros Sinadinos, was performed for the
first time in the Greek National Opera of Athens on the 10th of June 1944. The aim of the presentation is to evaluate both Byzantine and Greek
folk music influences as well as the cross-cultural interactions between Greeks and Italians. Thus, the presentation is organized as follows: on the one
hand, it will examine the ways of adaptation of the theatrical text in order to reveal the musical-dramaturgical and the musical-morphological
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpintentions of the composer. Special attention will be given on the research of the musical-dramaturgical functions of the usage of Byzantine and
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr. Greek folk music melodies as well as of melodies which are similar to authentic Greek folk melodies. On the other hand, the paper will examine the
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
relation between the libretto of the musical drama and the movement in the Italian literature, and subsequently in opera, which is known as
verismo. More specifically, it will examine parameters such as the focus on the lower social strata, the regional character of the work, the quotations
from popular songs and dances and also quotations from religious hymns and festivities. It will also examine the link between art and reality and the
effect that these parameters have on the musico-dramatic structure of the opera in general.
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The paper discusses the figurative mechanisms of the libretto of the opera Flora mirabilis, Leggenda in tre atti by Spyridon Samaras and libretto by
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek Ferdinando Fontana. The opera was presented for the first time on 16.05.1886 in Milan, Teatro Carcano and its première signals the beginning of the
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth international operatic career of Samaras. The dramaturgy of Flora Mirabilis is actually that of a fairy tale. In the opera, distinctive traits of the movement
ors
of scapigliatura are presented. The paper examines specific constructions from selected parts of the libretto focusing on conceptual metaphors and
conceptual metonymies in order to provide a new reading of the influences of the scapigliatura movement.
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The discussion about the "national-international" issue - in arts in general and in music in particular - seems to be highly complex, owing to the fact that
phenomena concerning existential, social, psychological, aesthetical, spiritual and structural orders are involved in a gnoseological game of high
density: birth; a multitude of human individuals; physical space; level of individual and group consciousness; way of government; history and its
changes; qualities of art objects; processes of perception, cognitive and notional distinguishing. In this, the Croatian fin-de-siècle musical culture is
discussed as a concrete historical example, a kind of a case study in this matter. Since 1830s, throughout the 19th century, the issue of Croatian
national style in art music has been the leading topic of theoretical discussions and practical compositional endeavours. However, both the
generations of Ferdo Livadić (1799-1869) and Vatroslav Lisinski (1819-1854), as well as of Ivan pl. Zajc (1832-1914), have succeeded in creating
more the type of music in style and character of early German and Italo-Verdian Romanticism than of, for example, the Slavic type of Smetana or
Mussorgsky. The severe criticism of such a situation and the ethnomusicological pioneer work by Franjo Ksaver Kuhač (1834-1911), the leading
contemporary Croatian musicologist and historian of music, finally led to the creation of the neo-national music style during the 1920s and 1930s. But
parallelly, from the 1890s up to the second decade of the 20th century, a new important international tendency in music was felt in Croatia, very
probably, directly through the influence of Eduard Hanslick on Vjenceslav Novak (1859-1905) and Franjo pl. Marković (1845-1914) in musical
aesthetics and, indirectly, in the stylistic features in the best of the Moderna generation music (Blagoje Bersa, Dora Pejačević and others). Thus, the
relationship between national and international as social and aesthetical categories - existing parallely in both the compositional output and
theoretical attitudes - could be considered as probably the most influential factor in creating of modern Croatian musical culture in its stylistic and
ideological plurality at the turn of the centuries.
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"Eruditia nelipsind, cartea este un eseu absolut incantator despre tot ce poate insemna intr-o cultura o epoca de tranzitie, aceea dintre 1830 si 1860
nefiind analizata doar pentru ea insasi, ci oferita ca eventual model pentru altele. [...] Eseul este savuros, inteligent, inventiv si, mai presus de toate,
plin de haz."
Karel Moor’s war Memoirs (Vzpomínky) involve a series of historical events to which he was a witness during his travel from Belgrade through Štip to
Sofia (May 1915 - January 1916). The paper attempts to clarify the historical context, and focuses around the military battles of the Balkan Front. Moor’s
narrative is the starting point to explore his contacts with Czech musicians working in Bulgaria, in particular with Alois Macak (1857-1921) and Ivan
Cibulka (1880-1943), as well as the circumstances which brought to the creation of one of his String Quartet known as Bulgarian Quartet.
Between Sofia and Berlin: Some Cross References in the Early Creative Years of the Bulgarian Composer Pancho Vladigerov
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The research object of the paper are the religious songs (fr. cantiques spirituels, it. canzoni spirituali, de. geistliche Lieder) in Bulgarian religious
practice of the 20th century. Religious songs constitute an important part of the musical practice of the Catholic church in Bulgaria and they belong to
the practice of the Orthodox Church as well. Some of them have gained broad popularity and have been used as popular school songs, in the school
religion classes, and in the activities of the
Christian brotherhoods and societies. The research aim is to investigate the usage of the religious songs in the musical church practice in Bulgaria.
The different influences from WestEuropean and Balkan musical tradition and their interactions in Bulgarian religious songs will be of special interest.
The base for comparisons and analysis will be collections of Bulgarian religious songs, published in Bulgaria in the 1920s and 1930s. The
investigated topic follows a current tendency for expanding the church music research in Bulgaria on both Orthodox and Catholic traditions. An
important aspect of the topic is the issue of the “crossing point” of the Christian cultures of Byzantium and the West Christianity in Bulgarian religious
music.
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The birth of music criticism in Greece is connected with the creation of the Greek state and the consequent reception of opera in Athens, its capital. In
the newly formed Greek society, opera was not only considered as a cultural fact, but also as the principal symbol of the European lifestyle, which
stood as a model for the new citizens of the European community. The young Konstantinos Paparrigopoulos, before becoming the principal founder of
the Greek nationalist historiography, published a number of music reviews on the opera performances in Athens in 1840, eager to contribute to the
musical cultivation of his compatriots. According to his opinion, opera, thanks to its aesthetic quality, but mainly because of its universal influence
(which goes beyond nations and classes) was the appropriate means to ‘mould’ the musical taste of the Greek nation. Paparrigopoulos’ insistence on
Italian opera as the vehicle which could introduce the Greeks to the musical profile of European civilization is significant for his ideas on the cultural
identity of his nation. In these early writings of the future historian we can distinguish the main topics of his later theory.
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identity of his nation. In these early writings of the future historian we can distinguish the main topics of his later theory.
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Hermoupolis is the fruit of the War of Independence of 1821 and of the vision of a reborn Greece; a city built literally from the beginning by Greek
refugees, who, chased by the Turks, 222 reached the rocky coast of Syros in order to survive, and managed, in less than half a century, to make of
Syros the biggest port of the East-Mediterranean Sea. The story of this newborn city constitutes a unique phenomenon of Modern Greek History;
because of the multiformity of its population (consisting of Greeks coming from different areas of the Aegean Sea), unified only by the goal of survival
and of national regeneration, the city of Hermes (Hermoupolis) became an economic and cultural center of 19th century Greece, often surpassing the
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek
activity of the Greek Capital. The vision of the citizens of Hermoupolis was the development of a new world, based on the model of neoclassical
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth
Europe, which, as a conduit for the civilization of ancient Greece, was always destined to be their sole point of cultural reference, as all things eastern
ors
were viewed as symbols of their protracted slavery. In addition, as Western culture was considered the natural evolution of the ancient Greek, the
https://www.academia.edu/39358057/Hermoupolis_The_lost_Atlantis_of_our
Opera (created on the model of ancient Greek drama), was the cultural product par excellence of this evolution. Hence, operatic life was not only a
_musical_culture?email_work_card=title
powerful symbol of bourgeois European society, but also an ultimate example of a cultural re-borrowing: the Greek renaissance brought about by the
1821 revolution marked the hour when the products of ancient Greek culture that had decamped to Europe came back home. Europe’s new state
wanted its cultural capital back, and with interest. Hermoupolis' musical life was impressively rich during the second half of the 19th century, especially
after the construction of the Opera House (the Apollo Theatre) in 1864. The operatic activity, along with the musical education, introduced very early on
the island, contributed to the elevation of the musical culture of the Hermoupolites, who seem to have been the habitants of a lost Atlantis.
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Decadence is a crucial yet often misunderstood aspect of European modernism. This book demonstrates how decadence as an idea, style or topic
informs Central and Eastern European music of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Combining close analysis with hermeneutic
interpretation and cultural critique, Stephen Downes examines works by composers including Wagner, Richard Strauss, Scriabin, Rachmaninov,
Mahler and Bartók, considering structural and expressive forms of decay, deformation, mannerism, nihilism, sickness and convalescence. Drawing
upon critical and cultural theory, these musical works are contextualized, relating the relationship of music and musical discourse to wider cultural
discourses. The study will enhance the understanding of musical forms and aesthetics for the reader. Exploring crucial aspects of modernism and the
place of music in the development and diversity of decadence, Downes refines and redefines our understanding of musical modernism.
The book:
- Addresses a crucial aspect of modernism which has not received adequate attention previously
- Provides close analysis of widely-studied key musical works by a range of composers including Wagner, Richard Strauss, Scriabin, Rachmaninov,
Mahler and Bartók
- Draws upon critical and cultural theory to enhance understanding of musical forms and aesthetics and wider cultural discourses for scholars in
musicology and cultural studies
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Compositeur né en Serbie et vivant en France depuis 1978, Alexandre Damnianovitch marque aujourd’hui la création contemporaine d’une empreinte
très personnelle. Son chemin, fait d’exigences, de remises en question, d’ouvertures et de réflexion, reste nourri par les apports conjugués des
cultures orientales et occidentales. A travers l’examen de partitions récentes, nous tenterons de dégager ce qui caractérise son style, mettant en
exergue les éléments qui l’ont plus ou moins influencé, pour constater que sa trajectoire française l’a amené, de façon plus ou moins directe, à
renouer avec ses racines serbes, et à poursuivre une tradition nourrie par les apports d’une modernité qu’Alexandre Damnianovitch a su assimiler
sans dogmatisme aucun.
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The paper is aimed at outlining forms of traditional folk music making in Bosnia and Herzegovina (B-H) that were exposed to influences of OrientalIslamic culture during the Ottoman rule. One can positively say that Oriental influence was crucial in the development of instrumental music making,
spiritual music and shaping of B-H urban music practice.
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Колективната монография „Огледална Европа“ предлага интересен поглед върху различните начини, по които Старият континен се осмисля и
приема в балканските общества. Чрез изследване на политически и научни дискурси, културни прояви и манталитети, изданието подтиква към
преосмисляне на привидно ясното и категорично разделение на континента на Изток и Запад, „стара“ и „нова“ Европа, „Европа“ и „все още не
Европа“. Събраните в монографията текстове показват, че „Европа“ е динамична, многостранна и оспорвана идея, изградена върху споделени
ценности, образи и метафори. В книгата са анализирани и въздействията на „западните“ култури върху балканския регион, тяхното
проявление и значение.
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Viennese influences played a key role in forming the modern Serbian state and culture by providing the emerging Serbian bourgeois class, political
liberalism, and an emphasized Enlightenment presence. Two main interdependant strategies in
the networking processes of Serbs living in both Ottoman and Austrian(-Hungarian) Empires in political, social, and cultural discourses were the
Vereinsgesetz and public manifestation of cultural societies, as well as newly established media—namely, literary and music journals.2 These
processes signified a change in the direction of political orientation, turning from Russia to the Austrian Empire, and was followed by a longlasting
transformation of Serbia from an Ottoman province to an independent European country, with forms of bourgeois life reflected in the written media,
particularly calendar almanacs. Later on, the specialized education of intellectuals coming (back) from Vienna, Pest, Buda, Leipzig, Prague, and
Pressburg resulted in professionalized media, among them music journals.
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Since the nineteenth century the term ‘national op-era‘ has been in use with a double meaning: addi-tional to the political reference to the “peripheral”
area (East and Southeast Europe, Scandinavia, the Iberian peninsula, partly Germany), it also suggests a national tradition of opera, including the
“center” itself (Italy, France, England, partly Germany). This paper provides a map of the key questions related to the national opera and its reception,
providing a deconstruction of the traditional dichotomy national–international in opera studies.
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Serbia was an Ottoman province for almost four centuries; after some rebellions, the First and Second Uprising, she received the status of autonomous
principality in 1830, and became independent in 1878. Due to the historical and cultural circumstances, the first stage music form was komad s
pevanjem (theater play with music numbers), following with the first operas only at the beginning of the twentieth century. Contrary to the usual practice
to depict “golden age” of medieval national past, like in many other traditions of national opera, the earliest Serbian operas were dedicated to the
recent past and coexistence with Ottomans. Thus the operas Na uranku (At dawn, 1904) by Stanislav Binički (1872–1942), Knez Ivo od Semberije
(Prince Ivo of Semberia, 1911) by Isidor Bajić (1878–1915), both based on the libretti by the leading Serbian playwright Branislav Nušić, and also
Zulumćar (The Hooligan, librettists:
Svetozar Ćorović and Aleksa Šantić, 1927) by Petar Krstić (1877–1957), presented Serbia from the first decades of the nineteenth century. Later
Serbian operas, among which is the most significant Koštana (1931, revised in 1940 and 1948) by Petar Konjović (1883–1970), composed after the
theatre play under the same name by the author Borisav Stanković, shifts the focus of exoticism, presenting a life of a south-Serbian town in 1880.
Local milieu of Vranje is depicted through tragic destiny of an enchanting beauty, a Roma singer Koštana, whose exoticism is coming from her
belonging to the undesirable minority. These operas show how the national identity was constructed – by libretto, music and iconography – through
Oriental Self. The language (marked by numerous Turkish loan words), musical (self)presentation and visual image of the main characters of the
operas are identity signifiers, which show continuity as well as perception of the Ottoman cultural imperial legacy.
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The authoress focuses on detecting Viennese cultural influences of the second half of the 19th century upon the composing of Josif Marinković’s solo
song, the culture in which he educated himself, and on revealing elements characteristic of Serbian culture within which he composed.
This volume of essays grew out of the ICREA International Workshop 'Hearing the City: Musical Experience as Portal to Urban Soundscapes' which
was held in Barcelona on 24-26 September 2015.
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A major new contribution to the study and understanding of the soundscapes of the early modern city. Hearing the City is a major new contribution to
the field of urban musicology in the early modern period with twenty-one essays by leading figures in the field from Europe, the USA and Australia. The
urban soundscape is studied from a range of different interdisciplinary perspectives, and its scope is broad, from the major role of city minstrels in
fifteenth-century Viennese urban identity to the civic problems presented by the location of opera houses in Enlightenment Naples. The individual
contributions explore themes related to the complex relationships between sound and space within the urban context and between social identity and
civic authorities and draw on a wide range of source material from city pay documents and legislation to contemporaneous accounts, correspondence,
travel writing, religious and moral tracts, fictional writing and architectural legacy. Aspects of urban soundscapes both specific and common to Naples,
Rome, Palermo, Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia, Lisbon, London, Vienna, Hamburg and Zurich are analyzed in their broader socio-cultural contexts, as
well as the dynamic networks between cities in Europe and beyond. These case studies are framed by Tim Carter's stimulating introduction to the
development of historical urban sound studies and a coda in the form of a discussion as to how the results of urban musicology might be applied
through a digital platform to reach beyond academic discourse to involve modern citizens in hearing the soundworlds of the past.
“Hearing the City is thus a major contribution at several levels. It re-addresses existing literature from different perspectives as well as covers cities and
material not previously treated. Methodologically it both captures current trends as well as stimulates future research. It is accessibly written and
beautifully produced. As such, it should be of major interest to all scholars and students, whatever their discipline, who are concerned with the
embedding of sonic phenomena within the urban fabric.” (David J. Burn, in Europe Now, 2/4/2019)
“The volume does not only offer a varied sampling of current approaches to historical soundscapes but also sketches valuable directions in which to
take future scholarship. An important contribution to broader scholarly trajectories exploring the multisensorial experiences of early modern worlds, it
promises to become essential reading for all those who wish to embark on historical soundscape studies.” (Emanuela Vai, in Renaissance Quarterly,
LXXII/3, 2019, p. 1121)
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Im vorliegenden Sammelband präsentieren gut 30 Autoren ihre Annäherungen an die rumänische Musik. Die Vielgestaltigkeit der Musik Rumäniens
sorgt dafür, dass auch diese Annäherungen entsprechend bunt ausfallen – von der Volksmusik geht es zur komponierten Musik, der Klassik und der
Moderne, von der Musik der Rumänen zur Musik der Minderheiten, von der ländlichen zur städtischen, von der traditionellen zur revitalisierten Musik.
Kaum ein Autor jedoch kommt um einige Schlüsselbegriffe der rumänischen Musik umhin. So mögen die Begriffe der Hora, Doina und Lautaren zwar
der Volksmusik entspringen, doch zeigen mehrere Beiträge, dass sie praktisch in jede Musikgattung Rumäniens Eingang gefunden haben.
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Книгата „Музиката в България“ запознава читателите с богатата и разнообразна българска музикална традиция. Изданието изследва
начините, по които фолклорните традиции оказват влияние върху формите на изразяване и интерпретация на музиката, въздействието на
историческите събития и процеси върху българското музикално изкуство, както и цялостния музикален пейзаж в страната. Авторът показва как
с течение на времето музикалните традиции се запазват и развиват въпреки социалните промени, свързани с процесите на
индустриализация, модернизация и урбанизация след Втората световна война. Тимоти Райс демонстрира как българската музика - като вид
изкуство и форма на развлечение - е дълбоко вградена в културния, социален, икономически и политически живот в страната. Той анализира
начините, по които тази музика взаимодейства с други европейски култури, които оставят своя отпечатък върху новите форми на популярна
музика.
Книгата е придружена от 70-минутен компактдиск с емблематични примери от модерната българска музика.
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The article reveals the importance of the military wind orchestra in Bulgaria for the development of folk music. Examining their historical development,
the author presents the issue in three periods. In the first period, the Czech musicians that worked in Bulgaria as instrumentalists and conductors of the
first Bulgarian military orchestra played a significant role. They encouraged the use of Bulgarian folklore as a base for the compositions of these
orchestras. In the second period, the significant role of the Bulgarian musician and composer Diko Iliev- founder of the horos for wind orchestra is
presented. The third period is examined in the light of festivals and celebrations and the folklore and instrumental appearances during these events
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The oratorio Radomir’s Psalms op. 47 (1999) by Dimitrije Buzarovski addresses Orthodox chant in a Western tradition, embedding Eastern modal
monodic sacred and folk tradition into Western polyphonic sacred and secular tonal forms. The work is also an example of the influence of the cultural
environment upon shaping of the musical ideas.
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Die Schriftenreihe der Internationalen Bachakademie Stuttgart umfasst Sammelbände, die aus Symposien hervorgegangen sind, Veröffentlichungen
einzelner Autoren sowie den berühmten musikalisch-theologischen „Bachkommentar“. Einige vergriffene Bände sind als CD-ROM wieder aufgelegt
worden.
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Romanian composition in the nineteenth century went through rapid changes, moving from a Greek-oriental sound world to a Western European one.
It is interesting to examine, in this context, the musicians’ quest for a ‘national’ sound and identity. Analysis of piano miniatures or vaudeville, the
favourite genre of the Romanian audience in the first half of the century, shows eclectic combinations of urban folk music with sources of inspiration
borrowed from popular foreign melodies. The second half of the century seems to be marked in modern scholarship by premieres: some composers
are included in Romanian history just for the merit of writing the first Romanian symphony, the first string quartet, the first opera, and so forth. Their work
led towards the constitution of a ‘national language’ adapted to genres borrowed from contemporary Western European music.
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In addition to demonstrating these ideas in the work of a number of Romanian composers (Josef Herfner, Ioan Andrei Wachmann, Anton Pann,
Alexandru Flechtenmacher, Ludwig Anton Wiest, Carol Miculi, George Stephănescu, Constantin Dimitrescu, Gavriil Musicescu, Eduard Caudella,
George Dima, Ciprian Porumbescu, Iacob Mureşianu, Dumitru Georgescu Kiriac, Alfonso Castaldi, Eduard Wachmann), the present article also
encompasses two case studies. The first is Franz Liszt’s tour through the Romanian Countries, which offers a clearer image of the popular ideas
circulating within the musical scene of the time. Liszt’s initiative to emphasize the national spirit through folk quotations reworked in rhapsodies should
have inspired Romanian musicians; we will see whether this actually happened. The second case study concerns the musical life of Bucharest around
1900, when the directions of Romanian modern music were being traced, and cautious and selective steps were made toward harmonizing with
Europe began.
Too little known in the West, modern Romanian scores are being gradually discovered nowadays, beginning with those of George Enescu. For
decades underestimated as a creator, Enescu has been re-evaluated and recently recognized as an original and authentic representative of an
Eastern European music school, comparable with Janáček or Szymanowski. The Romanian music of the past fifty years, due to the political and
ideological situation of Romania, similar to other countries of the ex-communist Eastern European bloc, has been isolated geographically but not
aesthetically. The great diversity of modern or avant-garde trends in Western European and North American music is also present in the output of
Romanian composers of the same period, combined in various
degrees with autochthonous nuances. Originating primarily in the two major oral traditions, namely peasant folk music and religious Byzantine music,
these have compelled Romanian composers to find their own musical language. However, Romanian composers coming of age in the second half of
the 20th century took their first steps on a well-established territory, from the standpoint of composition, style, and aesthetics. A solid school of music built on structural foundations that gave it a distinct language - had already been established in Romania in the first half of the 20th century. Therefore,
the following essay is a chronological outline of the historical development of Romanian composition, a process governed primarily by the tension
between national elements and global trends.
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As the music of Sicilianos evolved over the years, so did his treatment of the national element in it. In the first, relatively short, period of Sicilianos’s
work his principal agenda as a composer was to renew the aesthetic of the so-called “Greek National School”. In the mid 1950s he turned to modernist
idioms, while at the same time focusing on classical antiquity as the principal means of defining a national identity in his music. This paper explores
Sicilianos’s attitude toward the national element in music after 1954 by using two of the three categories suggested by Markos Tsetsos as the main
alternative approaches available to Greek composers in the period following the dominance of the National School. The first approach is a kind of
“musical cosmopolitanism”, while the second consists in a “modernized nationism beyond the Kalomiris tradition, and similar to that of the literary
‘Generation of the ’30s’” (Tsetsos, 2011, 119). I suggest that both these approaches played a role in Sicili- anos’s work after 1954, and that in effect he
moved between the two. While his critical writings were largely dom- inated by the second approach, his music gradually moved towards the first
approach, the key work in this respect being Epiklesis, opus 29, for narrator, male-choir, four women’s voices and 12 performers (original text from
Aes- chylus’ tragedy Persians) (1968).
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Yorgos Sicilianos (1920–2005) is one of the most important figures of musical modernism in Greece. Alongwith Yannis A. Papaioannou he pioneered
the introduction of the musical avant garde in post-50 Greece through hismusical work and his institutional activities. The introduction of modernist
idioms by Sicilianos and Papaionannou inthe mid 50s has been regarded either as a disruptive force to the preeminence of the Greek National School
or as anecessary adjustment to the ‘contemporary’ international developments, a difference in reception that reflected thetwo opposing movements,
https://www.academia.edu/11993478/Yorgos_Sicilianos_and_the_musical_a the ‘conservative’ and the ‘progressive’, which would dominate Greek musical life until themid 70s.This paper focuses on the several phases of the
vant_garde_in_Greece?email_work_card=title
second period (1954–1981) of Sicilianos’s work and aims at situatingthem in the context of Greek musical life, looking at factors like institutions,
composers, performers, critics and theaudience. On the other hand, the paper attempts to illustrate how, in the last phase of the second period of his
work,the composer appropriates techniques that have been associated with postmodernism, like indeterminacy, collage,quotation and eclecticism,
staying however within the framework of a modernist attitude.Methodologically, the paper relies on documentary research and analysis, as well as on
the investigation of issues ofperformance and reception, aesthetics and ideology.
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Teodor Burada, ctitor al muzicologiei românești (1839–1923)
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Solon Michaelides presented his two-volume Αρμονία της Σύγχρονης Μουσικής [Harmony of Contemporary Music] to the celebrated Greek conductor
Dimitri Mitropoulos around 1939, six years prior to its publication in 1945. According to Michaelides, Mitropoulos’s reaction was quite impulsive, urging
the Cypriot composer to publish the book in the English language. Mitropoulos believed that the book was an invaluable addition to the musictheoretic scholarship, and that an English translation would allow it to have considerable impact. Unpublished sources indicate that Mitropolous
broadcasted this opinion to the highest musical circles in New York City during his directorship at the New York Philharmonic orchestra.
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Andreas Georgiou (b. 1959) is a Cypriot guitarist and composer whose creative spirit finds a comfortable home in the genres of jazz and ethnic music.
His compositions and improvisations exhibit daring experimentations that combine pitch resources drawn from the indigenous music of the eastern
Mediterranean region, especially Greece and Cyprus, with non-diatonic modes used in contemporary art music. This peculiar pitch vocabulary is often
subjected to exploitation in ways that resemble techniques and approaches utilised by composers of pitch-centric art music in the first half of the
twentieth century.
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This chapter presents an attempt to examine the links between Serbian choreographic dance tradition with the often highlighted influence of the
Moiseyev Dance Company from Russia. At this point it is important to observe to what extent its impact could be seen in the choreographic pieces of
the choreographers who were involved with the State ensemble Kolo since its inception, these being Olga Skovran and Dobrivoje Putnik, and other
choreographers engaged in semi-professional and amateur folklore ensembles from Beograd, these being Dragomir Vuković, Branko Marković and
Desanka Đorđević in the period after World War II until the mid-1990s.
Using a comparative method of structural and formal dance/music analysis of the available Moiseyev choreographies and the choreographies of folk
dance by the authors mentioned above, Vesna Bajić-Stojiljković answers the following questions: How are folk dance and music treated? Is there a
related choreographic structure between them? What kind of kinetic expression do they promote? What does their spatial composition look like? Are
there links between Moiseyev’s approach and Folk Dance Choreography (abbr. FDC) production in Serbia? Before the author turns to the
aforementioned issues, she introduces Moiseyev and his professional Dance Company and the Folk Dance Choreography production in Serbia from
the historical viewpoint.
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The paper examines the possible re-contextualization of the Serbian musical neoclassicism in the field of (sober) modernism/socialist aestheticism
characteristic for Serbian art and literature of the fifties. From that perspective, the Second Symphony (1951) by Milan Ristić is seen as the constitutive
piece of neoclassicism/sober modernism, i.e. of artistic tendency that is going to become very important for understanding Serbian music in the second
half of the 20th century.

Slovenian

During its long Byzantine and Post-Byzantine history Constantinople was the center for church art in general, but especially for music. This old city on
the Bosporus maintained its prime position until the beginning of the 20th century when, because of new political and social conditions, the Greek
people started to acquire their independence and freedom, and Athens became the new capital in the cultural as well as the political sense. During the
http://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/img/doi/1450-9814/2009/1450-98140909015P.pdf first decades of the 20th century the Athenian music scene was marked by an intensive dispute between those musicians who leaned towards the
European musical heritage and its methods in musical pedagogy, and those who called themselves traditionalists and were engaged in the
preservation of traditional values of church and folk music. The best insight into the circumstances in which Greek musical life was getting a new
direction are offered by the numerous musical journals published in Athens before the First World War.
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Колективната монография, озаглавена „Коста П. Манойлович и идеята за славянско и балканско културно обединение (1918-1941)“, е
резултат от изследователските усилия на 14 учени от Русия, България, Хърватия, Португалия, Великобритания, Босна и Херцеговина, и
Сърбия. Част от събраните текстове са представени по време на международна конференция, организирана от Иститута по музикознание при
Сръбската академия на науките и изкуствата през м. ноември 2016 г.
Коста П. Манойлович (1890–1946) е един от най-значимите сръбски музиканти и интелектуалци от междувоенния период. Като композитор
той е привърженик на „националния стил”, който намира отражение преди всичко в хоровата музика. Коста П. Манойлович е пионер в
сръбската музикална историография и културен критик, който си сътрудничи с множество списания и ежедневници както в Югославия, така и в
чужбина.
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Through the perspective of musical analysis of a Greek composer’s work, this research is focused on the evolution and adaptation of sonata
form during the twentieth century. The basic research questions, which also define the main analytic parameters of the first movement of this work,
include: a) to what extent are the principles of sonata form preserved and b) how these principles are differentiated, in order to promote the modal
or chromatic elements during the organization of the morphological sections of the piece and the arrangement of the musical material. On the
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpother side, Petridis associates modal harmony with ancient Greek music in a concert program preface about his compositional period of the years
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
1932-1940. Moreover, in another text, he also mentions his relationship with Byzantine chant, referring to the same compositional period. These
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
references correspond to the analysis of the specific composition and contribute actively in the understanding of the morphological and harmonic
structure of the first movement. Therefore, Petridis’ Trio could represent an interesting research sample, from the point of view of the
transformation of a tonal formal model under the influences of 20th century musical resources and Greek traditional elements (ancient Greek
modes and Byzantine chant), delineating a general aesthetic frame and the composer’s personal compositional style.
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There are still no argumentative answers about the extent to which and in what way the share of Russian singing practice in Serbian church singing is
present. The ways in which the Serbian melody reached Russian singers are not known either. The paper presents the results of research on Russian
notated collections kept in Serbian libraries are also presented. Certain stereotypes regarding the crucial Russian influence on the newer Serbian
church singing have been critically considered. New research tasks related to Russian musical manuscripts are listed, after which the exchange of
singing experiences between Russian and Serbian church singers will become clearer.
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“Croatian musical culture between 1750 and 1820: A central-European and/or Mediterranean issue?”

Онлайн ресурс

Czech musicians have been always welcomed in Croatian lands and their musical institutions, ever since traced back in the second half of the 18th
century. Their presence can be traced in the Civil Croatia, since 1815, when - at the Vienna Congress - Dalmatia and Dubrovnik became direct lands
of the Habsburg Empire, they travelled all the way to the south, to these newly dominated Habsburg regions. The reason for welcoming Czech
musicians was their good education, and that attitude went on until the turn of the 19th century, as well as the period of the WWI. Namely, the best
organised music school in Croatia was the Musikverein-school in Zagreb. It tried to raise its status to the Conservatory, but was allowed to do it only in
1916, and only later, after the War, in 1921, it became Academy, i.e. the institution of highest musical education. Taking all this into account, the lack of
domestic musicians had to be compensated with central European and Mediterranean ones, becoming important factors of musical life both in the
larger cities (Zagreb, Bjelovar, Osijek, Zadar, Split, Dubrovnik), and also in the smaller ones. The accent in this contribution concerns particularly the
period from 1890s to 1920s, when Croatian lands lived through various regimes and organisational schemes, and when Karel Moor and other
musicians of this kind played an important role in various aspects and numerous institutions of the Croatian musical life.
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The first two decades of the 20th century were marked in musical Zagreb by guest performances of outstanding musicians – soloists, composers and
ensembles. General data have already been published about some of them, as, for example, about concert performances given by the violinist Jan
Kubelík (1906), cellist Pablo Casals (1913), the singer Gemma Bellincioni (1912), pianist and composer Eugene d’Albert (1913), as well as composers
and conductors Richard Strauss (1902, 1912, 1916) and Franz Lehár (1910). Guest performances were also given by the Czech Philharmonic (1902)
and the Vienna Philharmonic orchestras (1911). However, the list is much longer than currently known and encompasses also various less known
soloists (such as the Florentine singer Isabella Svicher, 1901) and excellent ensembles (for example, the Trieste Quartet in 1908 and the Russian
Piano Trio in 1909, etc.). Such guest performances were a necessary measure of quality and meant the widening of horizons of local interpreters and
audiences, brought new repertories, even models of music-making, and also the opportunities for encounters of domestic and foreign musicians which
sometimes resulted in further arrangements on both sides. This paper provides an overview of guest appearances in the context of Zagreb musical life.
The results of this research point at some paradigmatic changes during the period under consideration within the context of social and political
developments, especially during the First World War
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Of over fifty registered Croatian music collections, twelve comprise compositions by seven members of the Tartini circle. These are works by Tartini
himself, by two of his contemporaries (A. Calegari and Francesco Antonio Valotti) and by four of his pupils (Johann Gottlieb Naumann, Pietro Nardini,
Giuseppe Antonio Paganelli and André-Noël Pagin). Most of the material arrived from Italy and some from German speaking areas. The latter works
are mainly compositions by Naumann. Of the twelve locations, as many as eight are on the coast (Rijeka, Cres [2 collections], Split, Hvar,
Starigrad/Hvar, Omiš, Dubrovnik). For the most part, manuscripts of compositions from the end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th
century that is, contemporary works, are housed there. Material of the other four collections - three of which are in Zagreb, one in Varaždin - was
obtained indirectly (via Udina, the collector) or was acquired later on (it is of more recent date, mainly in printed form), which indicates the interest of
musicians in the works by Tartini and members of his Paduan circle.
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This book details original case studies that represent five different social positions or characterisations of opera: namely, opera as social showcase
from Bayreuth (1748), social distinction from Ljubljana (1887), social conflict from Brno (1920), social status from Mantua (1999) and social manifest
from Belgrade (2005). These positions, which indicate opera’s social diversity in local, regional, provincial, and peripheral terms, as well as its social
mutuality in international, transnational, global, or metropolitan terms, generally promote the idea of opera as a social venue, cultural practice,
theatrical scene, lyrical site, musical place, artistic experience, or transgenerational phenomenon through which people not only produce and
consume the art of music, theatre, and spectacle, but also show off their lifestyle as well as economic, social, cultural and symbolic determination,
identification, and structuration. The selected case studies of peripheral opera worlds are different in terms of the chosen places, times, and problems
they tackle, but they all have something meaningful in common. They convincingly address the idea that opera peripheries produce compellingly
powerful meanings and messages of their different social worlds. Through its analysis, this book creates a fruitful interpretative encounter of the
academic domains of opera studies, historical sociology, cultural sociology and social and cultural anthropology.
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Pred nami je znanstvena monografija, ki je ob vsem, kar je značilno za tovrstno razpravljanje, zamišljena tudi kot bogato ilustrirana zgodovina.
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It is not widely known that Dimitri Mitropoulos first public appearances in Greece were as a composer. His early works (ca. 1912-1924), distinguished
by the blend of elements of the late-romantic style with intensely impressionistic references, reflect the search for a personal, 'advanced' harmonic
http://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/img/doi/1450-9814/2008/1450-98140808045B.pdf musical language. In his works written after 1924, Mitropoulos abandons tonality and adopts more modern idioms of composition (atonality and 12tone method). He is the first Greek composer to follow the modern musical tendencies of Europe, when music by Manolis Kalomiris and the other
composers of the Greek National School was dominant in Greece.
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The contribution of Marios Varvoglis in chamber music is significant, as he was the first Greek composer who intensively emphasized in chamber
music composition. His catalogue of works includes nine completed chamber music works: four of them were composed during his staying
abroad (19021920), mainly in Paris, and the other five were composed after his return to Greece in 1920. It is remarkable that his musical thoughts were
affected by the nostalgia for his homeland during his stay abroad. On the other hand, after his return to Greece, he was gradually and
consciously incorporating several elements of the musical language of the French composers from the beginning of the 20th century into his works.
http://crossroads.mus.auth.gr/wpHowever, the clear structures and the simplicity of expression always accompany the introvert, polite and often melancholic lyricism of his
content/uploads/2020/12/CROSSROADS_PROCEEDINGS%20with%20corr.
musical temperament. Most of his compositions are quite short in duration and simple in genre, as Varvoglis was mainly expressed through succint
%20p.%201063%20(1079%20pdf).pdf
forms and small ensembles, avoiding the type of the elegiac-ambitious works that the other composers of the Greek National School of Music
preferred. Marios Varvoglis is one of the leaders of the Greek National Music School. Nevertheless, his works today still remain, to a big extent,
unknown. Concerning chamber music, none of his compositions has been published in its original chamber version, and only two of them have been
recorded. The case of Varvoglis reflects the multiple and sometimes insurmountable difficulties the contemporary Greek musicologist-researcher is
facing, in his effort to “discover” the mosaic of cultural life in Greece: the custody of several music documents, privately owned (by relatives or by
collectors) and semi state-run or even state-run archives, which for many reasons are occasionally inactive or even permanently inaccessible.
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Avtor na podlagi interdisciplinarnega spoja zgodovinskih perspektiv, sociološke teorije in antropoloških metod na znanstveno rigorozen, a tudi
vsebinsko sočen način razgrinja družbeno življenje opere v Ljubljani s poudarkom na orisu temeljnih družbenih in kulturnih značilnosti oblikovanja
opernih občinstev ter njihovih ritualov obiskovanja predstav in dogodkov od sredine 17. do začetka 21. stoletja.
Rezultat tega je zelo berljiva naracija in jedrnat prikaz tega, kako si je operno občinstvo v Ljubljani v tristopetdesetletni zgodovini obstoja nadelo
najrazličnejše podobe.
Die Mozart-Rezeption in Bulgarien

Drawing on a range of biographical, historical, ethnographical and musicological sources, this article presents the social and historical factors
contributing to the evolution in the early 20th century of a local variant of rebetiko around the Lakkos brothel district in Heraklion, the largest city in
Crete. It explores the influence of a wider multicultural context on local music-making and reveals the relationship between the social life and economy
of the Lakkos area and its musical and stylistic sensibilities. Emphasis is also placed on the musical culture of local subcultural space, particularly with
respect to the functions of musical practices in everyday life and the poetics of improvised songs. Investigation of the social world in Lakkos suggests
that the forerunners of rebetiko can be explored as a hybrid music scene associated with cross-cultural interaction between different social and ethnic
groups and musical traditions. The societal and aesthetic codes of this scene, with its low life themes, coarse melodies and allegedly alien influences
were seen by local elites as compromising the moral values of respectable society and subverting efforts to cultivate a national identity.
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In the longstanding debate on rebetika, many left-wing intellectuals became involved, linking music with the broader issues of the political and cultural
struggle for hegemony. According to their view, popular music was expected to express the deeper social needs, feelings, and hopes of a militant
https://www.academia.edu/1189712/_Forbidden_fruits_and_the_communist_ proletariat and, at the same time, the virtuous inner self of the nation. In this way, the nostalgic attitude toward the romanticized national traditions of the
paradise_Marxist_thinking_on_Greekness_and_class_in_rebetiko?email_w race meets the demand for a nobler type of popular song with a social content that expresses the nobility of the proletariat. The analysis of texts about
ork_card=title
rebetiko reveals traces of a theological faith in the advent of a utopian communist society and the potential role of the Marxist avant-garde in protecting
people from the infectious forces of the capitalist “evil.” Rebetika, either as a whole or in its unhealthy aspects, was perceived as a controversial
cultural product that was an obstacle to the class struggle that would lead to socialist transformation.
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Certain Events in the Zagreb Music World of the 1860s and 70s as Dependent on the Political Situation. The article discusses the interaction between
music as part of Zagreb public life and the political climate from the 1860s, i.e. at the end of Bach's Absolutism and the return to a constitutional system
under the Austrian monarchy, until 1883 when Count Dragutin Khuen-Héderváry was named as Governor of the Tripartite Kingdom, which inaugurated a
new political and cultural period of Zagreb life. In the first years after Absolutism, during the reign of Governor Josip Šokčević (1860-1867) somewhat
greater freedoms were allowed. Rousing songs could often be heard on the streets, dating back to the period of the Illyrian Revival, and at dances the
circle dance was preferred to the waltz. But after the first few years of euphoria, rousing songs soon lost their popularity. In the years immediately after
the establishment of the dual Austro-Hungarian Empire (1867), and the Croatian and Hungarian Pact of 1868, when the hungarification of Croatia was at
its peak, there was a sudden outburts of demonstrations at the foot of the Josip Jelačić statue which had meanwhile become the symbol in Croatia of
resistance against the associated Austro-Hungarian enemy and the personification of elective national independence. These were coupled with other
demonstrations at the Grave of the July Victims which, though forbidden because of the implications of national emancipation, both culturally and
politically, soon became an expression of the discontent with the current political situation. In this context the rousing songs of the early nineteenth
century acquired an almost revolutionary role. After 1873, when Ivan Mažuranić (1873-1880) became governor, and liberalization was on the rise once
more, the markedly national demonstrations fell into the background once more. We can follow a parallel situation at the concerts organized by "Kole",
the Croatian Singing Society. In the periods of greater political pressures on national culture, domestic pieces became the focal point of concert
programs, and pieces with German lyrics were avoided.
"Music in Zagreb between Croatian, Hungarian and Austrian politics (1860-1883)"
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Historiker der kroatischen Musik (die sich dabei freilich ausschließlich auf Werke wohlbekannter Komponisten stützen) sprechen oft davon, daß in
Kroatien Nord und Süd sich künstlerisch gegenseitig ablösen: Man denke an die Blüte des Barocks in Dalmatien, die Klassik in einigen städtischen
Zentren wie Dubrovnik, Split und Varaždin und die Romantik im Norden. Zieht man freilich anonyme Werke mit in Betracht, deren Entstehung eine
Folge der besonderen politischen und sozialen Lage im Lande war, so wird aus der einsträngigen kulturellen Abwechslung zwischen Süd und Nord
ein Parallelismus autochthoner und ununterbrochener Traditionen, die sich wechselseitig beeinflußten, ohne daß irgendeine Region jemals
verstummte. Durch den Hinweis auf stilistische Brücken zu Musikzentren in Österreich und Italien sowie zu ausgewanderten Komponisten betonen
kroatische Musikhistoriker diejenigen musikhistorischen Aspekte, welche die kroatische Musik mit den Stilcharakteristiken benachbarter Kulturkreise
verbinden, statt nach Stilen und Gattungen Ausschau zu halten, die zu jenen Zentren im Widerspruch stehen. Dabei liegt gerade in diesen
kontrastierenden Phänomenen – wie dem glagolitischen Gesang, dem sakralen Liedgut des Barock, oder der franziskanischen Musik – das
ureigenste und authentischste Corpus kroatischer Musik vor uns.
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Εθνική Βιβλιοθήκη της Ελλάδος

This book studies for the first time the course of opera in Greece, with particular emphasis on the historical, political and social dimension of culture
and its various "adventures" in our country. The reception and the further fate of the opera are connected with the shaping of the urban environment,
while the presentation of the institutions related to it focuses on their appearance and function within the social formations that contain them, as the
author's pursuit is on the one hand the highlighting correlations between artistic events, and on the other hand, in the stratification of social formations,
the general historical developments and the overall course of Greece.
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A number of Greek composers (Dionysios Lavragas, Spyridon Samaras, Demosthenes Milanakis, Emilios Riadis, Theodoros Spathis, Marios
Varvoglis, Dimitrios Levidis, Petros Petridis, etc.) acted in Paris from the 19th to the beginning of the 20th century. The combination of influences
offered to these composers first by the Greek environment and then by the French capital bequeathed to the wider field of European art music a special
intercultural creation. The culmination of this cultural mix is the compositions of the French language. Samaras' six French songs for voice and piano
are a minimal but special aspect of his artwork. Their analytical approach highlights the gradual development of the personal idiom of the composer,
who selectively uses material from both the Italian music tradition and the French Impressionist style and from non-European (exotic - eastern)
elements, depending on his expressive needs and the subject matter of the poetic text. In addition, their short forms are suitable for a detailed
morphological analysis from which useful conclusions are drawn for the way in which the composer handles the universal architecture of the structure,
as well as for the internal interconnection of their individual microstructural features and functional role in the whole form.

The article is about the Corfiot composer Joseph Liveralis who was a highly gifted and innovative artist for the Greek circumstances. A student of
Nikolaos Mantzaros at the Corfu Philharmonic Society, he continued his studies in Italy and returned to his hometown, where he worked as a
composer, music teacher, singer, chief musician and impresario of the San Giacomo Theater. This talk presents, among other things, unknown aspects
of his biography, such as his personal relationship with Dionysios Solomos and Gioachino Rossini, the publications of his work in Italy, Greece,
Brussels, Paris and New York, his contribution to national music and finally, his pan-Hellenic avant-garde in the romantic piano repertoire and his
global innovation in the genre of piano rhapsody.
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340285253_Opera_and_the_Greek The present study focuses on the action of European lyric troupes that traveled to the eastern Mediterranean, to our East, to the countries of the
_World_during_the_19th_Century_Conference_Proceedings_Multiple_Auth Caucasus and Central Asia in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It aims to explore cultural transference processes and osmosis between West and
ors
East in the field of musical theater.
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Traditional sonata form is a tonal formal model based mainly on harmonic functions. However, 20th-century composers have exploited various
techniques in order to loosen or even demolish tonal functionality. Therefore, tonality was gradually abandoned, as well as tonal cadences and tertian
harmony. Furthermore, new tonalities, modes, pitch collections and twelve-note series were introduced, and the harmonic background was primarily
produced by simultaneities and pitch-class sets. Greek composers were influenced by these techniques mainly through their composition studies in
Europe, but also through European professors who were brought to teach in Greek conservatoires. The present research examines the dialogue
between Greek composers of the first half of the 20th century and the traditional sonata form, through the analysis of representative works. In order to
isolate and investigate that dialogue’s elements, a new theoretical approach has been devised and applied as analytical tool to this material. This
theoretical approach is essentially a systematic expansion/adaptation of existing sonata-form theories by Rosen, Webster, Caplin, Hepokoski and
Darcy, through the modification of their principles and terminologies, so as to incorporate the concepts of modern musical idioms: chromatic harmony
and expanded tonality, modality, neotonality, and dodecaphonism. This new theoretical approach could be considered as a theory of the deformation
of sonata form, while it introduces new terminology, such as idiosyncratic compositional large-scale organization, significant structural pitch classes,
referential chords or pitch-class sets and the concept of completion. The research results elucidate specific aspects of modern sonata forms, since
each composer perceives sonata form idiosyncratically. The analyses of the works reveal a plethora of compositional choices, by which different
processes are expressed. More specifically, the thematic material is essential for the organization of music phrases. Development is introduced in
every unit of the form –a technique, which is met in Beethoven’s works and during the romanticism– and produces a continuous music flow. The
completion of different phrases, sections and units is not achieved exclusively by cadences, but also by instantaneous emphasis on specific structural
pitch classes or pitch-class sets, textural changes, and so on. Moreover, more than one significant structural pitch classes co-exist due to contrapuntal
textures. The perfect fourth interval –and the quartal harmony– predominates in the harmonic background and the structural designation. The
recapitulation includes further elaboration of thematic material and it does not always lead to the crystallization of an initial structural pitch class, which
may be delayed until the end of the work (finale), enhancing cyclical characteristics. Finally, influences from the Greek music tradition (ancient Greece,
byzantine music and folk song) are evident and interact with the western music tradition, which in the specific research is sonata form.
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The texts collected in this book were written at different times and for different occasions. However, they outline the basic conditions on which the entire
scientific career of the author was based and evolved, who believes that Greek musicologists are the first to immerse, study and understand Greek
music in all its aspects, so that place it in its proper place in the international environment. Greek music must be studied as comprehensively as
possible, in order to be able to understand the hidden "red threads" that run through it, overcoming the eras and stylistic or aesthetic divisions, and
without the dividing lines and prejudices that the tradition of scientific research , but also other, non-scientific factors, have been demanding for many
years. Also, it is methodologically correct for the study to be done in combination with the general historical context, that is, to follow the historical
evolution of music through that of Greek culture, but also of Hellenism in general, both in its many different synchronicities and during its timelessness.
In this way, without much effort, can be opened the horizons under which we very often examine Greek art music , either as a marginal and
heterogeneous attempt to integrate into a supposedly foreign Western European becoming, or as a culture that hates the West and owes its existence
almost exclusively to the contacts and influences with the Persians, the Arabs and the Turks. In this way, the relations, contacts, influences and
interactions of the Greek musical culture with the high European musical culture will be highlighted, starting from the Byzantine era, through the
European Renaissance until today.
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The very first music magazines started in Belgrade between World Wars were “Muziţki glasnik” (issued monthly from January to December 1922) and
“Muzika” (also issued monthly in the period January 1928 – March 1929). These magazines used to publish music essays, researches, debates, notes,
news and other kind of articles. This paper brings an analysis of texts on West European music in these two journals. “Muziţki glasnik” published only
few articles on European music. Those were on bibliographical news concerning editions on musicology in England and on French music magazines.
There was a report on the concert held in Leipzig in1922 in honour of late Arthur Nikisch. “Glasnik” also published an obituary to Camille Saint-Saëns
containing, by contemporary standards, excessively complimentary evaluation of his music. West European music was far more present on the pages
of “Muzika” magazine. The editorial board used to publish thematic issues dedicated to jubilees of great European composers (such as Franz
Schubert, Ludwig van Beethoven). One issue was dedicated to English music and this magazine also wrote about Puccini. Essays on European music
were translated from foreign languages and the authors of some were coming from Yugoslavia. “Muzika” magazine was addressing wide, educated
audience, not only musicians. Therefore the texts giving biographical and psychological portraits of composers used to prevail over musicological
analyses of their works. Serbian music community was not highly developed thus “Muzika” moderately used expert terminology. Essays, as dominant
forms in Serbian musicography up to 1941, were often written in a literary manner. This is evident in “Muzika” as well. “Muzika” and “Muziţki glasnik”
adopted different aesthetics and ideology. The fact that the reception of West European music in “Glasnik”was minimal was not only due to the
insufficient number of associates. The editorial board of “Glasnik” was more concerned with domestic music and problems of music institutions.
Besides, the editors of this magazine were of opinion that the Serbian music should not solely look up to West European composers but even more to
the Slav and domestic music exemplars.
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Speranţa Radulescu

This thesis examines various topics on classical music in Greece, among which European classical music in Greece, Greek composers and orchestras
before and after the 1950s, as well as different issues like the efforts of the Greek state at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century to
take care of music education, especially important for a nation that has to compensate for the lack of tradition, while not paying enough attention to the
heavy influence of German and French Romanticism that already has entered the country, etc.

Dr. Miloje Milojević (1884-1946) was a central figure in Serbian music criticism and academic essays between the World Wars. A large part of his
writings on music were dedicated to the issue of the Serbian 'national music style', its means of expression, and the question of modernity, i. e. to what
extent modernity is desirable in the 'national style'. This paper analyzes some twenty articles - reviews, essays, and writings for special occasions published by Milojević between 1912 and 1942 in various Serbian newspapers magazines and collections: Srpski književni glasnik (The Serbian
Literary Magazine, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1923, 1924, 1935), Prosvetni glasnik (The Educational Herald, 1914, 1921, 1942), Politika (The Politics, 1921,
1922 1923, 1937, 1938, 1940, 1941), Muzika (The Music, twice in 1928) Spomenica-album Udruženja muzikanata Kraljevine Jugoslavije 1928-1930
(The Commemorative Volume - The Album of the Society of Musicians of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia 1928-1930, 1930), Smena (The Change, 1938),
and Slavenska muzika (The Slavonic Music, 1940). In the course of those thirty years Milojević passionately believed that the future of Serbian music
lies in the 'national style', i.e. in the artistic transformation of anonymous Serbian folk songs and melodies. In spite of the changes of styles that
occurred over the years, he never gave up anticipating the appearance of an ingenious composer who would develop the 'national style' to its climax
and enrich Serbian music with 'national' symphonies, operas and chamber music. Milojević was in favour of a 'national style' mainly on principle. He
rarely got into a discussion about the stylistic and technical means he considered most suitable for the 'national style'. In his text Naš muzičko umetnički
program (Our music and artistic programme), published in the Serbian Literary Magazine in 1913, and another article, Za folklornu muziku (In favour of
Folk Music), published in the Belgrade daily newspaper Politics in 1921, he recommended that Serbian 'national style' composers followed the model
of some representatives of the European national schools of romanticism impressionism and moderately modern music. In a special kind of manifesto
Za ideju umetnosti i umetničkog nacionalizma kod nas (In favour of the idea of art and artistic nationalism in Serbia), published in 1935 in the Serbian
Literary Magazine, he gave an indirect answer to the question of which means of musical expression he preferred in the 'national style'. For example,
he singled out the composition Sever duva (North Wind) by Kosta P. Manojlović (1890-1949), from his collection of choral songs Pesme zemlje
Skenderbegove (The Songs from the Land of Skenderbeg, 1933), as an outstanding example of what he meant by 'national style'. This Albanian folk
music was transformed into a relatively modern, but yet not avant-garde composition. Therein lies the answer as to what kind of 'national style'
Milojević preferred. An advocate of a moderately modern music language, he wished Serbian art music to use its very rich folk heritage as best as it
could. He was well aware that times had changed, and that there was not much inclination towards this style and ideology in the interwar period.
However, he never abandoned this idea. Basically, he never accepted more radical, expressionist treatments of folk elements as a solution to the
problems of 'national style'. It is also very significant that he never mentioned the name Béla Bartók in his writings, which is something we analyze in
this paper. He was never able to give up romanticism, a style that never had time to fully develop in Serbian music. Serbian folk music was a perfect
basis for composing in a romantic style. Nevertheless, due to many unfavourable circumstances in Serbian history, the Serbs became part of European
За разлика от големия брой изследвания, посветени на
личността и културното наследство на Любомир Пипков и Марин
Големинов, настоящият текст се фокусира върху аспект от тяхната жизнена и професионална биография, който традиционно остава извън или
в периферията на музикално-научната литература. Това е онзи важен период от живота на двамата композитори, свързан с престоя и
обучението им в Париж, който има основополагащо значение не само за изграждането на тяхната творческа личност, но и за формиране на
българския национален музикален стил. От дистанцията на времето вече е възможно произведенията на Л. Пипков и М. Големинов да бъдат
погледнати в историческа перспектива и оценени според мястото им във времето. В този контекст се разглежда проблемът за формиране на
българския музикален стил и в частност стремежът на композиторите към синтезиране на знания, похвати, техники и методи, почерпени от
западноевропейската (основно френска) музика.
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Чланак је усмерен на разматрање барокних референци у три Трајковићеве композиције: Arion, Le nuove musiche per Chitarra ed Archi op. 8
(1979), Le retour des zéphyres ou “Zefi ro torna”, оп. 25 (2001) и у песми Renouveau из циклуса Cinq poèmes de Stéphane Mallarmé, оп. 29 у
верзији за глас, флауту у клавир (2003). Све композиције су обједињене идејом модерности и новине, метафорички садржаном и у идеји
обнављања природе, која повезује музику модерних на почетку XVII века и Трајковићево трагање за новим путевима музике у односу на
‘готичке’ заплете авангарде. Сложене и вишеструке, референце на барокно доба музике у Трајковићевим делима одражавају битно
генерички, архитекстуални
однос. Композиције Arion и Zefi ro torna постављене су на експлицитним референцама на италијанско извориште барокне епохе, како у
теоријском, тако у стваралачком домену (на Качинијеву /Caccini/ збирку мадригала Le Nuove Musiche, 1601, и Монтевердијев мадригал Zefi ro
torna /1614/ према сонету Петрарке). Zefi ro torna, с примарно француским насловом и поднасловима ‘сцена’ према античким митолошким
изворима, упућује, опет, на двоструки генерички однос према италијанској мадригалској традицији и француској традицији опере/балета,
додатно посредован референцама на стваралаштво Дебисија (Debussy) и Равела (Ravel). Вишеструке литерарне и музичке трансисторијске
везе остварују се у песми Renouveau. Но, у овим композицијама се, много више од експлицираних паратекстуалних референци, остварује
имплицитан, генерички однос с читавим корпусом тема, форми, текстова, дискурса, као и битних концепата музике XVII века.
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Във времето от втората половина на 40-те до края на 50-те години на ХХ в. централизацията и идеологизацията на културата маргинализира
популярната градска песенна традиция от времето преди 1944 г. Изпълнението и слушането ѝ се разпознава от властите като остатък от
буржоазното минало, а композиторското съсловие я вижда като неестетична. Със смяната на поколенията през 60-те години навлизащите от
Запада нови актуални музикални образци на популярна музика изместват центъра на внимание на режима. Старата шлагерна култура сега
губи в значителна степен от идеологическата си окраска и постепенно се превръща в удобен инструмент на културните институции за
обхващане на по-възрастното носталгично настроено поколение.
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This study deals with the first Serbian oratorio, Vaskrsenje (Resurrection) by Stevan Hristić, and the first Serbian musical drama, Divina Tragoedia by
Milenko Paunović. These works are based on two different interpretations of the same theme (the Resurrection of Jesus Christ). They were composed
almost at the same time (1912), but separately, with no inter-textual relations. They represent the first steps of Modernism in Serbian music. Hristić’s
work follows the French and Italian heritage whereas Paunović’s is connected with the German, post-Wagnerian tradition.
In this text the authors highlight the different intensities of modernity realized by the composers, by comparing numerous aspects of the theme, genre
and style with new types of expressiveness and procedures in the treatment of all musical resources. The parallel investigation of the oratorio and
musical drama shows the closeness of these two young composers in their musical attempts, but also emphasizes some factors that were decisive for
the public presentation of their works. Hristić predicted that the genre of oratorio had better chances of placement than, for example, a symphonic or
musical-dramatic composition. Actually, a choir had strong links with tradition and it presented a significant means of potential communication, as well
as penetrating novelties into other
parts of the oratorio. Due to his readiness to make an effort and to compromise, the composer succeeded in performing his work. On the other hand,
Paunović did not anticipate problems in the national cultural system of his time. Numerous aspects of his work, which prevented performance, confirm
this. The chosen genre of German musical drama was a very speculative investment in the local musical context. Furthermore, the score was
inappropriate for the real reproductive potential of Serbian performers. In addition, an avant-garde gesture was marked by the blasphemous treatment
of the New-Testament theme in the dramatic content. These were among the most important indications of the author's unrealistic estimation of
potential public reception of his music.
Modern works of large-scale genre had no prospects of continual survival on the concert repertoire in the period between the two World Wars, either.
This testifies to long-standing problems of national musical tradition, especially in consequence of its discontinued and uneven development. This
study of early modernism shows the value of researching Serbian music through different cultural models existing in the system of national art of this
time. The network of political, economical and cultural institutions was imbued with modern bourgeois culture, but the struggle for its wider acceptance
in the domains of everyday life, self-consciousness, and the mentality and taste of different social groups and individuals, was slow and long. Such
attempts have not always and fully realized the particular burden of inheritance, reflected in recent times.
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The aim of this study is an attempt to define the contribution, peculiarities and innovation of the composer in the operas “Women’s Monarchy” and
“Salambo”, to situate “Sly Peter” too, in accordance with their conceptuality, due to the hard times in which they were created, without discrediting the
conditions, erudition, experience and, of course, the aesthetics of the composer. Apparently the opera is part of the idea of the Bulgarian intellectual of
musical prosperity, of our Europeanization, of musical institutionalization. Naturally, this is not a general opinion, the furious resistance of some of the
greatest Bulgarian men against us having opera (both as an institution and as musical scenic art) is well known. Mostly men of letters point out the
priority of the theatre. The unique thing is that in this country the theatre and the opera, drama and music, will develop simultaneously -unlike the world
practice in this respect. For the trio Vladigerov -Pipkov - Stojanov the problems were not in harmony, polyphony or orchestration. They were masters of
that. Their problems were on a conceptual level. The process of adaptation - opera and folklore seemed to be over. They were predestined to create
the norms, acquiring the character of presentable tradition and therefore connected with certain intentions of the epoch. These young musicians
possessed macte animo plus a doze of aggressiveness, thanks to which they would reject most of the old opera models and with the self-confidence
acquired in the West (where they studied and became erudite), they would rapidly affirm the new dramatic schemes, dominated by the modern musical
aesthetic conception. “Women’s Monarchy”was the first attempt to apply modern techniques in the Bulgarian opera, to abandon folklore every day
singing and skipping several stages, Vesselin Stojanov cou rageously attempted to reproduce the rhythm, syllabics and sonority of Bulgarian speech.
“Salambo” was undoubtedly the aesthetic manifesto of Vesselin Stojanov and one of the most original operas in Bulgarian music creation. “Sly Peter”
cannot fit into the theme that I am interpreting. Because both as dramaturgy and from a purely music aspect “Sly Peter” was a combination of
techniques and discoveries, which Vesselin Stojanov made in his previous opera, but it also carried the print of a placard and conceptual ambiguity, i .
e. it cannot be defined as innovational/ modern work.
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Оn the common trajectories of orientalism in recorded music The object of this text is not the oriental music but some Bulgarian images of the Orient.
The field of research is the music recorded in Bulgaria during the first half of the 2ou1 century and some additional information that goes with it:
gramophone records, catalogs and discographies, articles about that music printed by the press or some specialized periodicals, archive materials
about the musical past. The theoretical approaches on the topic are centered on researches on the identity, the imaginary communities, the recreated
traditions, the nationalism, the stereotyping. Key points are the researches of Eduard Said on orientalism and those of Maria Todorova on balkanism.
The orientalised examples of recorded Bulgarian music give us a fair reason to regard them both as a part of the European musical orientalism and as
specific Balkan variations of orientalism. The common thing between the above two things are that they are a way of rethinking the Eastern music in
ways that are foreign for the places of its origin: its discursive depth is changed to external images; it is separated from its ethos and turned into an
exotic sound impression and spectacle. Orientalism in the recorded Bulgarian music is predominant in its popular layers. Many of the popular tunes
which were recorded on gramophone records and became popular in Bulgaria during the 1930s and the 1940s were related with operettas, popular at
the scenes in Sofia at that time. The Bulgarian popular tunes with oriental stylistics are a local idiom of the European fashion in the operetta genre. The
oriental in the recorded Bulgarian music according to the labels According to the labels on gramophone records, catalogs of publishers and
distributors, to collections of song lyrics of gramophone-plate distributed songs, to radio programmes, the Bulgarian music that was recorded during
the first half of the XX century is grouped into two basic types called folk music/folk songs and dance music/popular music tunes. The oriental theme as
an etiquette and text information is present mainly in the dance music and the popular tunes. It is a dominant in the notation of local variations of the
modem genres: the oriental tango, the oriental foxtrot; oriental slov. Some of the popular songs that were recorded by Bulgarian performers and
companies, and had oriental etiquettes were creations of Bulgarian authors.. Musical images of the oriental The observations on the oriental in
etiquettes of recorded music outline a rich repertoire. Besides the naming, the oriental motives are represented also as musical images. There are
repeating patterns, which can be accepted as musical images of the oriental. Such a pattern in the melody is a augmented second. In the rhythm, the
images of the oriental are related to the rhythmical schemes of dance melodies popular in Turkey and Greece.
The text is dedicated to one of the most popular singers of folk and popular music of the first half of the 20th century – the forgotten today Ivanka
Georgieva. This study provides for the first time biographical and discography data about the singer based on memories, personal and academic
archives. The personality and songs of Ivanka Gerogieva is subject to cultural-anthropological and historical interpretation. The following conclusions
have been made: neglecting due to historical, aesthetic, political or ideological reasons such artists like Ivanka Georgieva that represent not that
prestigious for science and culture musical phenomena as the commercially distributed gramophone records are nevertheless important in order to
better understand the spirit of the times past and the present-day search for new subjects, objects and approaches of research.
The text follows the traces of Slavic musicians and music in the Bulgarian recorded and media music from the first half of the 20th century. The Slavic
musicians (temporary migrants or permanent immigrants in Bulgaria) founded the basics of the general trends of development of Bulgarian musical
culture: the urban amateur (Czechs and Croatians) and professional (Czechs and Russians) musicing; art (Czech: saloon, military and philharmonic
orchestras) and popular music (Russians: Bulgarianized European and Russian urban music; Serbians: Balkan ethno-pop music).
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Записаната музика от България е един от терените, на който кроскултурните маршрути на взаимодействия  между Изтока и Запада,
ориенталското и европейското имат отпечатък, могат да се разчетат в звукови свидетелства и техните контексти и коментари. На третите
изкуствоведски  четения споделих наблюдения върху някои ориентализми в българската записана музика. Но доминиращи свързаната с
медии и технологии музика от ХХ век са западните влияния. Посоката на движение при нея е от Запад на Изток – звукозаписната индустрия
идва от Западна Европа. Първите грамофони, звукозаписни компании, грамофонни плочи със записана музика са западни. Първите
https://artdialogпродуценти и звукоинженери, подбрали и записали изпълнители и репертоар от България, са западняци (англичани, французи, германци).
bg.com/%d0%bc%d1%83%d0%b7%d0%b8%d0%ba%d0%b0%d0%bb%d0 Сред пионерите на българската музика, записвана през първите десетилетия на ХХ век, има много външни хора, дошли от други страни от
%bd%d0%b8-%d0%be%d0%b1%d1%80%d0%b0%d0%b7%d0%b8Европа (Чехия, Хърватия, Италия).
%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bf%d0%b0%d0%b4%d0%b0И двайки от Запад, звукозаписната индустрия превзема местните пазари, като процесите на нейното развитие и изграждане на местни
%d0%b2-%d1%80%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%bd%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b0/ звукозаписни индустрии се отечатват върху записаната музика като процеси на акултурация и културна дифузия. Записаната българска
традиционна селска и градска музика, незападна по произход и характеристика, се влияе от западната: заимстват се репертоар, мелодични и
хармонични особености, инструменти и формации; локалното/източното се вестернизира. Образците от Запад се възприемат като „висока“
култура дори когато са взети от „ниските“ ù пластове – музи за развлечение: битово музикиране, популярни танци, салонна музика, оперети.
Част от тях се ориентализират, истърнизират, като в резултат се появяват нови дифузни музикални образци, оформят се локални стилове,
повлияни от западната, но незападна музика.
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This paper deals with musical neoclassicism in the context of modernism, and shows that some neoclassical features, usually considered to be
reactionary and retrograde, could and should be understood as modernist. This kind of contextualization is especially important when Serbian postwar
music is in question. Neoclassicism in Serbian music began in a specific ideological milieu. Paradoxically, and despite its "call for order"
characteristics, it turned out to be a kind of modernistic phenomenon. On one hand it received all typical shapes of European modernism, while on the
other it remains as a typical idiom of postwar Serbian musical production, blending in perfectly with the postmodern. These issues are argued and
proved through analysis of some pieces written by Dušan Radić during the 1950’s. We see a kind of "disguised" modernism in the composer's
subversion of the norms of national romanticism and socialist realism in the neoclassical choir piece Gungulice (1953), a modernism that is based on
Freud's "reaction-formation" notion. Then, a more radical kind of modernism is followed in the piece The List for chamber ensemble (1952- 1954),
arguing the notion of radical in the context of Serbian music, and coming to the conclusion that different interpretations of this piece as avant-garde,
radical, or neoclassical/modernist can occur as a consequence of the listener's position. In the case of The Tower of Sculls we observe the same kind
of "disguised" modernism, but now directly interwoven with proto-postmodern elements, coming from popular music practices, which is also the case in
other pieces by Dušan Radić. The composer’s nonconformity, lack of pretentiousness, and inclination toward the simplicity of everyday things form his
modernistic identity.
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српска фолклористика 9:
зборник радовa
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скупа одржаног од 2. до 4.
октобра 2020. у Тршићу",
с. 287-302

Central and Eastern European Online Library (CEEOL)
Available at: https://www.ceeol.com

The study deals with the pioneership of the earliest Czech kapellmeisters in the rich musical tradition of contemporary Bulgaria. A specific regional
model is brought forth structurally based on the known and less known records by contemporaries and the earliest chroniclers with the focus put on the
constructive work of the pioneering kapellmeisters in Ruse as well as on renowned Czech musicians and teachers at the Prague Conservatory, who
laid their Czech basis for the development of professional musical culture in Ruse, and for the Bulgarian musical culture, respectively. The figure of
Kapellmeister Franz Stross (1851–1917) with his career of almost two decades and a half as an organiser, performer and teacher is central. He and
his student Alexander Yorgandjiev had a creative contribution to Ruse’s musical history. Finding new information and rethinking the already known
facts shed light on important pages of the development of our musical history.
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Central and Eastern European Online Library (CEEOL)
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The author tries to determine the place of newly born instrumental music professionalism during the National Revival Period and to analyse it in the
context of the Bulgarian variant of the all-Balkan urban culture. That level of the Balkan culture has functioned as a specific stepping-stone towards its
equalization with the culture of Old Europe in the process of overcoming the ethnical and national prejudices in the Balkan countries. The article
studies the development of these orchestras after the Liberation from the Turkish yoke. It analyses the interactions between these orchestras and the
newly created brass-bands just after the Liberation. The orchestras’ specific evolution during the last 30-40 years is estimated as an objective and
subjective result of different influences, prohibitions and restrictions. The last 5-6 years marked a new revival of the development of modern bands.
Should we canonize, or, standardize them, or should we just observe their precipitated consolidation on Balkan, European and world-wide level?
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European Musical Influences in
Greece from the Middle of the
XIX Century to the Middle of the
XX Century – an Attempt to
Present the Main Bibliography
and Bibliographic Sources

Музикални традиции на град
Панагюрище: Летописи
Хърватска музика: Минало и
съвременност

Georgi Y. Dikin

Статията се фокусира върху влиянието на чешките музикални дейци в България след Освобождението
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The Representative Brass Band
of the National Guards Unit of
Galia Stepanovna
Bulgaria: Intermediary Between
Grozdanova-Radeva
the Contemporary Urbanism and
Folklore at Present Time

Сръбската сюита в контекста на националните и европейски музикални традиции: монография

By applying the discourse analysis to the musical history of the oldest high school in Rousse, the article aims to research the specifics of music and
composing as part of both the educational system and the urban sociocultural situation. Arguments for choosing the discourse approach could be
found in the characteristics of the discourse itself as well as in the peculiar symbiosis between the institutions (educational, cultural and municipal),
typical for the first decades after the birth of the modern industrial town and for shaping of an urban culture of a new type that is oriented primarily
towards adopting the best European standards into the Bulgarian situation. The article focuses on different aspects of the problem: the adaptation of
European musical culture standards in urban environment; the music as accelerator of the process of shaping the new type of urban culture; the
perception of music and the new type of aesthetics influencing the new urban socio-cultural pattern.
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Проблемът "периферия - център" от норвежка гледна точка

Article in "Савремена
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Етномузиколошки приступи
градској музици у Србији

България и Хърватия: музикалнокултурни взаимодействия през XIX до началото на XX век

Music has been a fundamental element of all celebration ceremonies in Russe. Related to particular topographic spaces in the town, these musical
events have functioned not only as connected to certain celebrations, but also to the places where they were performed. Yet, the sites marked for a
certain period of time as musical have been preserved in urban mentality as such even after the re-location of the events. Thus musical celebrations
have constructed and expanded the semantics of the city space and have contributed to renaming and re-signifying some of its main reference points,
re-inscribing new meanings into urban space.
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Вилотијевић

Статията анализира чуждите влияния върху формирането и развитието на българската градска музикална култура
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Музикалната култура на Варна (1860-1960) : Летопис
Международна научна конференция „Балканската градска музикална култура”

Хоровото пеене в България има богата история и ключово значение в процесите, формиращи българската музикална култура. Българското
хорово творчество и изпълнителство са част от световната музикална култура. Сведения за употреба на детски хорови песни в помощ на
музикално-слуховото възпитание има още в зората на тяхното съществуване, през епохата на Възраждането, когато учителите по музика
създават и използват техни първообрази – възрожденски училищни песни, осъзнавайки възможностите за въздействие, които те предоставят.
Специфичният заряд, който тези песни носят се обуславя от условията на тяхното възникване – време на борба за национално освобождение
и за църковна независимост, активно усвояване на европейски музикални традиции, разцвет на новобългарската просвета. Това са песните,
които полагат основите композиторското песенно творчество.
Настоящият текст изследва зараждането на жанра „детска хорова песен“ като резултат от творческите търсения на съчинителите през
Възраждането, поставили началото на еволюцията му до композиторите от нашето съвремие. В статията са обследвани специфични
особености, позволяващи изводи относно мястото и ролята на жанра „детска хорова песен“ във възрожденските културни процеси.
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Съдържа и Тезаурус на ключови думи за линкове в базата данни на Електронен речник на новата българска музика; Произведения за
симфоничен, камерен и струнен оркестър, инструментални концерти, електронна и електроакустична музика. Резюме на английски и немски
език. Превод: Нели Чалъкова.

Градска любителска оркестрова култура от 20-те до 40-те години на XX век [в България]
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Музикално-съчинителска дейност от средата на XIX век или инструменталната практика от европейски тип в българската възрожденска
музикална култура: Опит за характеристика
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Стайнов)
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The paper comments on facts of the history of Bulgarian music in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, related to the visiting Belgrade Choral Society
under the baton of famous Serbian conductor Stevan Mokranjac (1856–1914). With the choir of the Belgrade Choral Society he visited Bulgaria twice:
in 1895 he gave concerts in the course of the tour Sofia – Constantinople – Plovdiv, and in 1904 he performed in Sofia. There are two reviews about
the concerts given by the choir in Plovdiv; the one given in Sofia in 1895 was covered by a Serbian media and its programme was the same as that in
Plovdiv. The first review in Plovdiv daily describes the performance of the choir of the Belgrade Choral Society as excellent. The second review was
published in Kaval (Lom – Palanka) magazine: the concert was covered in details and special attention was paid to the high artistic level of the
performance and the repertory. The choir of the Belgrade Choral Society visited Bulgaria once again to take part in the Anniversary Concert of the
stenographers at the hall of Slavianska Beseda [Slavic Commune], held on 26 September 1904. The choir of Slavianska Beseda [Slavic Commune]
conducted by Nikolay Nikolaev maintained active contacts with that of the Belgrade Choral Society spanning over the following decades. Of special
importance were the cultural dialogues in the time of Kosta Manojlović (1890 – 1949), a renowned composer and conductor, president of the Yugoslav
Choral Union, Belgrade, who supported choral work in Bulgaria and was Dobri Hristov’s personal friend. Kosta Manojlović led the choir from 1919 until
1931. The commented facts reveal contacts with the Belgrade Choral Society at various stages in the history of choral work in Bulgaria. Bulgarian
choral companies modelled their activities on the activity of the Society in the implementation of the idea of expanding choral work. This idea was also
related to bringing Slavic peoples together. The active contacts with the Belgrade Choral Society and its coaches and conductors allow for an insight
into this bonding that defined the historical profile of choral work and musical culture in Bulgaria of those decades.
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Ljubica Marić's music provides manifold encouragements for consideration in the light of the Logos, according to the teaching exposed in the prologue
of the Gospel by St. John. It speaks of the essential inconceivability of time and life, which have their cause in God and His Logos. Seeing through and
praising 'the logos of things' guide all its aspects: the tone reveals itself as a vibration, as the energy of lasting and existing, as the beginning of every
time and motion; the sonority of different instrumental media is freely expressed and mutually determined in co-action with specific musical and
contextual moments; the rhythm evades every regularity and mechanicalness, by which both single duration's and the whole metro-rhythmic course
gain a vivid expression. The entire shape of the work is also taken from the reality of psychological and historical time, from its unreductable dynamics,
being always in a vivid connection with the space, origin and tradition. The respect for 'the truth of things', the awe before the mystery of time and
existence, which call upon the very principle of life in the divine Logos are obvious in everything. Designation of man as a being of light and reason
created in the image of God to be the likeness of His being, is expressed in Ljubica Marić's music by the measure of human pulse taken as the basic
tempo of her entire opus. Ljubica Marić expressed her consciousness of the reason as a special gift to the man by extremely careful treatment of the
words - its meanings, melodies, rhythms, which she always considered the very source of music. The relation between the word and the voice - its
sonorous body - is shown in the cantata Songs of Space (1956) as a mystery of the encounter of the Logos and the matter. In relation to her earlier
works, this one is a marked breakthrough of the composer's authentic 'voice', which will find its full identity only after receiving the divine Word,
symbolized by the melodies of the Serbian Octoechos in the cycle Musica Octoicha (1958-1963). Thus, Ljubica Marić's music has entered its 'New
Testament' time and become a specific story of the Logos and His presence in the world and history. In the opaque and dramatic course of that related
musical time, the melodics of chanting is experienced as the manifestation of the light, meaning, reason freedom, awe. These graceful effects bring into
the work a certain beyond-time dynamics - inverse perspective of time - and, like a Byzantine church dome, they bear witness to the divine
condescension. Ljubica Marić's music is steeped in the mystery of the beginning and the end, which meet in eternity, in the One who is Alpha and
Omega; in its one tone and in its entire course, it grasps the whole of time and existence - through the divine Word itself by which it has also been
made.
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In the existing research of the cultural phenomena in the region of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes/Yugoslavia not much attention has
been devoted to the issue of the expansion of popular music. The reflections on the rise in the interest in musical accomplishments of commercial
character in urban centres across Yugoslavia are rare and insufficiently detailed, which is why data on key agents, institutions, creative tendencies and
forms of consummation in the field of popular music are missing, as well as the data on their wider circumstances (social, economical, political, etc.).
The majority of data is found in memoirs but these data are not adequately systematized and contextualized. The plethora of data is also found in
sources like musical editions that have not been researched until now. Namely, in the period after the First World War there were several
https://www.academia.edu/11759446/Popularna_muzika_u_Kraljevini_Jugos private music publishers who dedicated a significant part of their collections to the genre of popular music/Schlager music. This is especially relevant
laviji_Popular_music_in_the_Kingdom_of_Yugoslavia_Zbornik_Matice_srps for publishing houses of Jovan Frajt and Sergije Strahov, which were stationed in Belgrade, and publishing houses Akord and Albini from Zagreb. The
ke_za_scenske_umetnosti_i_muziku_51_65_81
inspection of the preserved pieces of the collections of editions by Frajt and Strahov, which was completed by the data from printed programmes of
Radio Belgrade as well as the archive material, it is possible to partly reconstruct the field of popular music in Yugoslavia. This implies singling out
important composers, writers and performers of popular songs from that period, as well as the genres and cultural influence (USA, Germany, Austria,
Hungary, Italy, France, USSR, etc.). The comparison of tendencies in this field in the region of Yugoslavia with tendencies in other countries provides a
basis for making presuppositions concerning the features of domestic popular music production. The purpose of such a procedure is to indicate the
circumstances in which an autonomous Yugoslav popular music production emerged in the period between the two World Wars, as well as to consider
the significance of this segment in the research of Yugoslav society and culture of that period.
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Изследването има за цел да представи обобщен исторически поглед към хода и битието на изкуствата в България през ХХ век. Откроени са
специфични, но и общи, паралелни интелектуални и художествени процеси, наблюдавани в полето на литературата, театъра, музиката,
киното, визуалните изкуства и архитектурата. Акцентът е поставен върху явления, свързани с модернизацията на българската култура и
мястото ѝ в контекста на гъвкавите, динамични културни измерения на съвременна Европа. Текстовете са структурирани в три части: „Под
знака на модерна Европа (1878–1944), „Метаморфози на модерността“ (1945–1989), „Предизвикателства по време на преход“ (1989–2000).
Разцепването на периода по тематични полета създава удобството по-ярко да бъдат очертани акцентите върху различни „аспекти на
промяната“ в развитието на дадено изкуство и неговите специфични рефлексии от гледна точка на личностната и общностната идентичност,
анализирани в синхронен или диахронен план. Маркирането на подобни „пресечни“ ядра (времеви, социокултурни, институционални,
жанрови и пр.), следвайки мозаечно-хронологичен принцип, е условно и провокативно спрямо традиционната представа за развойните
тенденции в българската култура през изминалия век. Изданието е богато илюстрирано и разполага с обширна библиография.
Предназначено е за широк кръг читатели.
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The reflections and speculations in this article result from observations in the towns of Pisa and Livorno, as well as of continuous fieldwork in Plovdiv
and Asenovgrad in the context of new spaces created within the framework of the European Union. Pisa and Plovdiv count on their images as towns of
art and historical past with their own input in the development of the European. Plovdiv is a town of painters, or Bohemian artists, forming tendencies in
the modem art of Bulgaria. Pisa as a “town of art and history” attracts historians of culture, art specialists and connoisseurs being a part of the
development of the arts in Europe. The ideas of contacts with other cultures are “marked” as the specific feature in the works – creations of human
genius. Livorno and Asenovgrad put the accent on culture as way of life and try to find grounds for the invention of images of culture as art in the
creation of urban identities. In general, however, it is the contact with others, the co-existence of the different in the course of centuries, which is reinterpreted and outlined as a basic fact, significant for the images of the town. Even when it has become “already history” (Livorno and the regime of
Mussolini, Asenovgrad and the migrants’ waves). The “new” urban identities result from newly constructed territories and re-projected historical bonds.
Neighbourhood as reality and imaginary gives new significance to spaces creates new territory entities. The historically formed experience of „living”
territories, the cultures as ways of life generate resources on symbolic level, which could be used and become a part of the consumer culture by
offering products with the label “authentic”. The cultures and experiences are also a part of the symbolic resource for maintaining the bonds of the
citizens with their place of living, and for value re-interpretation of the urban and its historical projections. The examples from Italy point at thinking of
cultures and people, cultures and territories, people and territories in their dynamic connection without searching for definite and stable borders in
space and time. The Bulgarian examples point at thinking on the level of the separate, the independent, within its own borders, in the comfort of the
familiar and the stable. However, the cultural techniques of constructing identities show common tendencies implying dialogue and complimentary
correlation between Culture as civilization, as arts, in its universal dimensions, and cultures as local configurations, as specific cultural combinations.
The differences refer to the levels of thinking the universal and the specific, the local in the context of Europe – new or “anew”.
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This article represents a fragment of the author’s doctoral dissertation Serbian Music at the Crossroads of the East and the West? On the Dialogue
between the Traditional and the Modern in Serbian Music between the Two World Wars.
The article describes the creative orientation of composers Miloje Milojević, Petar Konjović, and Josip Štolcer-Slavenski as the key figures of the
epoch, indicates their choices of an Eastern or Western orientation, and explains the antagonism between the poetics of the “Europeans” and the
representatives of avant-garde trends. The topicality of the East–West dichotomy in the critical consciousness of the protagonist of this period is
marked as one of the main and the most important dilemma of the polemical context of the Serbian art after the World War I. Conducted from
standpoints “Pro et Contra Europa”, East–West discussion was also the part of the debate of Serbian national art’s development strategy in the new,
modern epoch of its history.
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By being geographically inextricable from Europe, yet culturally constructed as “the other” within, the Balkans have been able to absorb conveniently a
number of externalized political, ideological, and cultural frustrations stemming from tensions and contradictions inherent to the regions and societies
outside the Balkans” (Todorova 1997: 188). Following such reflections which point to the ideological reasons for negative attitudes towards Balkan
music, often conceptualized as the non-desired other at home, within the national discourse of Bulgaria and within the Balkans in general, this paper
develops the discussion further to focus on the interior dynamics within the Western discourse itself. More particularly, it focuses on Balkan music in
non-Balkan contexts, performed and seen, unlike its predominant qualifications at home, as the desired other. Observing western pop groups who
embrace Balkan music vocabulary as a source of cultural identity, the discussion draws attention to a possible cultural “insufficiency” which may feed
the western interest to distant others including the one embodied in the music of the Balkans. Taking the example of several cover versions of “Krivo
Sadovsko”, functioning in different western contexts, it is argued that the Balkan groove -that is, the particular meter and rhythmic asymmetry, observed
all over the Balkans and hinting particular unevenness not only in music but in lifestyles as well, - may be further analyzed as one of the qualities which
attracts and challenges Western audiences. Understanding cultural identity as a dynamic dialogical process and not as a frozen reproductive category,
it is argued as well that late modernity questions essentialisms in general and that within the Western discourse itself new paradigms emerge -ones
which promote postethnic perspectives in identities through music, pluralistic views and non-centric ideas capable to take free-of-biases approaches in
conceptualizing and appreciating Western Others’ cultural values.
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Историческите връзки на българския народ с Русия, отразени в народната ни песен / Ив. Качулев . Български възрожденски песни по текстове
на възрожденски поети / Н. Кауфман . Патриотични и революционни български народни песни / Т. Джиджев . Народната песен през
Възраждането - динамика на жанровете / Т. Тодоров . Еволюция на ладоинтонационното мислене през Възраждането / И. Рачева . Народните
танци през Възраждането / А. Илиева . Възрожденски редакции на творби на Йоан Кукузел / Е. Тончева . За музикално-преводаческата
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Ethnomusicological research in Serbia is dominantly directed towards rural folk music. However, urban folk music was subject of field recording and
professional critiques in Serbia, but following global streams of the discipline during the last decade, it gains more attention in ethnomusicological
work. This paper presents approaches to urban musical folklore through selected definitions of ethnomusicology, with emphasis on the possibilities of
urban ethnomusicology and popular music studies. In relation to the development of ethnomusicology in Serbia, here are presented approaches to the
musical folklore noted in urban areas, especially regarding treatment of relation with rural musical folklore.
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Ethnomusicological research in Serbia is dominantly directed towards rural folk music. However, urban folk music was subject of field recording and
professional critiques in Serbia, but following global streams of the discipline during the last decade, it gains more attention in ethnomusicological
work. This paper presents approaches to urban musical folklore through selected definitions of ethnomusicology, with emphasis on the possibilities of
urban ethnomusicology and popular music studies. In relation to the development of ethnomusicology in Serbia, here are presented approaches to the
musical folklore noted in urban areas, especially regarding treatment of relation with rural musical folklore.
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The book Sounds of Nostalgia: The History of Old Urban Music in Serbia is the first ethnomusicological monograph dedicated to the emergence and
existence of old urban music (starogradska muzika) in Serbia. Interpreting old urban music as a nostalgic music practice based on the heritage of
urban folk music before World War II, Marija Dumnić Vilotijević considered numerous archival, fieldwork, bibliographic and discographic findings that
profile this genre as special form of popular folk music. The historical context of old urban music is presented, including its relation with global early
popular music, as well as characteristics of urban folk music in the Balkans and Central Europe, especially in former Yugoslav countries. Researches
conducted on the territory of Serbia are systematized with special attention, and performance practices from Belgrade are taken as examples. Urban
folk music from the beginning of the twentieth century is explained in details, starting from the reconstruction of performance contexts of tavern and
radio, and followed by the presentation of repertoire. Old urban music in the narrow sense is primarily seen as a product of the Yugoslav and Serbian
music industries in the last decades of the twentieth century, and its present-day performance contexts (tavern and concert) are explained. Finally, the
structural music characteristics of old urban music are described. Equipped with illustrations, a summary in English, an index of names, as well as an
extensive bibliography and an overview of selected discography, this accessible scientific research is a contemporary reading of the traditional music
heritage of cities.
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Българска музикална култура: От древността до наши дни

Поред основних структуралних карактеристика жанра, у овом раду биће концизно представљени резултати првог опсежног етномузиколошког
истраживања архивских, теренских и медијских извора о староградској музици у Србији (нарочито у Београду). Разматраће се наслеђе на које
се жанр староградске музике позива – градска народна музика пре Другог светског рата, потом доприноси сакупљању и стваралаштву вокалноинструменталних нумера у другој половини двадесетог века, као и наративи о комодификацији староградске музике данас. Везу између
наслеђа, стваралаштва и рецепције чини процес извођења музике, те ће детаљно бити објашњен његов значај у одржању народне музике,
као и његова улога у структурисању изведбе староградске музике.
Salon music, which marked the private sphere of music life during the 19th century, until recently represented an aesthetically uninteresting
phenomenon. Musicological researches were, primarily, focused on art music, while the research of salon music was at the margin of scientific interest.
However, emergence of new scientific approaches based on theoretical concepts in social sciences and anthropology resulted in actualization of
researches in different aspects of private lives from the past. That is how „salon“, as a special form of „half-public privacy“, and in that way, salon music,
became a new challenge for field researches.
Salon music can nowadays be seen as a historical form of the popular music, which production and distribution were under control of the free-market
rules. Salon repertoire, with its pan-European commonalities, represented an all-European trend which in the 19th century spread over the areas
inhabited by the Serbs. The chrono-logical frame offered (until 1914.) matches the standard periodization of the European history (the Long 19th
century) and it coincides with the political, social and cultural events of the time. In that period, during the creation of modern civil state, a specific
domain of private life, as well as a value system, mostly taken from Central Europe, was constituted. Salon music was seen as a specific product,
medium of a lifestyle and mentality of one particular era. In order to get answers to the questions on place and function of the salon music in a life and
value system of one society or social group, it was necessary to step out of the traditional musicology into the field of interdisciplinary research that
includes sociology, history of culture, everyday life, and social history.
During the archival research in Novi Sad, Belgrade and Vienna, a rich body of salon compositions by Serbian, as well as foreign composers, who
lived among the Serbs, was collected, to clearly show channels of intercultural exchange and communication. The catalogues and list of music
publishers were studied with the utmost care, which in turn provided an insight into supply and demand in the music industry at the time. Articles on
music, published in daily and periodical newspapers, were a significant source of information, too. Valuable information was provided through diaries,
memoirs, and literary works which pictured the lives of the Serbian citizens in the 19th century, as well as other various books and manuals in which it
was depicted what were the socially desirable norms of conduct that enabled decoding of bourgeois way of life, and upbringing of children, girls,
especially. Finally, significant tiles in completion of the mosaic were the historical items like: concert programs, ball invitations, letters etc. Important
guidelines for better understanding of the salon music phenomenon were derived directly from practice. While editing the album of the salon
compositions for the piano, titled, “From the Salons of Novi Sad”, the so-called “road” from manuscripts to the note publications, that is, from archives to
performers, was finally “crossed” in practice, too. Another angle of looking at things, were the concerts of salon music held in Sremski Karlovci and
Novi Sad, which I organised with my students from the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad. This particular reconstruction of salon music performance, as well
as the direct insight into the relationship between the performers and the audience, resulted in better “sounding” and understanding of the topic. The
introductory chapter contains an explanation of titles and subjects of the research, critical analysis of previous musicological works on Serbian salon
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Of particular importance for the artistic commitment and maturation of Kornelije Stanković, was his training in Vienna, which at that time represented
the center of the Slavic elite. The whole cultural and social atmosphere of Vienna left a strong imprint on the young artist: a rich cultural and political life
of the city, contacts with Serbian and Slavic circles and their ideas, especially studies under distinguished professor at the Conservatory – a composer,
pianist and theorist Simon Sechter. By studying the inscriptions in the Serbian press from the 19th century (Srbski list, Vidovdan, Južna pčela, Danica,
Trgovačke novine, Šumadinka) and preserved posters of Stankovic’s concerts, we have selected the compositions that were part of the Kornelije
Stanković piano repertoire. Besides his own compositions, his repertoire included some works of Franz Liszt and Sigismund Thalberg, and even, then
popular and now forgotten salon composers-pianists: Jacob Blumenthal, Louis Lacombe, Rudolf Willmers, Eduard M. Pirkhert, and a certain man
named Wald. It is possible that this selection of works was influenced by Sechter himself. Blumental and Lacombe were his students. However, the fact
remains that the compositions of those authors, which Stanković performed, also represented the most famous works of those composers, as well as
the standards of the salon repertoire at the time. The aim of this paper is to highlight the equal importance and representation of the foreign composers
within Stankovic’s piano repertoire, as well as the actuality of performed compositions, which has allowed us to gain an insight into the German press
of the considered period.

https://dais.sanu.ac.rs/handle/123456789/3887?locale-attribute=en

The history of Salon Music can be traced through the tense, dynamic relation between the consumers of that kind of music (performers, listeners) and
critics. In the early 1930s, and later even more, a designation “salon style” started to appear in the reviews of the Salon Music. By that fact alone, it was
implied that compositions, which were published as Salon Music, or were defined as such in reviews, corresponded to specific musical norms, which,
on the other hand, evolved merely from recipient’s needs. In foreign and domestic press from the period, there are many negative epithets referring to
Salon Music: “empty, frivolous, coquette, false”. Nevertheless, aesthetic debates in music literature had no impact on Salon Music admirers. In this
study, the focus of attention is on the reception of Serbian Salon Music of the nineteenth century within the context of the Central European cultural
practice. Salon compositions were interpreted within the interactive relations among musical work-performers-audience-critics. The goal of musical
work analysis was not to evaluate the artistic quality or non-quality of the Salon Music, in order to distinguish more or less successful music
compositions. It is far more important to bear in mind that artistic quality with the Salon Music consumers of the time had no decisive role. Musical work
analysis no longer seeks for aesthetical values in music facts, but for qualities and features that a piece of music must possess in order to fulfill its
purpose and function.
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Of particular importance for the artistic commitment and maturation of Kornelije Stanković, was his training in Vienna, which at that time represented
the center of the Slavic elite. The whole cultural and social atmosphere of Vienna left a strong imprint on the young artist: a rich cultural and political life
of the city, contacts with Serbian and Slavic circles and their ideas, especially studies under distinguished professor at the Conservatory – a composer,
pianist and theorist Simon Sechter. By studying the inscriptions in the Serbian press from the 19th century (Srbski list, Vidovdan, Južna pčela, Danica,
Trgovačke novine, Šumadinka) and preserved posters of Stankovic’s concerts, we have selected the compositions that were part of the Kornelije
Stanković piano repertoire. Besides his own compositions, his repertoire included some works of Franz Liszt and Sigismund Thalberg, and even, then
popular and now forgotten salon composers-pianists: Jacob Blumenthal, Louis Lacombe, Rudolf Willmers, Eduard M. Pirkhert, and a certain man
named Wald. It is possible that this selection of works was influenced by Sechter himself. Blumental and Lacombe were his students. However, the fact
remains that the compositions of those authors, which Stanković performed, also represented the most famous works of those composers, as well as
the standards of the salon repertoire at the time. The aim of this paper is to highlight the equal importance and representation of the foreign composers
within Stankovic’s piano repertoire, as well as the actuality of performed compositions, which has allowed us to gain an insight into the German press
of the considered period.
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The period from the mid1940s until the late 1950s is a stage in the development of Bulgarian cultural history which is most difficult to explain. The
social life at the time was severely controlled, organised and governed in the mould of a strong ideological propaganda. Publications of that time
define mass songs as an essential and significant genre, as an ‘untested tool in the fight against formalism’. The question is to what extent the very
phenomenon of ‘musical thought’ was subject to direct manipulation. Mass songs were largely marching music and their musical language was tonal.
Yet, an analysis of tens of mass songs shows that the natural minor mode permeated the marching and hymnal songs. This is usually explained as an
endeavour to lend such songs a folk ring, which is consistent with the requirements of ingraining them into the folk tradition. Throughout the history of
Bulgarian musical culture though, a certain specific is identified: major and harmonic minor modes have not, ever since the Late National Revival
period, functioned in the sense of the term ‘major-minor system’, which has been mechanically ascribed to them. In this country, the major mode is
naturally in alignment with the other diatonic modes, due to which its partner is in fact the minor-permeated Aeolian mode. It has bearing on the
semantic field of the tonal system: minor is not a qualitatively defined in opposition to major, but rather in terms of its semantic variation and
complementary contrast, lending mass songs majestic epic and heroic pathos. That was the reason why even songs containing the keyword ‘joy’ often
sounded in a natural minor mode, symbolising the ‘wise’ joy which stems from an age-long family tradition. Therefore, the authorities in fact guided an
already existing state of musical thought, while the genre spontaneously utilised the opportunities provided by this specific musical code, forming a
natural musical environment for posterity. The frequent minormode re-conceptualization helped alleviate and humanise the overdosed ideological
pressure.
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Болгарская городская музыкальная культура начала активно развиваться с 40-х годов ХІХ века – начала Позднeго болгарского возрождения.
Большая часть возрожденческих городских песен (которые обычно делятся на революционные, любовные и школьные) – это подтекстованные
чужестранные мелодии, которые имеют черты тональной организации. Кроме того, в рамках городской культуры появляется и личное
творчество, на основе которого можно проследить процессы усвоения нового музыкального мышления. Очень часто мелодии городских песен
(которые распространялись главным образом в устной форме) претерпевали воздействие модальной организации традиционной народной
песни. Поэтому болгарская городская песенная культура является интересным объектом для музыкально-теоретических и музыкальнопсихологических исследований.
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First, in this paper I will try to present briefly the history of the Ionian Islands related to their geographical location, between east and west, the Ottoman
Empire and the European civilization. Secondly, I am going to analyze the important role of the Ionian Islands in the spread of the European musical
culture all over the new founded Greek state and the cities of Anatolia (19th century) and will focus to their function in the creation of the first Greek
national composition style. Finally, I am going to present the variety of monophonic and polyphonic city songs in Ionian islands interpretive by the
men’s choir “Tragudistades tsi Zante” and by the men’s choir ensemble “Lechrites – Dionysus” in city of Thessalonica. I will also emphasize to their
differences and similarities in interpretation. The paper will accompanied by audio and video presentation.
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Авторът изследва радската хорова култура до средата на 40-те години на XX век като предпоставка за възникването на музикални театри в
България, в това число европейските влияния и тенденции.
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Проф. Милена Божикова от Института за изследване на изкуствата е съставител и редактор на втория сборник с научни трудове по проекта
„Културна интеграция и устойчивост”, който се осъществява между Българската академия на науките/Института за изследване на изкуствата и
Македонската академия за науки и изкуства (2014-2017). Проектът избра темата за самосъзнанието и творческата идентификация,
изграждащи се под въздействието на различни фактори в отделно взета област, държава, Балканите, и/или в европейски и световен контекст.
Културните взаимодействия, от една страна, и отстояването на „статуквото“, от друга, са обект на диалога в проекта.
След първия сборник „Балкански идентитет/и“, издаден през 2016 г. в Скопие, съставен от материали от различни области на
хуманитаристиката, беше подготвен и вторият сборник с дискусии по проблемите на културното разширяване, динамиката на културните
процеси, трансфера на идеи, парадигмата на паметта. Сборникът е интердисциплинарен – в областите на изкуствата, литературата,
историята, социологията, балканистиката, и в него със статии участват учени от България, Македония, Германия, Полша, Южна Корея и Русия.
Интеграцията и трансферите се разглеждат в много широк аспект – от исторически смеси, наслагвания във вид на традиция през влияния в
резултат на политическа хегемония, през формите на принудително интегриране или такова в резултат на свободен избор, през търсене на
екзотика през вековете чрез смесване на източна и западна традиция, до всички форми на механични съчетания, експериментиране с
контакти, връзки, синтези.
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This article explores particular aspects of the Milyo Basan’s creative activities, associated with the Bulgarian contribution in the development of
schlager, a predominant song genre in European popular music during the first half of the twentieth century. Drawing attention to socio-cultural and
stylistic patterns of schlager, generally thought of as sweet, overly sentimental music which features mostly simple and catchy tunes, the analysis here
offers a more detailed look at some of the most popular Basan’s songs composed in the 1930s. A special attention is paid to the role of Basan as a
composer who, in a sense, outlined dominant trends of Bulgarian popular song in the years to follow. In addition, it is argued that the complex
analytical approach to the study of schlager might elucidate some specific issues concerning the twentieth century musical heritage, especially in
terms of its intrinsic dynamics and the continuity of given musical phenomena in Bulgaria.
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Статията има за цел 1) да проследи характерни черти в развитието на шлагера в България през 30-те години на миналия век; 2) да насочи
вниманието към възлови фигури в жанра като Мильо Басан, Йосиф Цанков, Аспарух Лешников, Алберт Пинкас и др.; 3) да разгледа някои
типични за това време музикални примери. Същевременно проучването хвърля светлина върху начина, по който тези музикални прояви
рефлектират върху облика на българската популярна музика в една по-широка историческа перспектива.
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Often named „father” and „founder” of Bulgarian Jazz, Assen Ovcharov (1906 – 1972) is undoubtedly a key figure in Bulgarian culture. His diverse
work as a jazz band leader, music arranger and pedagogue was instrumental in shaping popular music in Bulgaria over the course of the 1930s and
the decades to follow. The article seeks to delineate Ovcharov’s creativity through an overview of the most important aspects of his professional
activities. This features: 1) Articulating his essential role in establishing the first Bulgarian jazz band and the continuity between this orchestra and
subsequent ensembles of this type; 2) Focusing on the musician’s arrangements which laid the foundation of jazz bands in Bulgaria; 3) Calling
attention to some personal misfortunes in his biography resulting from the adverse sociopolitical climate surrounding Bulgarian jazz in the early 1950s;
4) Reflecting on Ovcharov’s pedagogical activity and its lasting effect on shaping various musical practices. Thus the text, being grounded in and
referring to the musician’s creative work, relates to an even broader historical panorama of the processes within the Bulgarian popular music scene
circa and after the Second World War.
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The article outlines some forms of constructing and manifesting the personal identity that have been expressed through the language of music. The
initial goal of the research is to show and analyze the individual art biography of а contemporary professional musician belonging to the community of
folk musicians in Hungary. Nikola Parov is а folk instruments player and composer, who has used the Bulgarian folklore as а base of his author’s
music. The mechanisms of manifesting the Bulgarian musical identity, expressed through folklore, come out very clearly in cases when they are in the
cultural context outside Bulgaria. It is а rather interesting phenomenon to observe how а person who has lived abroad since his childhood and who is
only partially Bulgarian by origin, defines his identity as а Bulgarian one. The article traces the models of the musician’s teaching. Initially his musical
thought and the mastering up with the folk instruments and repertoire follows the traditional folk model – learning by ear, listening to the playing of his
grandfather and to other musicians from the village. The folklore and the classical type of education go in parallel and are complementary to one
another. The practice that Nikola Parov has had outside Bulgarian musical setting is the reason for him to develop performer’s universalism of his own,
which does not follow in details the regional Bulgarian music folk styles, and yet is appropriate for the audience in Hungarian dance clubs. Nikola
Parov gathers а group of musicians, and thus attracts people coming from the Balkan region to join the group, and he teaches them how to play
Bulgarian folklore repertoire. The group gives concerts and issues musical albums with great success. In а separate part of the article there is shown
the valuation that the musician has to the Bulgarian folklore in the context of the Balkan music; the comparisons he makes with the music of Serbs,
Greeks, Romanians, gypsies; his opinion about the value that the Bulgarian folklore has in the European musical culture. The figure of the musician
reveals most entirely in the author’s pieces of music. He combines in а specific rhapsodic style the musical images he has in his mind. А large deal of
these musical forms is represented by the Bulgarian folklore, but there are also episodes referring to musical classics, to modern music of the twentieth
century, to popular music and jazz. It is an absolutely original author’s style and yet it is extremely interesting to the listeners. The activity of Nikola
Parov as а performer and composer is completely in the spirit of the Bulgarian folklore. In this sense it is obvious that the formation of а particular
musical identity is crucially dependent on the construction and development of а respective musical thought and musical language.
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При цялата консервативност и стремеж към културно самосъхранение живата музикална практика, по-специално в инструменталната музика,
показва съществуването на културни контакти между музиканти българи и турци, особено в градска среда. При теренни проучвания на
фолклора в граничните райони на Югоизточна България през 80-те години на ХХ в. попаднах на родени в Одринско фолклорни
инструменталисти гайдари, заучили
някои турски свирни в този край. Тези мелодии не са получили популярност в България, но са останали като отзвук от дóсега с друга култура в
репертоара на музиканти преселници, като следи от културно многообразие.
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On the Balkans live Sefarad (Spanish) Jews whose ancestors migrated from Spain and Portugal at the end of 15th century. They brought their song
culture and intermingled into the cultural life of the Balkan towns where, from the one hand, they gave, and, on the other hand, took songs and certain
melodies. In the repertoire recorded today we find the characteristic features both of Spanish-Portuguese and Balkan town song culture. Noteworthy is
the fact that coming to the Balkans the Jews found and mixed with the local Jewish population – Romaniots, who also should have had culture similar
to that of the old urban population. There are many similarities between the town songs of Bulgarians and those of Sefarad Jews. Most of these
similarities are in the melodies which differ only in external features. In particular cases we also find similarities in the texts. Comparing town songs of
Balkan peoples with songs of Sefarad Jews we establish the same plenty of melodic variants. That makes us accept the similarity as a rule. We
suggest that as gypsies have been the most diligent spreaders of Balkan instrumental music culture in the past and now, so the Jews, being merchants
freely moving from town to town and from people to people, spread both their own songs and melodies and those of Greeks, Turks, Bulgarians, Serbs
as well. It is most valid for their love songs, romances, etc. In some cases we find similarities between Sefarad town songs and several well known
village songs. The explanation of this more complicated intermingling is forthcoming. During the last years the work on studying and popularizing
Sefarad songs on the Balkans has been activated. In Sofia, Belgrade, Bucharest and elsewhere newly founded Jewish choirs restore old, forgotten
songs; produce CDs and cassettes with Jewish secular and religious songs and chants. Contacts have been established with researchers and
collectors of Jewish songs from other countries and mainly with the scientists from the University of Jerusalem where is kept the largest archive
collection of Jewish music Folklore.
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Bulgarian urban songs originated at the beginning of the 1940s. The first representatives of this genre were Dobri Chintulov’s revolutionary songs and
Petko Slaveykov’s love songs. Their tunes and texts were influenced by the Russian revolutionary song (Chintulov) and the Turkish or Greek love song
(Slaveykov). After the Liberation many young Bulgarians began to study in European countries, mainly Austria, Germany and France. Coming back to
their homeland, they transmitted German and other European tunes and songs, translating the texts in Bulgarian. Most often these young people
became school teachers. Thus a number of German children’s songs came to be popular in Bulgarian schools and the children accepted them with
pleasure as their own “Bulgarian” ones. Some of these songs are still performed nowadays. Most of the first Socialist songs, which appeared in
Bulgaria at the end of the 19th century, were actually German tunes provided with free Bulgarian translation of the texts. Such is also the case of some
tourist songs, whose melodies were borrowed from German and Austrian originals. The German popular tunes have a strong impact on the Bulgarian
songs of this genre, which originated in the middle of the 1920s. The first records of Bulgarian popular tunes are made in Germany. The famous singer
Asparuh Leshnikov, who used to be the main figure in the world-famous band “Comedian harmonics” disbanded during Hitler’s regime, came back to
Bulgaria from Germany. The German popular song of that time had a significant influence on the formation of this genre in Bulgaria.
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Павлина Цалова проследява създаването на градската музикална култура през епохата на Българското Възраждане, включително чуждите
влияния върху този процес.
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След Освобождението, когато Пловдив е столица на Източна Румелия, градът е особено пъстър и многоезичен. Тук се стичат специалисти и
просто предприемчиви хора от цяла Европа.Според първото официално преброяване на населението, българите в Пловдив са 16 752,
турците – 7 144, гърците – 5 497, евреите – 2 168, арменците – 979 и другите народности – 902, или всичко 33 442 души. Сред тези 902 има и
чехи.
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The article traces separate stages in the popularization of the art of dancing in Plovdiv. The first stage is considerably longer as it presupposes a slow
and gradual adoption of the European dances and their inclusion in various forms of social and home entertainments. It lasted from the start of the
National Revival to the mid-twenties of the XX c. The second stage comprises the period from the beginning of the XX century to the middle of the 20s
when dances turned from a way of entertainment at dancing parties, school celebrations and balls into a stage art -included in children’s operetta and
opera performances. The dance found its place in the newly established opera group -of Alexander Kraev, of Angel Bukoreshtliev and other stage
events. The third stage started in the 20s and continued until the end of World War Two. Guest-performances of famous Bulgarian and foreign actors
were of decisive importance for increasing the interest in ballet art. But although the Plovdiv public first got acquainted with the opera art through the
guest performances of foreign opera groups, in the case of ballet it was just the opposite -the concerts of Bulgarian artists (educated mainly in Vienna
and Berlin) imposed the idea of professional ballet art in Plovdiv and after that the Russian guest performers. Thus the public opinion and interest in
ballet art in Plovdiv was formed, which provoked the organizing at the newly opened Plovdiv Opera of a ballet group consisting of 18 people with Anna
Vorobiova as a choreographer and Anastasia Voinikova as a pedagogue.
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Музикалният бит в големия български град
от средата на XIX в. до Освобождението 1878 г. (Опит за етнографско изследване)
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Стара Загора - град на музиката
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Формиране, развитие и утвърждаване на инструменталната и педагогическата валдхорнова школа в България

ISBN 978-88-908837-4-3

Article in Massimo Favento
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The article presents the general picture of the cultural processes in Bulgaria, compared to the ones in Western Europe, centered at around the early
20th century. After the Liberation lots of problems, related to the searching of a national identity, occurred such as low spirits of the Bulgarians, a sense
of backwardness in comparison to the European cultural processes, etc. A leading idea in music was folklore to be established as a base of the
creative work of the Bulgarian composers from the 1920s and 1930s. That common idea managed to outweigh the individual way of thinking of the
composers. It is considered the relation collective – individual, within the frame of the national, and in Bulgaria the collective, the common prevailed in
contrast to the highly individualized European art. It is posed the question about the social role of the Bulgarian art in the overall picture of the
European culture. The relation between Western Europe and Bulgaria (as a part of the Balkans) is structured psychologically as a relation between the
Ego and the shadow. The shadow is the other thing, “the bad” European thing. It was created a temporary social image of Bulgaria through the
appearance of the Bulgarian creators abroad. It did not leave a deep mark on the Western art, because of the cultural challenges in the sphere of arts,
which changed the existing perceptions and criteria.
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The article presents the general picture of the cultural processes in Bulgaria, compared to the ones in Western Europe, centred at around the early
20th century. After the Liberation lots of problems, related to the searching of a national identity, occurred such as low spirits of the Bulgarians, a sense
of backwardness in comparison to the European cultural processes, etc. A leading idea in music was folklore to be established as a base of the
creative work of the Bulgarian composers from the 1920s and 1930s. That common idea managed to outweigh the individual way of thinking of the
composers. It is considered the relation collective – individual, within the frame of the national, and in Bulgaria the collective, the common prevailed in
contrast to the highly individualized European art. It is posed the question about the social role of the Bulgarian art in the overall picture of the
European culture. The relation between Western Europe and Bulgaria (as a part of the Balkans) is structured psychologically as a relation between the
Ego and the shadow. The shadow is the other thing, “the bad” European thing. It was created a temporary social image of Bulgaria through the
appearance of the Bulgarian creators abroad. It did not leave a deep mark on the Western art, because of the cultural challenges in the sphere of arts,
which changed the existing perceptions and criteria.
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Central and Eastern European Online Library (CEEOL)
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The paper is the first attempt of the author to relate two topics: the inter-Balkan relations and the “Balkan music”. In the first part the author expresses
her shock of the daily demonstrations –mainly in the media –of a typical for the region ambivalence: hostility to the neighbors and desire for
cooperation with the same neighbors. Being musicologist the author deals mainly with the second topic. She describes several examples of active
cooperation between musicians from different Balkan countries. This cooperation is interpreted as an expression of utopic and real at the same
time intention of the people from the Balkans to build up a “common house” opposed to the frequent geopolitical and interethnic collisions in
the region. Considering the notion „Balkanism” introduced by Maria Todorova as a pejorative metaphor of the Balkans as zone of
animosity, backwardness, insecurity the author opposes contra-notion: the neologism “musical Balkanism” presenting intercultural and interethnic
musical practices existed for centuries in the big cities of the former Ottoman Empire and continuing up to now as interinstitutional and
interpersonal forms of cultural cooperation. In the paper some products of this cooperation are selectedwhich are realized in different spheres of
the music and musical life: concert practices, festivals, genres of ethno-fusion, opera and chamber music performance.
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The paper deals with urban life in Bulgaria from Liberation 1878 until 1939. Various aspects are presented such as social life and social circles, public
spaces and forms of entertainment, fashion, new articles of consumption, the introduction of technical devices (cinema, automobiles, etc.). The
changes of urban planning and architecture pointed toward de-orientalization and modernization. Some features of the inter-war period are traced
down. The materials used come from various sources: statistics, town archives, memoirs, etc.
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Транскрипциите за акордеон в българската музикална практика - танцувални жанрове, свързани с традициите на западно-европейската
музика. Обобщен поглед върху произведенията в малка форма
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Югоизточноевропейски изследвания по музикознание : доклади от XI международен конгрес за югоизточноевропейски изследвания и VI
международна конференция на Регионалната асоциация за изследване на музиката на Балканите при Международното музиковедско
общество, София, 31 август - 4 септември 2015 = South East European Studies in musicology : Proceeding of the 11th International Congress of
Southeast European Studies & the 6th International Conference of IMS Regional for Association for the study of Music of the Balkans, Sofia, 31 august 4 septembre 2015
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The paper discusses the contribution of the Russian emigration to the musical life of Niš, a town in southeast Serbia, which in the interwar period,
compared to Belgrade and other major cities of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia (Novi Sad, Sarajevo, Zagreb, Ljubljana), was a peripheral, therefore, in
case of this topic an unexplored area. Researching the experience of the emigration on a micro-level and mechanisms of their cultural and artistic
integration in a new environment, based on articles from the local press of this time, we sought to determine the role of Russian professional and
amateur musicians in shaping and advancing different aspects of musical life in Niš (choir, instrumental, vocal and stage-music performance and
music pedagogy). Cultural environment of the town, which in the previous decades was formed and established on the national tradition, survived
under the centuries of Ottoman domination, thanks to the Russian refugee intelligence in the period between the two world wars has greatly enhanced
and modernized not only by the elements of Russian spirituality and artistic creativity, but also by the achievements of Western European musical
practice.
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